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Charles Carroll the Settler (1660-1720) arrived in Maryland in 1688, drawn by the colony's promise 
of religious freedom, a promise curtailed by the Glorious Revolution that same year. (Courtesy the 
Charles Carroll House, Annapolis.) 
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Roman Catholics, Not Papists: 
Catholic Identity in 
Maryland, 1689-1776 

BEATRIZ BETANCOURT HARDY 

In 1771 Charles Carroll of Carrollton wrote a letter briefly relating his family's 
history. Anti-Catholic laws, he observed, had deprived his Irish ancestors of 
their land, so his grandfather had moved to Maryland, a colony that offered 

Catholics religious freedom and equal privileges with other settlers. Having won 
a commission as attorney general, Charles Carroll the Settler arrived in 1688, the 
year of the Glorious Revolution in England. A year later, rebels calling them- 
selves the Protestant Associators overthrew the proprietary government of Mary- 
land. "The Revolutionists," recounted the younger Carroll, ". . . turned out of 
their places all the R[oman] C[atholic] gentlemen vested with most or chief of 
ye posts of honour, profit or trust, hanged some of them, & imprisoned many." 
That assessment was somewhat inaccurate and in his grandfather's case prema- 
ture. Charles Carroll the Settler continued to serve the proprietor privately until 
1717, when the assembly's hostility cost him his position.1 

What Charles Carroll of Carrollton could see so clearly—that the Revolu- 
tion of 1689 had been a crucial turning point for Catholics in Maryland—had 
not been nearly so obvious to his grandfather. He knew, as his grandfather could 
not, that Catholics had never regained the rights lost in 1689, and that, in fact, 
their situation had considerably worsened in the ensuing eighty years. He also 
knew, as his grandfather could not, that Catholics had come to feel oppressed in 
the colony they once had considered a refuge. Before 1689, the offer of religious 
freedom had drawn Catholics to Maryland. Although their religious practices 
had distinguished them from their neighbors. Catholics had not formed a sepa- 
rate group politically. Instead, they allied with Protestants loyal to the propri- 
etary family. The Glorious Revolution and the subsequent actions of the govern- 
ment strengthened Catholics' religious identity and eventually forced them to 
create a new political identity for themselves. At first. Catholics joined with Quak- 
ers to protest the establishment of the Church of England. Both the governor 
and assembly, however, took actions aimed specifically at Catholics, isolating 
them from any possible allies except the proprietor. Catholics cast their lot with 
the proprietary family, remaining loyal until the 1750s, when proprietary offi- 

Professor Hardy teaches history at Coastal Carolina University. 
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cials agreed to a double tax on Catholics. At the same time, imperial events weak- 
ened their loyalty to England and international events eroded their identifica- 
tion with English Catholics. It was therefore as Marylanders that Catholics in the 
1770s allied with Protestants and rebelled against both proprietary and English 
rule. 

In 1689, Catholics in Maryland did not know what the future would bring, 
but their reaction to the Glorious Revolution does shed light on what they knew 
about the past and how they perceived their own place in Maryland history.2 

Together with Protestants loyal to the proprietor, Catholic leaders expected to 
put down the rebellion relatively easily, since the government had weathered 
several revolts earlier in the century and had always survived. Two months after 
the rebellion started, Charles Carroll the Settler advised Lord Baltimore, "cer- 
tainly your Lordship's charter is not such a trifle as to be annulled by the bare 
allegations of such profligate wretches." Carroll ended his letter with an assur- 
ance of his "hearty prayers that your Lordship may meet with noe great difficul- 
ties in composeing these matters."3 

Although virtually every Catholic sided with Lord Baltimore, they did not 
initially consider the revolt a religious conflict pitting Catholics against Protes- 
tants nor did they conceive of themselves as a Catholic political party. They be- 
lieved the rebellion was simply a political uprising against proprietary authority 
and saw themselves as defenders, along with many Protestants, of the propri- 
etary interest. Carroll, for example, reported that the rebels had excluded from 
office "not only all Roman Catholiques ... but also all Protestants that refuse to 
join them in their irregularities,... arbitrarily threatening to hang any man that 
takes upon him to justify your Lordship's right." Carroll concluded, "Neither 
Catholic nor honest Protestant can well call his life or estate his own." Colonel 
Peter Sayer of Talbot County tried to console the proprietor by observing that 
"the best men & best Protestants... (men of the best Estates, & real professors of 
the Protestant Religion) stand stifly up for your Lordship's interests."4 

The causes of the uprising puzzled Catholic leaders, who believed that the 
colony had simply been misled by the rebels. Colonel Henry Darnall I, a deputy 
governor and the proprietor's agent, thought "the people were led away by false 
reports and shams," while Charles Carroll the Settler blamed "the wicked insti- 
gations" of the Protestant Associators for "the strange rebellion."5 They seemed 
oblivious to the long-term grievances which contributed to the revolt, including 
the perception by many Anglicans that the Catholic Church held a privileged 
position in the colony compared to the Church of England. 

In England, the Anglican Church benefited from its status as the established 
church. Taxpayers supplied its financial needs; laws required attendance at its 
services; the monarch even served as its head. English Catholics, by contrast, had 
long suffered from persecution, and their numbers had declined precipitously; 
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by the 1600s, they constituted fewer than two percent of England's population. 
Despite their small numbers, "the poor afflicted Catholics," according to the first 
Lord Baltimore, "have their grievances daily multiplied, their estates spoiled, and 
their persons disgraced." Over time, however, English Catholics had developed 
strategies for coping, living quietly to avoid attracting attention from the gov- 
ernment. They established chapels at their homes and supported chaplains, who 
ministered to the gentry families and their neighbors and dependents. Some 
priests rode circuits between chapels, relying on their families and congregations 
for support.6 

When the Calverts founded Maryland in 1634, they deliberately tried to cre- 
ate a society different from England's, a society where religion was a private mat- 
ter and all Christians enjoyed liberty of conscience. This was a matter of both 
principle and necessity: the Calverts wanted their colony to be a refuge for fellow 
Catholics, but they also needed to attract as many settlers as possible if Maryland 
was going to be a success. The Calverts could afford to alienate neither prospec- 
tive Protestant settlers nor the English government by favoring the Catholic 
Church. In any case, their own experience with religious discrimination led the 
proprietary family to support the principle of liberty of conscience.7 

What the Calverts intended to be equal treatment of all Christians was per- 
ceived by some Protestants as favoritism toward Catholics. Protestant settlers 
had outnumbered Catholics from the first day of colonization, but the Catholic 
Church had fared relatively well compared to the Anglican Church.8 Lay Catho- 
lics in Maryland voluntarily supported the church and built chapels. Priests, freed 
from the shackles of the English penal laws, zealously ministered to their flocks 
and sought converts. A close-knit Catholic community quickly developed, offer- 
ing its members a variety of advantages: Catholics acted as godparents for each 
other's children, watched out for orphans and widows, attended Mass regularly, 
and transacted business with each other.9 

By comparison, the Anglican Church in Maryland languished. Although the 
majority of settlers in Maryland were nominally Anglican, they never fully ac- 
cepted the idea of voluntarily building churches or supporting their pastors. Few 
Anglican clergymen found Maryland attractive, preferring to settle in neighbor- 
ing Virginia, where they could count on regular salaries. As a result, the Church 
of England failed to establish a lasting presence during the period of toleration, 
forcing most Anglicans to choose between not practicing religion at all or con- 
verting to Catholicism or Quakerism.10 

Politically, Catholics in Maryland had also enjoyed an advantage over Prot- 
estants before the Glorious Revolution. Cecilius Calvert, the second Lord Balti- 
more, had appointed both Catholics and Protestants to governmental offices. 
However, Charles Calvert, who succeeded his father as Lord Baltimore in 1676, 
preferred to award provincial offices only to an inner circle of his friends and 
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Eastern Shore Catholics bequeathed money and land for their churches in the late seventeenth century. 
Shown here are portions of the wills of John Londey (above) and Henrietta Maria Lloyd (below), to 
whom Londey had left half his estate. (Maryland State Archives, MSA SC538.) 
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relatives, nearly all of whom were Catholics. In an era when economic and social 
elites normally wielded substantial political power, many wealthy Protestants in 
Maryland found themselves excluded from profitable provincial offices. Some, 
such as ex-cleric John Coode and attorney Kenelm Cheseldyne, had once en- 
joyed but then lost proprietary favor, while Nehemiah Blakiston, another attor- 
ney, had never gained it. Henry Jowles, a large planter, served in many county- 
level offices but was unable to make the leap to the provincial level. These frus- 
trated Protestants tended to blame their lack of opportunity on Lord Baltimore's 
favoritism toward Catholics, and all four became leaders of the Protestant 
Associators.11 During the Revolution their resentment prompted them to re- 
move Catholics from all civil and military offices and close Catholic chapels.12 

Restriction and Reaction 

After the revolt the English government decided that Maryland would become 
a royal colony but that Lord Baltimore would retain his lands and certain propri- 
etary revenues. A royal governor arrived in 1692. The newly elected assembly pro- 
hibited Catholics from serving in the royal government, although the ban did not 
apply to the remaining proprietary offices, such as collectors of quitrents. In addi- 
tion, the assembly officially established the Church of England. The law did not 
require attendance at Anglican services or ban other churches, but henceforth Catho- 
lics had to pay an annual poll tax of forty pounds of tobacco to support a church 
they did not attend. The government also allowed the Catholic chapels to reopen.13 

The establishment of the royal government and the Anglican Church forced 
Catholics to begin to accept the possibility that this time Lord Baltimore would 
not regain control of the government in the short run. The government's actions 
compelled Catholics to begin to identify themselves as a distinct group in the 
early 1690s, although they did not immediately develop a new political iden- 
tity.14 Instead, they continued to be loyal to the proprietary family, hoping for 
the restoration of the colony to Calvert control; the more optimistic among them 
even hoped for the restoration of Stuart control in England. Catholics joined 
with the Quakers, another group that dissented from the new order, to oppose 
the Church tax and promote a return to proprietary rule. The Anglican clergy 
complained that both Catholics and Quakers "dayly Endeavour to draw People 
to their parties, by suggesting" that Lord Baltimore would again govern the colony. 
The council complained that Lord Baltimore's agents—presumably a reference 
to Henry Darnall I and Charles Carroll the Settler—were using their control of 
the Land Office to win support for the proprietor. Additionally, some Catholics 
drank toasts to the deposed king, James II.15 

Catholics' political troubles strengthened their commitment to their faith. 
Even among the gentry, who stood to lose the most by exclusion from office, very 
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few responded to the discrimination they faced by converting.16 Instead, they 
rallied around the Church. At least half of the Catholics who wrote wills in the 
1690s made bequests to the Church, compared to only about one-third a decade 
earlier.17 Catholics continued to attend Mass and to be baptized, married, and 
buried in the Church, allowing them to maintain their religious identity as a 
separate group.18 

The changed environment made maintaining access to their chapels a criti- 
cal issue for Catholics. Eastern Shore Catholics displayed tremendous concern 
over the fate of their chapel at Doncaster, which was owned by Colonel Peter 
Sayer. In 1693 planter John Londey bequeathed half his estate to support the 
Doncaster chapel, but the bequest was to be void if "the Catholics of Talbot 
County should be under persecution and restrained from having Liberty of 
Conscience at my Decease." Londey left the other half of his estate to Henrietta 
Maria Lloyd, a wealthy Catholic widow, who bequeathed her share of Londey's 
estate plus an additional three hundred acres of land for the support of the chapel 
in 1697. A year later Sayer's widow died, leaving no children. She carefully speci- 
fied in her will that the Doncaster chapel should become the property of her 
nephew Charles Blake and Lloyd's son, Richard Bennett III. Nor was this con- 
cern with chapel access limited to the isolated Catholics living on the Eastern 
Shore. In 1698, Joshua Doyne of St. Mary's County specified in his will that the 
"Church Stuff" should go first to his wife Jane and, after her death, to his son 
Jesse. Although lay Catholics had maintained chapels and left bequests to the 
Church and individual priests for many years, they had not previously used their 
wills to ensure the chapels' existence.19 

Catholics' religious zeal was also evident in their efforts to seek converts. 
According to Governor Francis Nicholson, an epidemic that swept the Lower 
Western Shore in the late 1690s provided an excellent opportunity for "several 
Popish Priests and zealous Papists ... (under pretence of visiting the sick during 
this time of common calamity and sickness) to seduce, delude, and persuade 
divers of His Majesty's good Protestant subjects to the Romish faith." Addition- 
ally, Catholic masters sometimes prevented their servants from attending Prot- 
estant church services, pressuring them to convert to Catholicism.20 

Nicholson, a zealous Anglican and royal appointee, already suspected Catho- 
lics for their loyalty to the proprietor, support for the Stuart kings, and opposi- 
tion to the establishment of the Church of England. Allowing Catholics to seek 
converts among the vulnerable was more than he could endure. Nicholson is- 
sued proclamations in 1698 forbidding Catholics to proselytize and banning toasts 
to James II. He also signed a law to limit the importation of Irish servants— 
mostly Catholics—into the province.21 

Catholics did not react in any organized way to these new restrictions. Two 
Charles County court cases suggest, however, that some individuals stubbornly 
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refused to obey the proclamations and tried to impose their religious beliefs on 
others, especially their Protestant dependents. In the first case, Mary Stigalier, a 
Protestant, complained to a member of the council in 1701 that her husband 
James and their friends James and Elizabeth Neale, all Catholics, had pressured 
her to convert. When she refused, her husband told her "that within two yeares 
shee and all the rest of the protestants would bee forced to turne Roman 
Catholicks." If they resisted, "the Roman Catholicks would broyle them all on 
Grid Irons... for feare the times should turne againe." This man had come to see 
Protestants—even his own wife—as enemies. A jury found him not guilty, but 
required him to post a recognizance bond for good behavior.22 In the second 
case, a servant named John Emory alleged that his master, Anthony Neale, "a 
Seveare and Rigid Roman Catholick," had forced him "to go to the Romish 
Church" and had burned some Protestant books belonging to Emory. The court 
acquitted Neale, while admitting that he probably had burned the books.23 

A new governor, John Seymour, arrived in 1704, two years after the outbreak of 
Queen Anne's War. He quickly let it be known that he would not tolerate any more 
misbehavior by Catholics, closing the Jesuits' large brick chapel at St. Mary's City 
and threatening two priests with expulsion. Additionally, he lobbied for anti-Catho- 
lic legislation. Parliament had recently passed a new, stricter anti-Catholic law, and 
with Seymour's encouragement, the Maryland assembly now passed its own ver- 
sion, entitled an "Act to Prevent the Growth of Popery," which banned Catholics 
from teaching or proselytizing and prohibited priests from celebrating Mass.24 

The measure stunned Catholics, who were used to practicing their faith rela- 
tively openly. The Maryland act was much milder than its English counterpart, 
but rigorous enforcement of it eventually would have destroyed Catholicism in 
the colony. Several leading Catholics quickly petitioned the assembly for relief 
on "behalf of themselves and all the Rest of her Ma[jes]ties Roman Catholick 
Subjects." This petition marked the first time Catholics identified themselves as 
a group when approaching the government. The petitioners probably included 
Henry Darnall I and his son-in-law Charles Carroll the Settler; both men had 
resisted the Protestant Associators and were the two highest-ranking officehold- 
ers in the proprietary revenue establishment. They may have been joined by 
Carroll's nephew James Carroll, a wealthy merchant in his own right, and by 
Richard Bennett III, a very rich and well-connected Eastern Shore Catholic whose 
sister had married Darnall's brother.25 

The petitioners appealed to the assembly's sense of fairness, claiming a com- 
mon heritage for Catholics and Protestants in Maryland. They were "much sur- 
prised to find themselves . . . deprived of that Liberty in point of Religious 
worshipp wch they and their Ancestors have without interuption constantly 
enjoy'd from the first seating of this province togeather with the Rest of theire 
fellow Subjects of Different perswasions." This religious liberty had been included 
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in the charter, advertised in the public conditions of settlement used to attract 
settlers, and codified by a law passed by an earlier assembly. Maryland's experi- 
ment in religious liberty had led to a firm "union between all the people towards 
carryeing on the Comon interests of the Crowne of England and their owne." 
The Catholics had "been as active and forward in hazarding their lives and for- 
tunes for the Comon interest and reduction of the Country to the English... as 
any other proportionable number of the people." The colonists, whether Catho- 
lic or Protestant, had paid a heavy price for advancing England's interests: "A 
great many of them left their lives as well by the hands of the infidell enemy as by 
the Hardshipps which the seating of such a desarte as must of necessity Render 
people lyable to." Given all that Catholics had done and suffered in Maryland, it 
seemed to the petitioners only just that the "covenant" of religious liberty "ought 
to continue to posterity."26 

The petition persuaded the lower house to suspend part of the Act to Pre- 
vent the Growth of Popery, pending the queen's approval. Queen Anne eventu- 
ally ordered that the suspension be made permanent, allowing priests to cel- 
ebrate Mass but only in private houses, not publicly. The provision that Catho- 
lics worship only in private houses was hardly onerous, since most of the exist- 
ing chapels, even those belonging to the Jesuits, were either attached to houses or 
were rooms in houses. The suspension was only a partial victory for Catholics, 
because the rest of the Act to Prevent the Growth of Popery remained in effect. 
Governor Seymour and the council continued to attack Catholics, especially their 
control of the Land Office, but they were stymied by support for Catholics in the 
lower house.27 

No anti-Catholic laws passed for the remainder of the royal period, which 
ended in 1714 with the conversion of the fourth Lord Baltimore to Protestant- 
ism. The crown restored control of the government to the Calvert family. Catho- 
lics rejoiced, believing that the restoration of the Calverts meant the restoration 
of their own political power. Charles Carroll the Settler had become the 
proprietor's agent after Henry Darnall I's death, and the proprietary family now 
rewarded him for his years of loyal service by granting him additional offices 
and powers. At the same time, the Jacobite rebellion in 1715, which sought to 
return the Stuarts to the throne of England, inspired open sympathy for the 
Pretender among some Catholics—a few Jacobites, in fact, fired cannons in An- 
napolis to celebrate the Pretender's birthday. Together, these events made Protes- 
tant leaders uneasy. Led by Governor John Hart, they passed laws to strip Catho- 
lics of any political power by banning them from voting in elections and from 
serving in the proprietor's private revenue establishment. The assembly also re- 
pealed the 1704 Act to Prevent the Growth of Popery, intending to leave Catho- 
lics subject to the harsher English laws.28 

The actions of the assembly prompted Peter Attwood to write an essay en- 
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titled, "Liberty and Property or The Beauty of Maryland displayed."29 Attwood 
was a Jesuit priest closely associated with Charles Carroll and Henry Darnall II.30 

His essay is the longest, most detailed, and best documented discussion of Catholic 
history in Maryland written by a colonial Catholic. His understanding of 
Maryland's early history resembled that in the 1704 petition, stressing the com- 
mon heritage of Catholics and Protestants. Attwood observed that with the en- 
couragement of the charter and the toleration laws, "Christians of all Persua- 
sions lived intermixed in this Province, in Peace & good Neighborhood: nor was 
there any Difference to be seen, save only in their different Places, & manner of 
worship." In every other way, "they all agreed as Neighbors, Friends & Brothers, 
whilst some of all Persuasions (that is to say, those that were thought most fit & 
capable) employed promiscuously Places of Honor, Trust & Interest."31 

The trouble for Catholics started with the Revolution of 1689. "From this 
Epoch," wrote Attwood, "we may date our changes, not only in Governmt but in 
manner Laws & union to & wth each other: then it was prejudice & party set up 
their unhappy standards, & Religion wch till then lay quiet & undisturbed, was 
discountenanced, brought to ye Bar & confined to much narrower Limits than 
she enjoyed before." He did, however, excuse Maryland's Protestants, blaming 
instead the governors of the royal period, "who ... came to fleece & not to feed, 
to raise their own Fortunes, not to advance ours: Govrs who instead of healing 
our wounds, widened our Breaches, fomented our Divisions, 8c wn no other 
Crime could be objected made the Religion of some high Treason, or at least a 
mark of Disgrace." John Seymour in particular attracted Attwood's condemna- 
tion: the governor, complained Attwood, pushed for the Act to Prevent the Growth 
of Popery out "of a Pique" against some Catholics "who, wn the Govr had mod- 
estly demanded a purse well lined, had the indiscretion or Impudence, as it was 
then deemed, to refuse the same."32 

Attwood's main concern was the effort to impose the English penal laws, 
and he argued that liberty of conscience was a fundamental law in Maryland. For 
more than seventy years, he observed, no one—from the lowliest Catholic to 
Queen Anne and her Privy Council—had considered the English laws to extend 
to the colony. As a result, regardless of any actions by the assembly, Attwood 
believed that Catholics were free to practice their faith.33 

A New Generation 

Catholic leaders apparently considered presenting a version of Attwood's 
essay to the assembly in 1719 but backed off after a neutral observer warned 
them it sounded more like a claim of right than a humble petition.34 This troubled 
period ended in 1720 with the death of Charles Carroll the Settler and the depar- 
ture of John Hart. Later that year, Charles Calvert, the fifth Lord Baltimore, wrote 
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to his colonists that he hoped "to Bury those Seeds of Rancour and Jealousie wch 
have too long prevailed," and that Catholics would "peaceably & Quietly Submitt 
to the Known Laws ... And rest happy under the Indulgence pmitted to them." 
The assembly quickly announced that it also desired peace with Catholics and 
did not intend to enforce the penal laws if Catholics behaved themselves.35 The 
Catholic community, wearied by the long years of trouble, accepted the olive 
branch and gave up their attempts to restore their lost political power. 

This was an important transition for Catholics. To this point, their leaders— 
Henry Darnali I, Charles Carroll the Settler, Richard Bennett III, and others— 
had fought to regain the rights they had lost and return to an equal footing with 
Protestants. They had stressed the common experiences of Catholics and Protes- 
tants, who together had settled the colony and advanced the interests of both the 
proprietor and England. The attitudes and goals of the rising generation of Catho- 
lic leaders were quite different. Born in Maryland and descended from Catholic 
gentry, they surely had heard stories of Catholics' glorious past in the colony but 
had never personally known a time when Catholics could serve in provincial 
office or practice their faith publicly. They lacked the sense of deprivation felt by 
their fathers, who had chosen to migrate to Maryland in search of religious free- 
dom only to see it snatched from them in 1689. This younger generation took a 
more defensive position: they were willing to live quietly, as Catholics in England 
did, and not challenge the existing laws. Rather, they simply sought to maintain 
the status quo.36 

Like their fathers, the younger generation of Catholic leaders tied their political 
fortunes to the proprietary family and demonstrated their loyalty at every opportu- 
nity. In 1727, for example, they thanked Lord Baltimore for sending his brother as 
governor and asked him to present their congratulations to George II, the new king. 
Five years later, when the proprietor visited Maryland, Catholics again sought to 
ingratiate themselves by congratulating him on his safe arrival and reminding him 
of their loyalty to the now-Protestant proprietary family and the English monar- 
chy.37 

The desire of both Catholics and Protestants for peace in the colony survived 
the outbreak of war with Spain in 1739 and with France in 1744. It even survived 
the Young Pretender's rebellion in 1745, which did inspire some Jacobite out- 
bursts in Maryland. The most notable was by William Fothergill, a landless Catho- 
lic in Anne Arundel County, who voiced his desire "to see the time that the Poor 
Roman Catholicks (who had been kept in Slavery forty two years) out of their 
Bondage and to wash their hands in the hearts Blood of the Protestants." 
Fothergill's reference to forty-two years of "Slavery" clearly is a reference to the 
passage of the Act to Prevent the Growth of Popery. That a poor Catholic had 
such specific knowledge of Catholic history in Maryland suggests that such knowl- 
edge was not limited to the wealthy and well-educated but was part of what it 
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meant to be a Catholic, transmitted from generation to generation and priest to 
congregation along with Catholic rites and practices. In any case, despite the 
Fothergill incident. Catholics in Maryland enjoyed a peaceful relationship with 
the government from 1720 to 1750.38 

The peace was shattered in 1751, not because of anything Catholics had done 
but because a convert to Protestantism, Dr. Charles Carroll, had embezzled a 
large estate and tried to cover up his misdeeds by preventing the heirs—two 
Jesuit priests—from claiming their inheritance. Dr. Carroll, a member of the 
lower house, proposed that the English penal laws be strictly enforced, for under 
English law. Catholic priests did not have the right to own property, even prop- 
erty bequeathed to them. The lower house agreeably passed a bill explicitly de- 
claring England's penal laws to apply in Maryland and appointing officials to 
enforce them.39 

Catholics were shocked. Had this bill become law, the effect on them would 
have been devastating. Twelve prominent Catholics immediately asked the up- 
per house to reject the bill. The petitioners, political leaders of the Catholic com- 
munity, were men of wealth and maturity, averaging forty-five years of age. Most 
had been teenagers when their fathers and grandfathers resisted Governor Hart. 
They were an interrelated group; each one was related to at least one of the oth- 
ers. Ignatius Digges, for example, was the half-brother of Philip Darnall and Henry 
Darnall of Portland Manor and the cousin of William Digges III, whose sister 
was the wife of Clement Hill III. Geography also contributed to their role as 
political leaders. All lived near Annapolis—eight in Prince George's County, three 
in Anne Arundel County, and one just across the Chesapeake Bay at Queenstown.40 

The petition reveals how much Catholics' view of themselves and their place 
in Maryland had changed. Unlike their predecessors earlier in the century, the 
petitioners made no mention at all of a common heritage with Protestants, nor 
did they claim equal rights. Instead, they hoped "that a ready and implicit obedi- 
ence to the Laws in being and quiet Submission to the Civil Power would have 
justly intituled them to the Protection of that Government, which they so 
chearfully contributed to support and so willingly obeyed." The implication was 
that they had kept their side of the bargain struck in 1720 and had done nothing 
to merit this crackdown. Look into Catholics' conduct, they begged, "before you 
consent to deprive them... of all those Liberties, and Privileges which they have 
hitherto been blessed with."41 

Charles Carroll of Annapolis, the wealthiest Catholic in Maryland and a kins- 
man of the Protestant Doctor Carroll, sent his own petition to the upper house. 
Unlike his co-religionists, however, Carroll wrote not of liberties and privileges 
but of rights. He stressed the contributions made by Catholics to the settlement 
of the colony, observing "that a very great Number of Gentlemen of good and 
antient Families and other Roman Catholicks" had "quit their native Countries, 
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Charles Carroll of Annapolis (1702-1782) suc- 
cessfully petitioned the Maryland legislature on 
behalf of Catholics in 1751. (Courtesy, the Charles 
Carroll House, Annapolis.) 

Friends, and Relations," and migrated to Maryland, "then a Wilderness and in 
the Hands of a Barbarous and savage People, hoping and confiding that by such 
a Sacrifice they should procure to themselves and their Descendants, all the Re- 
ligious and Civil Rights they were deprived of" in England and Ireland. But their 
hopes had been in vain, as Catholics had lost some of their rights. Despite his 
militant tone, Carroll did not demand the restoration of these lost rights but 
merely asked for the maintenance of the status quo. For the past thirty years, he 
noted, "the Roman Catholics as a Body" had behaved quietly and decently, so he 
asked "that no new penal laws be enacted against them... whereby the Religious, 
and Civil Rights they have hitherto enjoyed may be any ways infringed."42 

The upper house accepted the petitions and refused to pass Dr. Carroll's bill. 
For the next five years, the lower house periodically attacked Catholics, but the 
upper house and the governor consistently defended them. It was not until 1756, 
two years into the French and Indian War, that the lower house succeeded in 
penalizing Maryland Catholics. A major supply bill to raise defense funds im- 
posed a new land tax, and the lower house added a provision that Catholics 
should pay double. Given the urgent need to protect frontier settlers, the gover- 
nor and the upper house agreed to the tax.43 

The tax itself was not a heavy burden for Catholics, amounting to one shil- 
ling per one hundred acres annually.44 It was not the actual cost which so alarmed 
Catholics, but the fear of what might come next. They interpreted the actions of 
the governor and upper house as signalling an end to the proprietary protection 
on which Catholics had long relied. The governor and upper house had always 
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blocked the efforts of the anti-Catholic party in the lower house, but perhaps 
that group would now have a free hand to tax Catholics' property and possibly 
even impose other restrictions on them. The Provincial Court justices appointed 
by the proprietor had steadfastly refused to enforce the English penal laws, but 
Catholics feared the courts would no longer protect them. Particularly disturb- 
ing in this regard was the arrest in September 1756 of James Beadnall, a Jesuit 
priest, for celebrating Mass and trying to convert a Quaker to Catholicism.45 

Leaders among the Catholic gentry responded to the sudden deterioration 
in their position by sending petitions to Governor Sharpe and to Frederick Calvert, 
the sixth Lord Baltimore. Like Carroll five years earlier, they stressed the contri- 
butions Catholics had made to Maryland, depicting them far more heroically 
than Carroll had. Catholics formed "the Bulck of the first Settlers," who over- 
came nearly insurmountable obstacles. "The Country was a Vast and one uncul- 
tivated Forest: the Possessors of that Forest a savage and Cruell People," with 
whom the colonists frequently fought. In addition, "the Labour of clearing thickly 
wooded Lands was allmost intollerable, the Scarcity of Provisions and the want 
not only of the conveniences but of necessaries of Life, allmost unsurportable." 
Worst of all, "the distempers and sicknesses attending a new unhealthy Climate 
were most discouraging." Despite these woes, Catholics had "looked on Mary- 
land as an Asylum and place of Rest for themselves and their Posterity." That had 
changed beginning in 1689; from that time forward, "many severe Laws were 
made ... by wch we were oppressed." These laws reduced Catholics almost "to a 
Levil with our Negroes not having even the Priviledge of voting for Persons to 
represent us in Assembly." Catholics nonetheless had "not only increased the 
Trade and riches of their M [ othe ] r Country but laid the foundation of the present 
flourishing state of this Province." Justice and gratitude, argued the petitioners, 
should compel the proprietary government to veto the double land tax.46 

The Jesuits, meanwhile, portrayed the Catholic community as especially cho- 
sen by God and encouraged Catholics to endure. James Beadnall, the priest ar- 
rested in 1756, observed,"You suffer Persecution for Justice sake! You're deprived 
of Liberties! Debar'd from high Posts & Offices! You're revil'd (as I may say) but 
all for Justice sake." He urged his congregation to "Rejoyce therefore & be glad 
for yr Reward is exceeding great in Heaven." Joseph Mosley compared Catholics' 
suffering to that of the apostles and encouraged his congregations to "Stick steadily 
to your Faith, adhere firm to your Religion, against whatever oppositions, your 
Enemies can only hurt ye Body, by ye Soul they can't endamage." Finally, James 
Carroll, one of the Jesuits whose inheritance Dr. Carroll had embezzled, sounded 
a more militant note: he urged Catholics to cast off the "heavy yoke which we 
have too long carried," give up trying to please "the wise men of this world [who] 
are so lyable to be mistaken and so often err," and "manfully defend ourselves 
and our holy liberties, liberties belonging to the children of God alone."47 
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The proprietary government never again agreed to any anti-Catholic laws, 
but what the Catholics saw as their betrayal in 1756 struck at their identity and 
radicalized their outlook. Since the Glorious Revolution, they had seen them- 
selves as siding with and relying on the proprietary family, but the proprietary 
family had deserted them in their time of need. The events of 1756 destroyed this 
long-standing identification of Catholics with the Calverts. No family had been 
more loyal to the proprietor than the Carrolls, yet Charles Carroll of Annapolis 
bitterly wrote to his son in 1759, "remember ye ill treatment yr Grandfather met 
with after so long a series of services, remember ye cruel usage of ye Roman Catholicks 
by ye late & present Ld Baltimore & let yt so weigh with you as never to Sacrifice yr 
own or yr Country's Inter[es]t to promote ye Inter[es]t or power of ye Proprietary 
Family."48 

More significant was Catholics' use of the word slavery to describe their situ- 
ation. The landless Fothergill had complained in the 1740s that Catholics were 
being "kept in Slavery," while the gentlemen who petitioned in 1756 felt that the 
laws diminished their status to a position equivalent to their slaves, specifically 
by denying them the right to vote. These references to slavery should not be 
dismissed as mere hyperbole. The word was commonly used in the political dis- 
course of the times to refer to people who could not protect their rights and 
property, and it was in this sense that the American revolutionaries often voiced 
a fear of slavery. Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island, for example, wrote in 1764 
that "those who are governed at the will of another, or of others, and whose 
property maybe taken from them by taxes or otherwise without their own con- 
sent and against their will, are in the miserable condition of slaves."49 It was ex- 
actly in this sense that Maryland Catholics had begun to view themselves as slaves. 
Despite the Jesuits' assurances that Catholics would be rewarded for their suffer- 
ing, the situation seemed intolerable to many laymen, particularly given their 
increasingly heroic view of Catholics' past experiences in Maryland. 

Many Catholics grew sufficiently alarmed by their circumstances in the mid- 
1750s to consider leaving Maryland. One petition reported that the troubles had 
"already compell'd some to leave ye Country to ye great prejudice of yt Province, 
to have sett others on winding up their affairs in order to quit it, & determined 
many more to retire & look for peace & Quiet elsewhere." No one was angrier 
than Charles Carroll of Annapolis. Less than two weeks after the double tax be- 
came law, Carroll placed an advertisement in the Maryland Gazette announcing 
his intention "to wind up his Affairs" and sell his land. He went to France in 1757 
to negotiate a deal for land in Louisiana, but his plans fell through.50 

A decade later, in 1767, Dr. Henry Jerningham, an English emigrant who had 
moved to Maryland seventeen years earlier, tried to organize a move to Louisi- 
ana. He wrote to the Spanish governor that hundreds of families would move if 
the Spanish would accept them and assured the governor that none of the Catho- 
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THE Subfcriber intending to wind up his 
Affairs as foon as pofTible, hereby gives 

Notice to all Perfons indebted to him, by Bond, 
&c, to difcharge the fame immediately, or to 
fecure the Payment in a fhort Time. He has le- 
veral valuable Seats of Land, which, with his 
Houfes and Lots in Annafolis, he is willing to fell. 

Any Perfon inclinable to purchafe, may apply 
to him for the Terms of Sale. 

^ CHARLES CARROLL. 
I 

Angered by the Assembly's double tax on Catholics, Charles Carroll of Annapolis planned to leave the 
colony and in 1756 placed this advertisement in the Maryland Gazette. (Maryland State Archives, 
MSASC2311.) 

lies in Maryland had ever sworn allegiance to the British government. A mixed 
group of Acadian, German, and English-speaking Catholics made the trip from 
St. Mary's County to Louisiana in 1769, but their ship was blown off course. The 
local Spanish officials where they landed, not having been notified of their im- 
pending arrival, imprisoned them. The Acadian and German families chose to 
stay, but the English-speaking families did not. No mass migration resulted.51 

Despite—or perhaps because of—the decline in Catholic political fortunes 
after 1750, their religious lives flourished. To serve the growing population, the 
chapel network expanded from twenty-two in the 1720s to at least fifty in the 
1760s. This extensive network of chapels allowed Catholics to continue to attend 
Mass regularly and enjoy rites of passage in the Church, a necessity for maintain- 
ing their identity as Catholics.52 One sign of this new sense of separation may be 
a decline in the rate of intermarriage with Protestants, which fell from 22.1 per- 
cent for Catholic gentry in the period from 1720 to 1750 to just 12.3 percent for 
the remainder of the colonial period. Catholics expressed their religious com- 
mitment in other ways. In the 1760s and 1770s, the Jesuits maintained lending 
libraries at each of their plantations, and they also organized at least five sodali- 
ties, which mostly women joined. Additionally, many more parents were able to 
provide their children with Catholic educations. Before 1750 only about thirty- 
five Maryland boys had attended Catholic schools in Europe, but the number 
skyrocketed to at least eighty-two by 1773. Before 1750 only seven Maryland 
girls had studied at convents or joined religious orders, compared to at least 
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thirty-six after 1750. This was an expensive commitment for parents to make: six 
years at St. Omers, the most frequently chosen boys' school, cost roughly one 
hundred pounds sterling just for tuition, room, and board, while families had to 
come up with dowries of anywhere from one hundred to three hundred pounds 
sterling for daughters entering convents.53 That so many parents were willing to 
pay so much to provide their children with Catholic educations testifies to the 
deep attachment they felt for their church. 

While Catholics' commitment to their religion did not waver in the late co- 
lonial period, their sense of identification with English Catholics weakened greatly. 
In 1765, for example, Marylanders discovered that the Catholic Church was con- 
sidering appointing a vicar-apostolic or bishop for the English colonies. Charles 
Carroll of Annapolis, Ignatius Digges, Henry Darnall of Portland Manor, and 
256 other Catholics immediately petitioned against such a move. They feared 
the appointment would give their enemies, who were "bent on our ruin, a stron- 
ger handle yn anything they have hitherto been able to lay hold on, and conse- 
quently terminate in the utter extirpation of our religion." That the English Catho- 
lic authorities could be so oblivious to the situation in Maryland frustrated the 
colonists.54 

The declining fortunes of the Society of Jesus may also have contributed to a 
sense of alienation among Maryland Catholics. The Portuguese government had 
expelled the Jesuits from its empire in 1759, the French followed suit in 1762, as 
did the Spanish in 1767. Pope Clement XIV suppressed the Society of Jesus world- 
wide in 1773. The Jesuits had always dominated the Maryland mission; since 
1720 they had been the only priests to serve in Maryland. Few Maryland Catho- 
lics alive in 1773 had ever received communion, made confession, or been bap- 
tized or married by any priest except a Jesuit. Suppression of the Jesuits severed 
the close ties that had always existed between Maryland and European Catholi- 
cism. Catholics in Maryland had little reason to feel any loyalty to or identifica- 
tion with the Catholic Church beyond Maryland—it had turned its back on 
them.55 

Both the growing isolation of Maryland Catholics within the Catholic Church 
and their alienation from the proprietor contributed to a subtle shift in their 
identity. By the late colonial period. Catholics increasingly began to take pride in 
their identity not as proprietary loyalists or as Catholics in the English empire 
but as Marylanders. Petitions in the 1750s reminded Catholics of their proud 
heritage in the colony. The efforts to organize mass migrations failed in part 
because most Catholics had been born and had lived their entire lives in Mary- 
land. They had familial and economic ties to the area and considered themselves 
Marylanders just as much as any Protestant. Even the boys sent to St. Omers 
took pride in this provincial identity, describing themselves as "Marylandians."56 

It was as Marylanders that Catholics began once again to participate in poll- 
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Charles Carroll the Signer (1737-1832), grand- 
son of the Settler, signed the Declaration of 
Independence in 1776. (Courtesy, the Charles 
Carroll House, Annapolis.) 

tics in 1773, joining with Protestants in opposition first to the proprietor and 
then to England. The first to get involved was Charles Carroll of Carrollton, son 
of Charles Carroll of Annapolis. Carroll joined in a newspaper debate over the 
fees paid to proprietary officials and wrote various essays opposing the propri- 
etary government. His public stand brought him great popularity. By mid-1773 
he had become an important figure in the emerging popular party, while his 
father assumed an active role behind the scenes.57 

When the popular party turned its attention from the proprietary govern- 
ment to the growing rift between Britain and her colonies, Catholics flocked to 
join. Partly, of course, the fact that a Catholic was a leader of the popular party 
helped draw them to the movement. But Catholic support for the American Revo- 
lution involved more than mere emotion. Principles the patriots espoused held 
great meaning for Catholics. Taxed without their consent, denied the vote for 
more than fifty years and stripped of other rights for even longer, they could 
easily rally behind the ideas of no taxation without representation and equality 
before the law. The Revolutionary movement offered them the possibility of be- 
coming political actors once again. Catholics served on the patriot committees, 
and Charles Carroll of Carrollton became a delegate to the Continental Con- 
gress. The state constitution of 1776 formally returned to Catholics the rights they 
had lost since 1689, and they once again became citizens with the same rights and 
privileges as other Marylanders.58 

Catholics had come full circle by 1776. Prior to 1689 they had established 
themselves as a separate and successful group in Maryland's competitive reli- 
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gious environment, while politically, they had allied themselves with Protestants 
in the proprietary party. The Glorious Revolution and the subsequent establish- 
ment of the royal government and the Church of England had forced Catholics 
in Maryland to fashion a new identity for themselves. Their new status as "Pa- 
pists," as a minority singled out for discrimination by the government, caused 
them to become even more firmly attached to the Catholic Church, as seen in 
their wills; they rejected the pejorative title Papist, always referring to themselves 
in their petitions and wills as Roman Catholics. Politically, the changed circum- 
stances required that Catholics give up ecumenical politics and form a separate 
political group, one specifically aimed at restoring Catholics to an equal position 
with Protestants. The return of government control to the proprietary family 
did not solve Catholics' troubles, and, in fact, they lost the right to vote and 
suffered other defeats. In 1720 a new generation of Catholic leaders informally 
accepted the government's offer to maintain the status quo. For thirty years this 
defensive stand worked well, but in the 1750s the coming of the French and In- 
dian War and the actions of Dr. Carroll caused a crisis for Catholics. In 1756, 
when the assembly passed a double tax on Catholic-owned lands, they turned 
once again to the proprietor to defend them, complaining that they were re- 
duced nearly to slavery, but the proprietor ignored their petitions. Alienated 
Catholics eventually allied with Maryland Protestants in a revolt against both 
the proprietor and England. The coming of the American Revolution turned out 
to be their salvation, restoring to Catholics the right to practice their faith openly 
and without penalty and removing the stigma of being Papists in a Protestant age. 
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The Calvert family crest on the Maryland State seal represented religious liberty to colonists. 
(Maryland State Archives, MSA SC 1739.) 
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A Plea for Maryland Catholics 
Reconsidered 

TRICIA T. PYNE 

Twenty-five years ago this journal published a long overlooked petition 
that historian David Jordan came across while researching in London's 
Public Record Office.1 Submitted in 1691 on behalf of Maryland's Catho- 

lic community by Don Manuel Coloma, the Spanish ambassador to the English 
court, the petition was a plea for the crown to intervene in the colony's affairs 
and restore to it the condition of religious liberty. Although the petition has 
provided us with some insight as to what conditions were like for members of 
Maryland's Catholic community in the years immediately preceding the Protes- 
tant Rebellion of 1689, its historical significance has never been fully understood. 
The purpose of this article will be to reconsider the implications of this petition 
in light of recent scholarship on the Glorious Revolution and its legacy in British 
imperial policy.2 

The wording of the petition suggested that a campaign of persecution had 
been carried out against the Catholic community in the wake of the rebellion, 
with claims that chapels had been seized and their priests forced to flee the colony 
under the threat of imprisonment.3 The allegations made in the petition have 
never been verified. Petitions sent by supporters of the proprietor to the king 
following the rebellion suggest that the rebellion's leaders attempted to forcefully 
suppress opposition to their government.4 The actions we know were taken against 
Catholics were principally political in nature: the government confiscated all arms 
and ammunition, issued a declaration barring Catholics from holding civil or 
military offices, and locked the doors of the great brick chapel at St. Mary's City.5 

These acts addressed the source of the growing tensions between Protestants and 
Catholics in Maryland preceding the Rebellion: Protestant fear and resentment 
over the influence that Catholics wielded in the colony. 

The crown's decision to assume political control of Maryland in 1690 "out 
of a case of necessity" resulted in its being administered as a royal colony until 
1715, when Lord Baltimore's proprietary rights were restored. Although the royal 
period is one of the most studied in the Catholic community's history, the lack 
of sources limits our ability to interpret how the community responded to 
Maryland's becoming a royal colony, especially in regard to religious practice. 

Tricia T. Pyne is a visiting assistant professor of history at Wheeling Jesuit University. 
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We are left with only a vague sense of what conditions were like for Maryland 
Catholics during these years. 

As a royal colony, Maryland's government was administered by a governor 
appointed by the crown. Each governor arrived with instructions outlining his 
duties and powers as executive and requiring him to correspond regularly with 
the Council of Trade and Plantations, one of several offices established to regu- 
late colonial affairs.6 The royal governor acted as the crown's representative in the 
colony, and, as such, was responsible for interpreting and enforcing imperial policy 
there.7 The royal governor implemented policy determined by the king and his 
advisers, not that of the Maryland assembly, a distinction critical to understand- 
ing the policy pursued in regard to Catholics throughout the royal period. 

The instructions sent with Colonel Lionel Copley, Maryland's first royal gov- 
ernor, directed him to administer the colony according to the laws and statutes 
"as now are in force" there.8 The crown's intention to maintain existing condi- 
tions are reflected in a report sent by the attorney general to the Lords of Trade 
and Plantations regarding the content of a draft commission for Colonel Copley: 
"I understand the seizure of the Government to be for necessity, as the only means 
of preserving the province; but though the Government is taken out of the hands 
of those who endangered it, the laws and customs are to remain as far as maybe 
the same."9 A separate order instructed Governor Copley to extend the privilege 
of liberty of conscience to Catholics.10 Unfortunately, neither the instructions 
nor the surviving correspondence of the governor provide us with any insight 
for this decision, which until recently has gone unexplained." 

One possible explanation can be found in the policy of liberty of conscience 
William III implemented during his reign as king of England.12 In describing the 
accomplishments of William III, historian Jonathan Israel wrote: "Possibly no 
other major statesman of early modern times came to be so closely associated 
with the cause of liberty of conscience in his own time and made so considerable 
a contribution to the advancement of religious and intellectual freedom in the 
Western world as the Stadholder-king." An examination of William's policy in 
light of his commitment to the issue of liberty of conscience led Israel to con- 
clude that William worked to secure toleration privileges for both non-conform- 
ing Protestants and Catholics during his reign as king of England. Traditional 
interpretations of the Glorious Revolution associated William's invasion of En- 
gland with the Protestant cause. Israel rejected this portrayal of William's mo- 
tives as too narrow and instead related the Dutch prince's actions in England to 
his overall objective of defeating Louis XIV in his native Holland's ongoing war 
with France. While William promoted his mission within England as a defense 
of Protestantism, outside the country's borders he waged an intensive diplo- 
matic and propaganda campaign to convince Europe's monarchs of his com- 
mitment to protecting the religious practices of England's Catholics after as- 
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William Ill's seal replaced the Calvertfamily 
crest on the Maryland governor's seal in 
1689. (Maryland State Archives, MSA SC 
1739.) 

suming the throne.13 He detailed his position in the widely circulated Lettre ecrite 
par monsieur Fagel: 

que Von no doitfaire violence a aucun Chretien en sa conscience, et que 
Von ne doit maltraiterpersonne, a cause qu'il differe de la religion etahlie 
et dominante; c'est pourquoi Us peuvent bien consentir que les papistes en 
Angleterre, Ecosse, etlrlande soient soufferts avec la meme liberte de reli- 
gion qui leur est accordeepar les Etats dans ces provinces, dans lesquelles 
on nepeutpas nierqu'ils nejouissentd'unepleine liberte de conscience.14 

William defended the right to freedom of conscience in a state with an estab- 
lished church and in the letter revealed the policy he would pursue. As king he 
would recognize the right of the individual to practice his or her religious beliefs 
within stated guidelines while at the same time upholding the unique position 
and authority of the Anglican Church. He achieved limited recognition of the 
rights of Protestant Dissenters in the 1689 Act of Toleration.15 In an effort to gain 
further recognition for the rights of Dissenters, he introduced legislation calling 
for the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, a measure that would have re- 
moved the barriers that prevented all non-Anglicans from holding public office, 
but was rebuffed by Parliament.16 Historian John Bossy notes that William even 
proposed a new Oath of Fidelity for Catholics that would have enabled them to 
swear allegiance to the crown without any theological objections. Had Parlia- 
ment enacted this measure. Catholics would have been freed from the penalties 
of recusancy and accorded the same privileges as Protestant Dissenters under 
the 1689 Act of Toleration.17 Resistance by members of Parliament to his pro- 
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posals for legislative reform forced William to exercise his royal powers through 
unofficial channels to obtain limited toleration for Protestant Dissenters and 
Catholics during his reign.18 

Recognizing that the treatment of Catholics within the British empire varied 
from region to region, William chose not to enforce a uniform policy but to pro- 
tect existing practices.19 For Catholics in England, that meant the privilege to 
continue practicing their religion in the privacy of their homes. For Catholics in 
Maryland, however, the implications of William's policy were much greater. If 
the crown instructed royal governors sent to Maryland to maintain the colony's 
existing laws, they would be obligated to uphold and protect the right of Catho- 
lics to practice their religion under the conditions established by Lord Baltimore. 
If Catholics were allowed to resume worshipping publicly, and it appears that 
they did, it greatly helps to explain the problems that followed.20 

William had not articulated the conditions of the crown's policy on liberty of 
conscience beyond stating that protected religious groups were not to give "of- 
fense or scandal to the government."21 Because the king had left the terms of his 
policy ambiguous, confusion over what constituted offensive behavior led to 
uncertainty concerning the governor's authority in enforcing those terms. Lack- 
ing power to impose his own conditions on the situation, the royal governor sent 
to Maryland found himself with no choice but to uphold the rights of a group he 
felt were violating royal policy. Perhaps British officials were unaware that Catho- 
lics in Maryland practiced their religion under the most liberal conditions in the 
empire, with virtually no restrictions placed on their religious practices. The seem- 
ingly disconsonant policy enacted by Maryland's first three royal governors, Lionel 
Copley, Francis Nicholson, and Nathaniel Blakiston, of promoting the establish- 
ment of the Anglican Church while extending toleration privileges to Catholics 
can now be understood: they were implementing William's policy on liberty of 
conscience. 

Placed into this context, the petition submitted by the Spanish ambassador 
on behalf of the Maryland Catholic community takes on added significance. 
Spain, a Catholic country, had been one of William's most valued allies in his 
native Holland's war against France. Spanish officials had expressed great con- 
cern over the treatment of England's Catholic population. William recognized 
that he could not risk losing Spain's support by allowing his planned invasion of 
England to be associated with the persecution of Catholics. To put his ally's con- 
cerns to rest, William not only personally informed Spanish officials of his in- 
tention to extend toleration privileges to Catholics but after taking the throne 
met with Spain's ambassador to England to reassure him of his intentions.22 The 
petition's allegations that Catholic chapels had been attacked and the evident 
fear of reprisals against the Catholic community may or may not have reflected 
the reality in Maryland but did reflect conditions in England. Following the over- 
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throw of James II, a wave of anti-Catholic violence struck London, where roam- 
ing mobs attacked Catholic citizens, pillaged the homes of wealthy Catholics, 
and sacked both neighborhood and embassy chapels, including that of the Spanish 
ambassador.23 Only after William sent in his army to occupy London was the 
violence brought under control. Although we have no evidence that anything 
comparable occurred in Maryland, the anti-Catholic hysteria in the aftermath of 
the Glorious Revolution was very real to Spain's ambassador and may help to 
explain his willingness to intercede on behalf of Maryland Catholics. 

The wording of the ambassador's petition also bears closer reading. Mary- 
land's Catholic community was almost certainly unaware of William's intention 
to extend the privilege of liberty of conscience to Catholics. The Spanish ambas- 
sador, however, had received William's personal assurances that Catholics would 
be allowed to practice their religion unhindered in England and her dominions. 
Ambassador Coloma made veiled reference to William's promise when he wrote: 
"Tous ces outrages, comme nous croions, ont etes faits centre le vouloir, I'ordres, 
ou le scavoir des leur Majestes Guilliame et Marie." ["We believe that all of these 
outrages were carried out against the will, the orders, or the knowledge of their 
Majesties William and Mary."]24 Coloma clearly attributed the actions taken 
against Maryland's Catholics to leaders of the rebellion and not to royal policy. 
When requesting the crown to intervene on behalf of the community to ensure 
that they would be allowed to resume their religious practices, then, he was ask- 
ing William to follow through on his promise to instruct the colony's govern- 
ment of his new policy on liberty of conscience. 

Although neither Governors Copley nor Blakiston left any observations on 
their relationships with the Catholic community, Governor Nicholson's records 
do provide us with some detail. It is nevertheless clear that with the arrival of the 
first royal governor in 1692, decisions regarding the treatment of Catholics were 
removed from local authority and placed under royal purview. 

Governor Nicholson treated the Catholic community fairly during his ten- 
ure in Maryland. In observance of his instructions, he acknowledged the right of 
Catholics to freely practice their religion and reopened the great brick chapel for 
public worship soon after he took office in July 1694. In another gesture of toler- 
ance, he returned the arms that had been seized from Catholics in the wake of 
the rebellion.25 Yet by the time he left the colony in 1698, his relationship with the 
Catholic community had turned adversarial, in many ways reflecting the flaws 
and inadequacies of the royal policy he had been instructed to implement just 
four years earlier. 

"Zealous Papists" 

From surviving records it appears that, from the time the great brick chapel 
at St. Mary's City was reopened in 1694 until the enactment of the first penal 
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laws ten years later under Governor Seymour, Catholics returned to the prac- 
tices they had observed under Lord Baltimore.26 They held public services and, 
to the consternation of the larger Protestant community, resumed proselytizing 
with the same if not increased intensity. Very likely Catholics believed the con- 
tinuance of their toleration privileges came not from the crown but from Lord 
Baltimore's charter, which they were convinced was still in effect.27 Confusion 
over the nature of the privileges extended to Catholics is probably to blame for 
the breakdown in relations between the royal governor and the Catholic com- 
munity. If Catholics were of the opinion that they still held the rights guaranteed 
them under Lord Baltimore's charter, being those of liberty, property, and free- 
dom of conscience, then they surely thought they held the right to practice their 
religion without restriction. The privileges granted by William III in the royal 
instructions, however, were not those of religious liberty but of liberty of con- 
science. 

"Liberty of conscience" in seventeenth-century England, according to politi- 
cal theorist Gordon Schochet, referred to "one's entitlement, within certain limits 
having to do with order and public peace, to hold and act upon religious convic- 
tions that were contrary to the established practices." "Religious Liberty," on the 
other hand, was understood to mean a recognition of the right of all individuals 
to practice their religion without interference from the state. Religious liberty 
hinted at disestablishment of the Anglican Church, a subject that was inappro- 
priate for the period in which this debate was taking place, except in Maryland, 
where such had been the practice for sixty years.28 

Although Governor Nicholson had exercised restraint, even tolerance, in his 
treatment of Catholics, his patience apparently began to wear thin over the issue 
of proselytization. What brought Nicholson's temper to the boiling point were 
complaints from Protestant colonists of Jesuit proselytizing during an epidemic 
that swept through the lower colonies in 1697.29 That Jesuit missionaries and 
certain "zealous Papists" attempted to convert the sick and dying led the gover- 
nor to issue a proclamation condemning their activities. Nicholson also used this 
occasion to accuse members of the community of restraining their Protestant 
servants from attending Sunday services. To ensure that the colonists were made 
aware of his actions, he commanded "the several Sheriffs of the Province to pub- 
lish this my Proclamation in all Churches, Chapels, and other public places of 
worship and meeting." A copy of the proclamation was also hand-delivered to 
Jesuit superior William Hunter with the instructions that he show its contents to 
the other missionaries.30 

Nicholson's proclamation was an effort on his part to take control of the situa- 
tion and establish guidelines for what constituted "scandalous and offensive behav- 
ior." When he ordered the community to desist in their efforts "to seduce, delude, 
and persuade divers of His Majesty's good Protestant subjects to the Romish faith," 
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Maryland's Jesuits ministeringto the sick resulted in complaints to royal governor Francis Nicholson 
in 1698. (Maryland State Archives, MSA S 1071.) 

he was clearly identifying proselytizing as lying outside the privilege of liberty of 
conscience granted by the crown. When he argued that any Catholic who continued 
in this activity did so in "open violation of His Majesty's known laws, under pain of 
prosecution and suffering such penalties as by the s [ai] d Laws are prescribed," how- 
ever, he was in fact asserting for the first time that English penal laws carried over 
into the colony. It is uncertain whether Nicholson mistakenly assumed that the pe- 
nal laws went into effect in Maryland when it became a royal colony or if was he 
attempting to reinterpret English policy on the issue.31 

Nicholson's proclamation reflected his anger and frustration at the existing 
conditions under which Catholics worshipped as well as with the failure of Brit- 
ish officials to provide him with guidance on how to deal with this issue. His 
desire to punish "Roman recusants" with the "severest penalties" remained no 
more than a threat, for he lacked the necessary legal measures to make good his 
intentions.32 Undeterred by Nicholson's outburst, Catholics, as the records show, 
continued to proselytize their Protestant servants and neighbors. Nicholson for 
his part continued to allow Catholics to worship publicly as he was instructed to 
do, but he began to express his contempt of their behavior. "That idolatrous 
Religion will still continue as it is, if not increase," he wrote to the Bishop of 
London, "but I intend (God willing) to put all the Rubs I can, in their way."33 
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Even as Governor Nicholson complained to the Bishop of London about 
Catholics' behavior, some of his political opponents were writing to the Lords of 
Trade and Plantations to register "articles of crimes and misdemeanours" against 
him.34 A list of sundry charges intended to slander Nicholson's character circu- 
lated through Maryland in addition to being sent to Whitehall, in an attempt to 
discredit his administration.35 Portraying Nicholson as a vain and irreverent man 
who held in contempt the authorities of the Anglican Church, his detractors cast 
further aspersions on his character by charging him with favoring the Catholic 
Church.36 Stating that "He opened the popish chapel at St. Maries, which was 
shut up from the Revolution till his arrival, and then allowed them publicly to 
say mass, nearly in view of a Court of Justice,"37 they mistakenly attributed the 
crown's policy of liberty of conscience to Nicholson in the hope of calling into 
question his fealty to the state. In response to these attacks, Nicholson referred 
his treatment of Catholics to the council, whose minutes noted: "The Governor 
pointed out that in the charges of Coode, Slye and Clarke [the three men who 
penned the letter] it was objected against him that the Roman Catholics had a 
chapel at St. Mary's, and that he would lay the Royal instructions as to liberty of 
conscience before the Delegates for their opinion thereon."38 Upon deliberation, 
the delegates concurred with the governor and stated as their opinion that Catholic 
behavior had not violated "the Royal Instructions as to liberty of conscience."39 

The council in effect upheld Nicholson's interpretation of the royal instructions 
and permitted Catholics to continue worshipping publicly. The vagueness of the 
policy, however, led to increasingly tense and confrontational relations with the 
Catholic community in the years to come. 

Nicholson was recalled by the crown in 1698 to become governor of Vir- 
ginia. His successor, Nathaniel Blakiston, is known more for his willingness to 
comply with the colonists' wishes than any desire to pursue the reforms his pre- 
decessors had initiated. His stay in Maryland was marked by his amicable rela- 
tionship with the assembly and little else. Not much is known about relations 
between the Catholic and Protestant communities during these years, and only 
one reference in the records of the Maryland assembly has survived to provide us 
with any insight. In July 1699, the lower house noted that it had received com- 
plaints about the proselytizing activities of the Jesuit William Hunter. After de- 
bating "whether it may not be Adviseable that the said Hunter be wholy silenced 
and not suffered to preach or say Mass in any part of this province," the lower 
house decided to refer the matter to the governor. It was not mentioned again, 
revealing that it was Blakiston who chose to remain silent.40 The actions of the 
lower house can be interpreted as an effort on the part of the delegates to more 
clearly define how Catholics could practice their religion under the crown's policy 
of liberty of conscience, with proselytizing considered to lie outside the bounds 
of this privilege. 
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Blakiston left the colony in 1702 for England. Unhappy with his post as gov- 
ernor, he had submitted his resignation to the crown in 1701. Before departing, 
Blakiston assigned his powers to Councillor Thomas Tench, who thereby be- 
came president of the council and served in that position until the crown's next 
appointee arrived in the colony. 

To his credit, Blakiston achieved one political victory denied his predeces- 
sors—royal confirmation of the Act of Establishment.41 After a ten-year legisla- 
tive struggle between the governor and the assembly, the Anglican Church was in 
1702 officially recognized to be the established church of the colony. Accompa- 
nying this decision was an increased interest on the part of the crown in the 
religious conditions of the colony. King William died in 1702, to be succeeded by 
Queen Anne, and in 1703 the crown revoked the privilege of liberty of con- 
science as it applied to Catholics, a development that would have tremendous 
implications for the Maryland Catholic community. 

"You and All Your Tribe" 

The friendly relations the assembly enjoyed with Blakiston and Tench came 
to an abrupt end with the arrival of Colonel John Seymour. A brash and often 
abrasive man, Seymour had been serving with the Coldstream Guards in Flanders 
when he received his appointment in January 1703.42 His departure for Mary- 
land was delayed until the following winter so that he did not arrive in the colony 
until late April 1704. Just two days before he presented his commission to the 
assembly, that body undertook to restrict Catholics for the first time since 
Nicholson's proclamation six years earlier. "Moved by a member that measures 
may be taken to Suppress Popish Priests," a bill had been introduced into the 
lower house calling for measures to curb proselytizing activities by Jesuits.43 De- 
bate surrounding the bill has not survived, and for reasons not stated in the 
assembly's records for that session it was not referred to again. Seymour was 
apparently aware of the bill, because he later commented in a letter to the Coun- 
cil of Trade and Plantations: "I had no sooner met H. M. Councill, but severall 
complaints were brought me, of the audacious misbehaviour of the Romish Clergy 
in this Province."44 Perhaps the newly-arrived governor requested that the bill be 
tabled until the fall session, possibly because he wanted to draft a more compre- 
hensive piece of legislation for restricting Catholic practices. As he wrote in a 
letter to the Council of Trade and Plantations, a comment reflective of changing 
attitudes in the royal court: "My Instructions in this point are different from 
what other Governors here have had, theirs being to admitt of liberty of con- 
science to all who behaved themselves ... but mine to all such but Papists."45 

Knowledge of this bill helps explain events as they unfolded the following 
autumn. It also indicates that the movement for penal measures originated in 
the assembly and not with Seymour.46 Presiding over his first full session of the 
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assembly in September, Seymour wasted no time in setting forth his priorities. 
He immediately issued a summons for Jesuits William Hunter and Robert Brooke 
to appear before him on charges related to their pastoral activities. The exchange 
that followed has often been pointed to as an example of the indignities Mary- 
land Catholics were forced to endure during the penal years, but Seymour's rep- 
rimand bears closer reading for what it tells us of the new policy toward the 
Catholic community. 

Seymour's selection of Hunter and Brooke as well as the charges brought 
against them—that of consecrating a new chapel in Charles County and saying 
mass at the great brick chapel in St. Mary's City while the county court was in 
session—were calculated. William Hunter was at that time the superior of the 
Maryland mission and the subject of numerous complaints for his proselytizing 
efforts. Robert Brooke, the first native Marylander to be ordained a Jesuit, was a 
member of a prominent Catholic family. Both were visible and influential lead- 
ers of the Catholic community. The charges against them, too, must have alarmed 
the Catholic population. In the past, complaints directed against Maryland Catho- 
lics had focused on their controversial proselytizing activities. Seymour's charges, 
however, were related to their pastoral labors within the Catholic community, 
incidents, moreover, that had taken place a full fourteen months earlier.47 That 
would date them to the first months of 1703, a period when Catholics still held 
the privilege of liberty of conscience. Was Seymour claiming that they had vio- 
lated the conditions of this privilege by openly conducting religious services and 
in building public chapels for their community's worship? 

As was the case with Seymour's predecessors, instructions regarding British 
policy toward Catholics were vague. The governor himself was uncertain which 
British penal laws applied to the colonies. In his correspondence with the Coun- 
cil of Trade and Plantations, Seymour attributed his decision to summon the 
two Jesuits before the Council to this confusion. Fear that a jury would dismiss 
the case against the Jesuits on this technicality persuaded him from taking them 
to court.48 Questions regarding this issue are evident throughout his correspon- 
dence to the Council of Trade and Plantations during his tenure as governor. 

Seymour's encounter with Hunter and Brooke was well rehearsed. He clearly 
wanted to make an example of them and pointedly reprimanded their behavior 
as a warning for what lay ahead. The governor opened by chastising the Catholic 
community in general for ignoring the crown's revocation of their privileges 
and the implications should they continue to worship publicly. "It is the un- 
happy Temper of you and all your Tribe to grow insolent upon Civility and never 

Opposite: The 1692 Act of Establishment made the Anglican Church the official church in Maryland. 
The Assembly confirmed the act in 1702. (Maryland State Archives, MSA S 973-5.) 
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know how to use it." When the crown revoked the privilege of liberty of con- 
science, the Catholic community should have adapted its practices to conditions 
as they existed in England, where Catholics were restricted to worshipping in the 
privacy of their homes. The open disregard Maryland Catholics had displayed 
toward royal policy by continuing to worship publicly, for Seymour, gave "greate 
offence and scandall to H.M. Government" and warranted disciplinary mea- 
sures.49 "You might methinks be Content to live quietly as you may and let the 
Exercise of your Superstitious Vanities be confined to yourselves without pro- 
claiming them at publick times and in publick places," Seymour observed, in 
what was surely a reflection of contemporary opinion regarding Catholics in 
English society.50 Outwardly, a Catholic presence had been proclaimed illegal 
and was made the object of a series of penal laws aimed at discouraging its growth. 
In reality, their presence had been tacitly accepted, and, with the exception of a 
few periods, they were left to themselves as long as they behaved in a quiet and 
peaceable manner.51 

Although Seymour clearly intended to have the penal laws enacted in the 
colony, he did articulate the unofficial position held by royal officials toward 
Catholics when he stated: "In plain and few words Gentlemen if you intend 
to live here let me hear no more of these things for if I do and they are made 
good against you be assured I'll chastize you. . . . Therefore as I told you I'll 
make but this one Tryal and advise you to be Civil and Modest for there is no 
other way for you to live quietly here."52 His statement is central to understand- 
ing the conditions that Catholics were to live under for the remainder of the 
colonial period. A Catholic presence in Maryland would be tolerated only if the 
community accepted the conditions as outlined by Seymour. Catholics were to 
worship privately and refrain from any overt displays of faith. The consequences 
for any violation of this policy were full prosecution under the penal laws. 
Seymour's intentions are further confirmed in his correspondence with the Coun- 
cil of Trade and Plantations, when he wrote of his encounter with the Jesuits: "I 
sent for them before myself and H.M. Councill, where I check'd them for their 
insolence, and very fairly caution'd them to take care of committing any further 
irregularitys, assuring them that they should not go unpunish'd, if proved."53 

Upon dismissing the priests, Seymour ordered that the doors to the great brick 
chapel in St. Mary's City be locked, never to be used for Catholic services again.54 

Two weeks later a revised version of the penal bill first proposed in April was 
submitted to the lower house. This time the bill was entitled "A Bill for Restrain- 
ing the Growth of Popery" and encompassed a much wider range of activities 
identified as constituting behavior scandalous and offensive to the state. After a 
brief debate, delegates decided the bill needed further clarification. It was with- 
drawn and resubmitted a day later in its final form as the "Act to Prevent the 
Growth of Popery within this Province."55 The bill's evolution from one that 
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Members of the Society of Jesus arrived in Maryland with the founders in 1634. In this painting, 
entitled The First Landing of Leonard Calvert in Maryland (oil on canvas, by David Acheson 
Woodward, circa 1865-1870), Father Andrew White accompanies Calvert ashore. (Maryland 
Historical Society.) 

sought merely to restrict the proselytizing activities of Jesuits to one that called 
for the total suppression of Catholic practices not only reflects the depth of anti- 
Catholic feeling in the colony but a newfound confidence on the part of the 
Maryland assembly to enact such severe measures. Just as the Maryland act was 
clearly modelled on the penal laws enacted by Parliament in 1700, so was this 
display of confidence related to the shift in imperial policy regarding the treat- 
ment of Catholics. Uncertain whether English penal laws applied to the colonies, 
the Maryland assembly decided to enact its own. Although Seymour did not 
admit to a role in drafting this bill, one cannot help but notice the similarities 
between the Maryland act and the one passed by Parliament four years earlier 
and attribute the former to the governor's influence. 

Maryland Catholics would have to wait until the next legislative session be- 
fore they could seek any recourse to these measures. When the assembly con- 
vened on December 5, 1704, a petition calling for repeal of the "Act to Prevent 
the Growth of Popery within this Province" was submittedby a delegation formed 
to represent the Catholic community's interests. Upon reading the petition, the 
lower house, "inclined to indulge the Roman Catholicks in the private exercise of 
theire Religion in theire own houses and families," relented and drafted an act to 
suspend the prosecution of priests for performing their pastoral duties in the 
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private homes of Catholic families during the queen's pleasure.56 Stating that 
"the true Intent of the said Act was only to restrain some exorbitant Accons 
[actions] in the said Popish Bishops Priests and Jesuits who it is hoped are thereby 
made sensible of their Extravagant Demeanour," the delegates apparently recog- 
nized that they had gone too far in enacting penal measures.57 Interestingly 
enough, the English penal measures passed in 1700 also had their origins in com- 
plaints over the proselytizing of Catholic clergy and were initially written in an 
effort to curb them.58 Although the Maryland delegates' admission that the in- 
tent of the penal measures was really to curb Jesuit proselytizing, their willing- 
ness to uphold the restriction of Catholic practices to within "a private family of 
the Roman Communion" reflected the animosity of the larger Protestant com- 
munity toward public celebrations of Catholic services.59 

Queen Anne's approval of the repeal of the "Act to Prevent the Growth of 
Popery within this Province" would not reach the colony until 1707 because 
of wartime delays in shipping, a situation that must have caused untold anxi- 
ety among members of the Maryland Catholic community.60 The queen's deci- 
sion to approve the repeal was probably related to a royal desire that Maryland's 
policy regarding Catholics be consonant with "unofficial" English practice. In 
his work with the English Catholic community, Hugh Trevor-Roper has argued 
that British officials were not interested in actively persecuting Catholics, only in 
containing their growth: "reality was milder than the law... and for them [Catho- 
lics] too,... tolerance de facto mitigated intolerance dejure."61 Approval freed the 
queen from having to officially instruct Seymour to allow Catholics to worship 
privately, meaning she would not have to compromise her public position of 
supporting the penal measures. 

Reasons for the crown's decision to revoke the Catholic community's privi- 
lege of liberty of conscience in 1703 were not recorded. A possible explana- 
tion can be found in the political sea change England experienced in the years 
immediately preceding this decision. William III had been able to shield Catho- 
lics from the full force of the penal laws through the use of his political influ- 
ence. An important indicator that William's political fortunes were begin- 
ning to shift, however, can be found in a set of penal laws enacted by Parlia- 
ment in 1700 entitled an "Act for further preventing the growth of Popery." 
Historians have repeatedly referred to this act as an example of William's com- 
mitment to the Protestant cause, but John Bossy argues that such legislation 
instead represented the weakening of William's grasp over Parliament and 
the ascendancy of the Tory Party.62 The unofficial toleration that William had 
fought so hard to secure for England's Catholics was gradually being rolled 
back through Parliamentary reform, as represented in this act. William's death in 
1702 signalled the end to this policy. Under his successor. Queen Anne, the allow- 
ances made for Catholics together with the lax enforcement of the penal laws 
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were brought to an end. In England, Catholics would be allowed to continue 
practicing their religion privately, but their public behavior would come under 
much closer scrutiny. In Maryland, the accession of Queen Anne brought the 
enactment of the colony's first penal laws and an end to religious practices as 
Catholics had known them. The religious practices of Maryland's Catholic com- 
munity would now closely parallel those of their English co-religionists. 

Past works have portrayed the royal period in Maryland's history as a time 
when Catholics were stripped of their political rights and subjected to increasing 
restrictions on their religious practices. It has been assumed that Lord Baltimore's 
"Maryland designe" was immediately dismantled upon the arrival of the first 
royal governor in 1692 and that the principle of religious liberty that had once 
distinguished Maryland from other British colonies was no longer recognized. 
Recent scholarship on the Glorious Revolution has called into question many of 
these assumptions, opening new avenues for examining this period in the Catho- 
lic community's history and reinforcing the need to study the history of colonial 
Maryland in its transatlantic context. 
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As the Democratic National Convention got under way in Charleston in April 1860, the Baltimore 
Sun reported "much good feeling" among the delegates. It was to he short-lived. (Baltimore Sun, 
April 26,1860, Maryland Historical Society.) 
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The Madness of Disunion: 
The Baltimore Conventions of 1860 

CHARLES W. MITCHELL 

On Wednesday, April 18,1860, the steamer S. R. Spauldingwith approxi- 
mately eighty passengers bound for Charleston, South Carolina, sailed 
from Baltimore to the accompaniment of music from Gilmore's band 

and loud cheers from those on shore. "For the alimentary comfort of those on 
board," one newspaper reported, "she is supplied with 4,500 pounds of fresh 
meat and poultry, and has besides 23 tons of ice."1 She was due to arrive in Charles- 
ton, a city of fifty thousand, on Saturday, the twenty-first, in time for the Demo- 
cratic Party's presidential nominating convention. The Spaulding's passengers 
were Maryland's delegates to what was destined to be the most dramatic politi- 
cal convention in American history. Aboard the steamer were men named 
Johnson, Gittings, Landham, and Brent. None would take center stage in Charles- 
ton, though some would have significant roles. 

Four years earlier, a party committee chaired by T. C. McCreary of New York 
had selected Charleston in the hope that holding the convention in a southern 
city would promote unity in what were exceedingly divisive times. Incumbent 
Democratic president James Buchanan, battered by sectional tensions and rev- 
elations of massive corruption in his administration, had chosen to retire after 
one term to the bucolic peace of his Pennsylvania farm. Congress was divided 
into two camps, northern and southern men, who were sometimes literally at 
each other's throats. On April 5, Congressmen John F. Potter of Wisconsin and 
Roger A. Pryor of Virginia almost came to blows on the House floor. Four days 
later they agreed to a duel—bowie knives were the weapons of choice—but cooler 
heads prevailed, and no duel took place. "There are no relations, not absolutely 
indispensable in the conduct of joint business, between the North and South in 
either House," South Carolina Senator James H. Hammond remarked. "No two 
nations on earth are or ever were more distinctly separate and hostile than we 
are here."2 

The weather in the weeks preceding the convention had been hot and dry, 
but Charleston hotels and rooming houses nevertheless anticipated a lucrative 
week. Visitors discovered the price of a parlor and bedroom suite in a top hotel 
was approximately seventy-five dollars per day, though a state delegation could 
pay one hundred dollars per day to stay at St. Andrew's Hall. Breakfast could be 
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taken for $1.00, dinner and supper for $1.50 each. "The southern delegates were 
at home; the city was theirs, doors were open, tables were spread, many were 
spared the discomforts of hotel fare in the lavender-drenched guest rooms of 
these wide-porched mansions." Murat Halstead of the Cincinnati Commercial, 
who with pronounced Republican leanings had come to observe the convention, 
was almost reluctantly taken with the city. "The most charming spot... is the 
Battery.... In the pleasant evenings the people of leisure congregate here; hun- 
dreds of carriages and buggies, full of ladies and gentlemen During the ses- 
sion of the Convention, there has been a band of music from Boston, used prin- 
cipally in serenading great men at a late hour and bringing out speeches."3 The 
rough behavior common to conventions was, of course, inevitable. The night 
before the convention opened Halstead complained, "there has been a great deal 
more drunkenness here today than heretofore. Most of the violent spreeing is 
done by roughs from the Northern Atlantic cities who are at last making their 
appearance. There have been a number of specimens of drunken rowdyism and 
imbecility about the hotels. And I hear, as I write, a company of brawlers in the 
street making night hideous."4 

As the convention opened, temperatures were close to one hundred degrees, 
making the overdressed and not yet acclimated northerners especially uncom- 
fortable. Rain briefly cooled the city as 303 delegates from thirty-two states filed 
into Institute Hall on Meeting Street for the opening ceremonies at noon on 
Monday, April 23. During the previous decade, the Whig Party had disintegrated 
over slavery. Democrats, too, now seemed on the edge of that precipice. In 1859, 
Senator A. G. Brown of Mississippi had said: "The South will demand at Charles- 
ton a platform explicitly declaring that slave property is entitled in the Territories 
and on the high seas to the same protection that is given to any other and every 
other species of property and failing to get it she will retire from the Convention."5 

His words hung ominously over a city in which political men had gathered 
to address problems that politics no longer could solve. As in any such assem- 
blage there were factions, some extreme, others moderate. Many Democrats re- 
alized that their failure to agree on a nominee might well lead to a Republican 
president, southern secession, and perhaps war. Still, large numbers were opti- 
mistic that in the face of "Black Republican" hordes their party would unite 
behind a candidate. Delegate-laden trains rolling into Charleston from the North 
were filled with talk about the "Little Giant," Senator Stephen A. Douglas of 
Illinois, the former judge who stood barely five feet tall. Though he had spon- 
sored the Kansas-Nebraska Act6 with its consequently divisive doctrine of state 
sovereignty, Douglas was widely thought to be that man. His greatest strength 
was among Northwest and New England men, and he commanded support from 
at least half the delegates at the start of the convention. One correspondent re- 
ported that opposition to Douglas was evaporating even as the convention 
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opened. But Douglas was in poor physical and financial health, and his support- 
ers had underestimated the power and tenacity of his enemies, who doubted that 
he could muster the two-thirds majority needed for nomination. Imposing forces 
were indeed converging to stop him. These included President Buchanan, still 
bitter at Douglas's refusal to support the proslavery Lecompton Constitution in 
Kansas,7 and Mississippi senator and former secretary of war, Jefferson Davis. 
Another hurdle in Douglas's path was William L. Yancey of Alabama, an extrem- 
ist in the defense of slavery who had honed his fire-breathing rhetoric during a 
career in law and seven terms in Congress. "There was nobody quite like Yancey," 
one historian later commented. Though mild in manner, he had killed his wife's 
uncle in a fight and fought a bloodless duel with a fellow southerner while in 
Congress. As a young man he had shown interest in the antislavery spirit, which 
he now detested. An extremist, "he was for maintaining the Union—if only the 
rest of the country would accept the extreme Southern position." "It is under- 
stood" of Yancey, Halstead reported, "that he has a vast amount of ammunition 
for a bombardment of the Douglas castle, ready for use when the decks are cleared 
for action," 

Northern eyes were also upon Charleston. A railroad lawyer and Illinois poli- 
tician who had lost a sensational senatorial race to Douglas in 1858 reflected on 
the Little Giant's chances. "Opinions here, as to the prospect of Douglas being 
nominated, are quite, conflicting—some very confident he will, and others that 
he will not be. I think his nomination possible; but that the chances are against 
him."8 Southern nationalists, with no candidate of their own, were ready to fight 
Douglas to the bitter end. Moderate southerners, too, held strong reservations 
about him, especially in the wake of John Brown's failed abolitionist raid at 
Harper's Ferry. 

The future of slavery was, of course, at the heart of the matter, and it lay 
treacherously in wait as the delegates paraded into Institute Hall. Prominent Re- 
publicans such as Lincoln and William Henry Seward had given speeches pledg- 
ing not to interfere with the constitutional protection accorded slavery where it 
existed, but they were determined to prevent its spread into the territories, where, 
in their view, it merited no federal protection. Slavery was accepted, if not con- 
doned, by most delegates from the northern states, but for many this visit to the 
city by the sea afforded their first look at real slaves and real masters. These north- 
ern Democrats had heard their southern colleagues praise slavery, its economic 
benefits, and its virtues as the natural relationship between white people and 
black. In early February, Mississippi's Jefferson Davis had introduced into the 
U.S. Senate resolutions designed to insulate slavery from reformers and aboli- 
tionists. Two of those resolutions—urging federal protection for slavery in the 
territories while denying their citizens the right to discourage or abolish the in- 
stitution—were unacceptable to the Douglas Democrats, as everyone knew.9 
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Douglas had cast himself as the spokesman for the new Northwest, those 
territories that in the middle of the nineteenth century lay on the frontier, seek- 
ing entry into the Union. The Little Giant had effectively straddled the matter of 
slavery in the territories, and by Charleston his straddle had become a painful 
stretch. His troubles had begun six years earlier, in 1854, with the Kansas-Ne- 
braska Act, and they worsened with a tactical misstep in Charleston when his 
men agreed to finalize the party's platform before the nomination was made. His 
forces were headquartered in Hibernian Hall, a two-story Gothic structure two 
blocks from Institute Hall. Its first floor was devoted to his campaign; the upper 
floor had several hundred cots for delegates whose exhaustion would presum- 
ably let them sleep through the noise and the early Carolina summer. 

The Little Giant would learn in Charleston just how badly he had wounded 
his presidential aspirations while winning his Senate seat against Lincoln in 1858. 
During that campaign Lincoln had asked him if residents of a U.S. Territory could 
lawfully exclude slavery prior to joining the Union and writing a state constitu- 
tion. Douglas, knowing that to answer "no" would alienate Illinois free-soil vot- 
ers, had answered "yes." That clinched his victory. But the price was steep in his 
relations with the Southerners—the extremists found him unacceptable, and he 
made the moderates nervous. 

In the month leading up to the convention, several southern state Demo- 
cratic parties had instructed their delegates to walk out of the national conven- 
tion if its platform did not include federal protection for slavery in the territo- 
ries. At least one delegate, from Texas, had informed Douglas of this threat. That 
lefferson Davis's proslavery Senate resolutions had been endorsed by the Senate 
Democratic caucus had increased the tension in Charleston (though Davis, like 
many southerners, conceded that states had the right to outlaw slavery). Word 
soon spread that seven southern delegations were ready to leave en masse if the 
platform lacked the territorial slave code—whose inclusion everyone knew would 
make Douglas unelectable in November. If Yancey and Alabama walked out, it 
was said, the other Cotton States—Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas, Loui- 
siana, and Texas—would follow, and so would some men from North Carolina, 
Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri. There had been little civility on the eve of the 
convention, and an ugly tone was set the first day, when a Pennsylvania delegate 
attempting to speak was driven from the floor by cries of "God damn you, sit 
down!" and "What the hell do you want to talk for?"10 

On the second day, Douglas won a key early round when the committee on 
organization agreed, by a vote of 197 to 102.5, to allow delegates to vote as indi- 
viduals if they had not been instructed by their states to vote as a bloc. This had 
two effects: It freed about twenty-five southern delegates to support Douglas, but 
it also set off a firestorm among the radical southerners that further stiffened the 
lines of battle.11 
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William Lowndes Yancey of Alabama led the 
opposition to Senator Stephen A. Douglas at 
Charleston. (Maryland Historical Society.) 

Somehow a note of frivolity crept into the air as well. On Wednesday, April 
25, "the gallery was crowded with ladies, and it being filled, on motion, several 
hundred who were crowding outside, unable to enter the gallery, were admitted 
to the floor of the convention, occasioning much good feeling." Alabama's L. P. 
Walker informed the ladies that Mr. Cochrane of New York was a bachelor, fol- 
lowing which the gentleman indeed "acknowledged his desperate condition and 
expressed his willingness to enter into the marriage relation." Walker announced 
that it was apparent that the reason why Cochrane had not married "was because 
he could not." He then "moved to lay the New York bachelor on the table." The 
chair "tolerated this nonsense for a time, but at last interposed and summarily 
shut down upon it." The floor of Institute Hall was packed, for "those who have 
tickets send them out after they get in, and others come in," complained one 
delegate. The chairman of the Vermont delegation, it was announced from the 
floor, died of apoplexy. And the credentials committee, adjudicating contested 
seats in four states, ruled in favor of the sitting delegates, allowing F. M. Landham 
and Robert J. Brent, of Maryland's Fourth Congressional District, to retain their 
seats.12 

By Friday, the fifth day of the convention, wind and cold rain had dispelled 
the heat, and Charleston's bars, gamblers, and pickpockets were doing a brisk 
business. The platform committee presented three reports. The majority report, 
from the fifteen southern states, Oregon, and California, called for federal pro- 
tection of slavery on the high seas and in the states and territories, whose citizens 
could not abolish or interfere with slavery; the acquisition of Cuba; and prompt 
construction of a railroad from the Mississippi to the Pacific. The minority ver- 
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sion, from the northern states, reiterated the Democratic platform of 1856, known 
as the Cincinnati platform, and tried to reassure the South by pledging adherence to 
Supreme Court decisions affecting slavery in the territories. Benjamin Butler of 
Massachusetts, who in a year would be the most hated man in Maryland, presented 
his platform of one, which merely reaffirmed Cincinnati.13 Southerners found the 
minority report unacceptable. Yancey delivered a podium-pounding speech for the 
majority report that made clear the southern unwillingness to yield: 

What right of yours, gentlemen of the North, have we of the South 
ever invaded? . .. Ours are the institutions which are at stake; ours is 
the property that is to be destroyed; ours is the honor at stake—the 
honor of children, the honor of families, the lives ... we yield no posi- 
tion here until we are convinced we are wrong.14 

That evening George E. Pugh of Ohio gave the northern response, angrily 
rejecting Yancey's demand that northern Democrats accept slavery and its exten- 
sion into the territories. "Gentlemen of the South," he thundered, "you mistake 
us—you mistake us—we will not do it!" After a recess, Pugh took the floor again 
for two more hours. He warned the southern men that their demands for pro- 
tection of human property in the territories had no constitutional foundation, 
and that if such was their reason for remaining in the party, they must go. "In an 
instant the house was in an uproar—a hundred delegates upon the floor, and 
upon chairs, screaming like panthers, and gesticulating like monkeys. The Presi- 
dent, for the first time, completely lost control over the Convention; not a word 
was audible. The reporters climbed upon their tables, the delegates mounted the 
chairs, the people in the galleries stretched their necks and hung over the balus- 
trade." At last, by a small majority, the convention voted to adjourn.15 Here was 
the first moment of crisis in Charleston, and how these men resolved it would go 
far toward determining the outcome of the presidential election and the Union's 
chance of remaining whole. 

From Washington Douglas telegraphed his friends to support the Cincinnati 
platform and uphold the Dred Scott16 decision but no more—they were not to 
give ground on the issue of popular sovereignty in the territories, whose citizens 
must be left free to choose or reject slavery. His managers hoped to lose no more 
than thirty to forty delegates, leaving sufficient numbers to ensure their man's 
nomination, though the game could just as easily go the other way—a larger 
desertion would make it impossible. New York navy agent George Sanders sent 
President Buchanan a lengthy telegram that included the entire revised minority 
report and urged the president to make a complete shift and support the Little 
Giant. Buchanan's response was "an angry outburst when he learned that the 
message had been sent collect, and that he had paid $26.50 for its wisdom." On 
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The 1860 Democratic National Convention in Charleston, South Carolina. (From Harper's Weekly, 
April 28,1860.) 

Sunday, amid continuing cold rain and wind, the Ohio and Kentucky delega- 
tions discovered that their private whiskey stocks, to which they attributed their 
good health, had run dry.17 

On Monday, April 30, with Douglas's chances more perilous than ever, 
Baltimoreans read about Sunday's developments in Charleston: "There have been 
three fights within 24 hours. Two of the Ohio delegates threw plates at each other at 
the Mills House, and one drew a pistol while the other clinched. Col. Craig, of Mis- 
souri, and a newspaper reporter also had a rough and tumble fight at the Mills 
House, and Captain Levy and Mr. White have also had a fight in a bar-room." One 
Pennsylvania delegate attacked another over his refusal to sign a document—later 
found to be fraudulent—instructing the Pennsylvania delegates how to vote. Chaos 
on the floor of the convention floor rivaled that of the streets and taverns and even- 
tually embroiled the Maryland delegation. As various points of order were being 
discussed amid deafening noise, William S. Gittings attempted to address the chair 
but was called to order. Someone shouted, "Mr. President, it is a mistake—I didn't 
second that man's motion down there." Gittings demanded to know "who it was 
who spoke so disrespectfully of him." A delegate identifying himself as Tom Hooper 
rose and denied saying anything disrespectful, to which Gittings replied that since 
no insult was intended, "the gentleman will call at my room and take a drink."18 The 
president of the convention threatened to leave the chair if the uproar, which "would 
have drowned the thunder of a twenty-four pounder," did not cease. 
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By April 30 most of those who had come from the North to observe the 
proceedings had left, their rooming contracts and patience at an end. Their de- 
parture left hotel hallways navigable, barrooms accessible, and—more impor- 
tant—the Institute Hall gallery full of Charlestonians, whose applause for south- 
ern, anti-Douglas oratory was deafening. That same day the Douglas forces man- 
aged to ram their minority platform through the convention by the slim margin 
of 165 to 138, displacing the majority report.19 Then, to cheers from much of 
Charleston's high society, "fifty delegates from the lower South thereupon walked 
out."20 On the floor, Robert Brent of Maryland warned the southerners that their 
extreme views would lead to a Black Republican president opposed to slavery— 
presumably Governor Seward of New York—and a Congress of similar views. 
Finding himself ruled out of order. Brent accused the chair of treating him so 
because he was from a slave state. That evening, at a rally of Douglas supporters, 
Brent accused men with personal feelings against the Little Giant of encouraging 
the secession movement and exhorted the majority not to bend to the minor- 
ity.21 The South Carolina delegation, moderate in temperament and lacking in- 
structions to withdraw, now did so in the face of boisterous encouragement from 
Charlestonian spectators. 

Douglas's captains had entertained few illusions that their man—or any other, 
for that matter—would be nominated without the backing of the whole party, 
despite the rule allowing delegates to vote individually if not otherwise instructed 
by their states. Chairman Caleb Gushing then handed down a ruling on ballot- 
ing that dashed Douglas's remaining hopes: to be nominated a candidate must 
receive two-thirds of the ballots of the total number of delegates accredited to 
the convention. Two-thirds of the ballots cast by delegates physically in the hall 
would not do, thanks to a rule enacted at the 1844 convention in Baltimore.22 

Douglas would still need 202 votes. 
Ardent southern advocates of states' rights—in 1860 this meant several things 

but primarily that slaves were property, legitimized by the Constitution—were 
willing to meet the issue head-on should the Republicans win in November and 
honor their pledge to prevent the spread of slavery. If that occurred secession, 
they reasoned, would be the most palatable course. The time to settle on the 
1856 Cincinnati platform and ignore the issue of federal protection of slavery in 
the territories had passed, for "Southern passions had been too deeply aroused." 
Men whose feelings were less passionate "did not see their way clearly but. . . 
bent before pressure, or simply followed the crowd for lack of any real guiding 
star. It may have been very hard ... to see that a bitter-end fight on the slavery 
issue in this convention would be one ounce more than party or nation could 
carry without breaking."23 

A smiling Yancey—who early in the Confederacy would be sent to Europe as 
its emissary, leaving more moderate men to run the affairs of the South—ad- 
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dressed the renegade southern delegates and others in front of the courthouse 
late in the evening on that second Monday. "A great crowd ... wildly cheered an 
independent Southern republic. The city was mad with a passion not felt since 
Nullification days." Yancey called his colleagues to gather in a "Constitutional 
Democratic Convention" and field a candidate for the presidency. The next day 
the southern Democrats organized themselves at Military Hall, then moved to 
the Charleston Theater for business, where Yancey referred contemptuously to 
the larger group of Democrats over in Institute Hall as the "rump" convention.24 

They chose a patrician, Senator James A. Bayard of Delaware, as chairman and 
adopted the majority platform they had championed at Institute Hall. The seceders 
would support any man chosen other than Douglas, and if Douglas were chosen, 
they would nominate their own candidate.25 Their course settled, they sat back at 
the South Carolina House to watch their northern brethren closely. Confident of 
their power in the party, they waited for the peace overture from Institute Hall 
they were certain would come. 

Political men in the North were on tenterhooks, too: "This writing being 
early in the morning, Douglas is not yet nominated," Lincoln wrote to a political 
friend. "But we suppose he certainly will be before sun-set to-day, a few of the 
smaller Southern states having seceded from the Convention—just enough to 
permit his nomination, and not enough to hurt him much at the election. This 
puts the case in the hardest shape for us." Later the same day he wrote again: "We 
now understand that Douglas will be nominated to-day by what is left of the 
Charleston convention. All parties here dislike it. Republicans and Danites that 
he should be nominated at all; and Doug. Dem's that he should not be nomi- 
nated by an undivided convention."26 

Douglas was placed into nomination on May 1. When King of Missouri called 
his name, "a feeble yelp went up from the Northwestern delegations. It was not 
hearty and strong, but thin and spiritless. There was no hopefulness in it, but 
something of defiance. It was as much as to say, 'Well, if we can't nominate him, 
you cannot nominate anybody else.'" The balloting began. The Maryland delega- 
tion left the floor briefly for consultations, but the minutes of their deliberations 
are lost to history. Votes were spread among four men, with Douglas in the lead, 
though there was little optimism that he could attract the 202 votes that would 
represent the prized two-thirds.27 The inability of the convention to focus on 
another candidate—even knowing that the southerners would likely accept any- 
one but Douglas—was ominous. The Douglas men were despondent, and 
Halstead wrote that northern and southern Democrats had resigned themselves 
to Republican New York Governor Seward's becoming the next president. 

The Boston Brass Band opened business on May 2 with "a dozen spirited 
airs." The Baltimore Sun reported that "the state of things in Charleston seems to 
impart some interest to the so-called Union convention to be held at Baltimore 
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on the 19th instant." Maryland's Gittings said after the thirty-fifth ballot he would 
move that the convention reassemble in Baltimore in June. The delegates were 
less than enthusiastic, and "Mr. G. assured the convention that Baltimore was no 
longer a Plug Ugly town and promised the delegates a hospitable welcome." 
Gittings finally withdrew his motion "though with the promise that it would be 
renewed." A Tennessee delegate offered Philadelphia in lieu of Baltimore, but he 
was also denied. After the fifty-fourth ballot, Gittings suggested the gentlemen 
"face the music" because nominating a candidate now was "inexpedient." This 
time the chair ruled him out of order. The fifty-seventh ballot was the last, and 
again Gittings offered his motion to adjourn to Baltimore on June 1, only to find 
it rejected a third time. Douglas, meanwhile, had 152.5 votes, far short of the 
two-thirds required for nomination.28 

By the morning of Wednesday, May 3, it was plain that the convention was 
hopelessly deadlocked. Fewer spectators took to the galleries, which subsequently 
were less noisy. "The ladies' gallery is very thin, and the poor creatures look down 
into the hall, vainly seeking objects of interest." Douglas men said they hated the 
party and hoped that any Democratic nominee other than Douglas might lose. 
The more despondent were heard wishing to join the Republicans. They were 
put out of their misery by the irrepressible Gittings, whose motion finally car- 
ried following abortive attempts to insert Philadelphia and New York as the new 
convention site.29 The delegates adjourned, to try again in Baltimore at noon on 
June 18. Only seven ladies remained in the ladies' gallery. Steamers bound for 
New York and Philadelphia and the night train north were filled to overflowing, 
and the discomfort for those headed to Washington was far from over—they 
faced six changes of cars along the way. 

The seceders were stunned. They had moved to Military Hall and taken to 
calling themselves "retiring delegates," expecting at any moment to rejoin their 
colleagues following the nomination of a compromise candidate.30 Few had sought 
or expected a permanent break, but now their bluff had been called, their con- 
vention blown apart. This vocal southern minority had refused to see any differ- 
ence on slavery between Douglas and a Republican. No one, it seemed, was satis- 
fied, except the gamblers and pickpockets who had feasted on delegates for nine 
days. The southern firebrands agreed to meet in Richmond on June 11 and ad- 
journed, their journeys home also made uneasy by fearsome uncertainties. 

Ghosts of Sheets and Pumpkin 

As Democrats reorganized back in their home states and Republicans pre- 
pared for their second national nominating convention, the Constitutional Union 
Party opened its first convention in Baltimore at noon on May 9, 1860. The day 
before the city marked the occasion with a parade that packed the streets and 
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showed off its new steam fire engines. The assembly gathered in a federal court- 
house that was formerly the First Presbyterian Church, at the corner of Fayette 
and North Streets. The old church had an illustrious political history—Andrew 
Jackson had been nominated there in 1828 and Martin Van Buren in 1836. The 
building had galleries on three sides and "gas fixtures ... in the event that the 
convention may sit at night." In attendance were approximately seven hundred 
aged and well-connected gentlemen who didn't like the way things looked. Murat 
Halstead observed that many "are of the 'eminently respectable' class of gentle- 
men—and most of them are somewhat stale in politics The delegates seemed 
to be in high spirits, and to be confident of their ability to make at least a power- 
ful diversion. The general foolishness of the two great parties has given the third 
unusual animation."31 Many of these gentlemen were from the border states. Dis- 
tressed by the escalating rhetoric pushing the nation toward division and war, 
they had first met late in 1859 in search of a middle ground and thought they had 
found it in the proposition that North and South could remain together if they 
somehow could remove slavery as a national issue. 

The effort was led by the venerable Senator John J. Crittenden of Kentucky,32 

who had invited fifty senators and congressmen unaffiliated with Republicans or 
Democrats to fuse with the remnants of the Whig and American parties. This 
new political party would put forth a platform featuring "the Union and the Con- 
stitution" and opposition to the Democrats.33 Founding principles were "the re- 
moval of the slavery question from party politics, development of national re- 
sources, maintenance of honorable peace with all nations, strict enforcement of 
the laws and the powers of the Constitution, and respect for state rights and rev- 
erence for the Union."34 All states had been invited to send delegates to a national 
convention in Baltimore. Twenty-two had accepted, emboldened by the Demo- 
cratic fissure in Charleston and the prospect that the Republicans might also split 
in Chicago over Seward. Some questioned the relevance of this party in a time 
when people were moving to extremes of the political spectrum—the New York 
Herald described the convention as a "Great Gathering of Fossil Know Nothings 
and Southern Americans"—but these men were determined to save the Union 
and believed they were on a path to do just that.35 

The Constitutional Union party had first stirred in Maryland in 1857, a state 
with strong support for the American or Know-Nothing Party. Three years later 
former state Know-Nothing leaders and ex-Whigs cast their support to John Bell 
of Tennessee, who had been sympathetic to the Know-Nothings. Local Know- 
Nothing organizations easily transferred their allegiance to the Constitutional 
Union party. Casting themselves as the only viable alternative to the Democrats, 
Southern Know-Nothings invited all opposed to the Democrats to join them in 
a new conservative party, dedicated to "Union and Constitution." On April 19, 
the Maryland convention of the Constitutional Unionist Party at Carroll Hall 
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U.S. Senator from Maryland Anthony Kennedy 
served as a member of the Constitutional Union 
Party's Executive Union Committee. (Maryland 
Historical Society.) 

elected two delegations of former Know-Nothings as Maryland's delegates to 
the national convention. The two groups, one of which included Baltimore Mayor 
Thomas Swann, fought over who would represent the city.36 

Senator Crittenden, the guest of John Pendleton Kennedy while in Balti- 
more, opened the convention at noon on May 9. He "was received with applause 
from the galleries, and the ladies, who occupied the west gallery, waved their 
handkerchiefs."37 Former New York Governor Washington Huntwas chosen as tem- 
porary chairman. Halstead found the opening events tedious, though perhaps only 
in comparison to the raucous experience two weeks earlier in Charleston: 

The Convention insisted on applauding nearly every sentence, and sev- 
eral times refused to let [Mr. Hunt] finish a sentence. It was worse than 
the applause given by an Irish audience at an archbishop's lecture . . . 
during the first hour and a half of the session, I presume at least one 
hundred rounds of applause were given, and the more the "spreads" ap- 
plauded, the greater became their zeal I have stated... that the Dou- 
glas men were the most noisy fellows in the world I take it back. The 
"Plugs" can beat them at their own game... every speech was received in 
this "tremendous" style. The moment a speaker would say Constitu- 
tion ... Union, American ... or anything of the sort, he had to pause for 
some time until the general rapture would discharge itself by stamping, 
clapping hands, rattling canes, etc and if he should... commence the 
broken sentence over again, ten to one, when he arrived at the patriotic 
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point where the fracture commenced, the storm would break out again 
with redoubled fury.38 

Early signs pointed to a ticket with Sam Houston of Texas and Edward Everett 
of Massachusetts. A resolution passed specifying the manner of voting, though 
its requirements presented difficulties for the Maryland delegation, which "being 
unable to get proper construction of the... resolution through its head without 
a surgical operation, retired for consultation, and to have the necessary operation 
performed." On the first ballot. Bell took 68.5 votes to 57 for Houston, and on the 
second ballot the prize was his, by a count of 125 votes to 68 for Houston, who 
had been the choice of southern Know Nothings and Baltimore ladies, who from 
the galleries showered the platform with bouquets.39 Bell was a safe choice for 
cautious men. A wealthy Tennessee lawyer and owner of eighty slaves, he had 
had an impressive career: state legislator, congressman. Speaker of the House, 
secretary of war, and senator. His vice presidential mate, the distinguished Everett, 
did not wish the honor (Everett would give a magisterial oration three years later 
honoring the fallen at Gettysburg, though it would be eclipsed in history by 
Lincoln's 272 words). Maryland gave 7.5 votes to Bell and half a vote to Houston 
on both ballots.40 Only one utterance of slavery at the convention violated the 
proscription against public statements on that subject—when F. W. Grayson of 
Pennsylvania declared that Republicans and Democrats differed on the matter 
only as to how it must be legislated in the territories, by Congress or the territo- 
ries themselves. His pronouncement was loudly hissed. Republicans, in full cam- 
paign form following Lincoln's May nomination in Chicago, derided the Consti- 
tutional Unionists as "Bell Ringers" and "Do Nothings," despite the pleas of Henry 
Winter Davis for a cooperative arrangement between Bell and Lincoln in which 
one would have no ticket in states where the other was strong (and would have 
meant no Lincoln ticket in Maryland).41 

This amiable gathering of Constitutional Unionists held none of the sectional 
bitterness that had destroyed the Whigs and now threatened the Democrats. Bal- 
timore lawyer Brantz Mayer proclaimed slavery a false issue, men's disagreements 
over it "as harmless and hollow as ghosts manufactured out of sheets and pump- 
kin."42 Those enamored of this Constitutional-Unionist middle ground hoped 
the new party would attract enough votes to deprive the major parties of out- 
right victory by sending the election to the House of Representatives. Though 
the logic of Constitutional Unionism was hard to fault, its fundamental prin- 
ciple—glorifying Constitution and Union and enforcing its laws—was hardly 
the engine to ignite public interest in the politics of the time. Its proponents did 
not see that their thinking was soft and hollow, and that in 1860 men were aroused 
by the more passionate appeals of other parties. 
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The Madness of Disunion 

On June 15 and 16,1860,between six and eight thousand people—delegates, 
press, and hangers-on, more than had been in Charleston—poured into Balti- 
more for the next round of the Democratic convention. Several state delegations 
brought their own bands. "During Saturday Barnum's Hotel, the Eutaw House, 
and the other hotels, received their delegations and guests ... and in the after- 
noon the rotundas, halls and parlors, presented a scene seldom witnessed, blocked 
as they were with baggage, and filled with the strangers in their linen dusters, too 
busy aiding to swell the political hubbub and hum of voices, to change their trav- 
elling apparel." The Baltimore Sun had been sanguine from the start about the 
chances of success: 

although the adjournment has been made to a city in which popular sen- 
timent is as staunch in support of the South as in any of her sister cities, 
yet it must be admitted that the convention having been originally orga- 
nized at Charleston, that should have been the place for the reassembling 
of it... the Convention would do honor to itself and justice to the party, 
by uniting upon some worthy, unobtrusive, honest and substantial man, 
who ... will be acceptable to the South and command the confidence of 
the North. Such a nomination would tend in an immeasurable degree to 
heal the dissensions which now disturb the Union.43 

The writer predicted that, should the Democrats fail to settle on a nominee, 
there would be two Democratic candidates, splitting the vote and forcing the 
election of the Republican Lincoln. The Baltimore American and Commercial 
Advertiser engaged "two of the most accurate and expert Phonographers of Wash- 
ington city, with a full corps of assistants, to furnish us with a verbatim report of 
the proceedings," and in the same edition offered an analysis of Democratic diffi- 
culties and an endorsement of the Constitutional Union Party: 

It is not possible to gratify or satisfy both extremes of the Party, because 
they separate upon issues that are irreconcilable no amount of in- 
genuity, human or angelic, can reconcile Popular Sovereignty with the 
views of Southern delegates, or can construct a platform that will sus- 
tain both sections at once. ... the Seceders at Richmond ... do not 
hesitate to call the darling doctrine of Popular Sovereignty "a snake 
that is to be strangled." 

Having previously endorsed Everett, the paper went on to urge the election of 
the Constitutional Union ticket: "We will fight on their side . .. and engage to 
confine Mr. Lincoln to his original occupation of mauling rails."44 
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Barnum's City Hotel quickly filled with delegates and the press on June 15,1860, as the Democratic 
convention prepared to reconvene at Baltimore's Front Street Theater. (Maryland Historical Society.) 

Lt. Col. Robert Edward Lee, acting commander of the Department of Texas, 
United States Army, wrote to a friend: "the papers will give you news of the Bal- 
timore convention. If Judge Douglas would now withdraw and join himself and 
party to aid in the election of Breckinridge, he might retrieve himself before the 
country and Lincoln be defeated. Politicians I fear are too selfish to become mar- 
tyrs." Baltimore City delegates resolved in a meeting on June 14 at Rechabite Hall 
that, while they would support the eventual nominee, they would express a strong 
preference for Douglas.45 

On Sunday evening, June 17, bands attached to various delegations drew 
several thousand excited spectators to Monument Square for what one newspa- 
per called "airs in the square." While the early demeanor of the crowd seemed to 
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favor the Little Giant, anti-Douglas sentiment began to surface, judging from 
the reactions to speeches by assorted dignitaries that lasted until almost mid- 
night. In the end, there was little reason to hope that what had failed in Charles- 
ton would succeed in Baltimore. It was rumored that many southern delegates 
were ready for a reprise over the slave code, and that northern men were ready to 
fight and drive their southern brothers out of the party. Senator Judah Benjamin 
of Louisiana was mistaken, thundered Ohio's George Pugh, "if he supposes that 
the men who stood there at Charleston for two weeks in that atmosphere voting 
down your resolutions again and again, and voting for Stephen A. Douglas, are 
going to be tired when it comes to Baltimore, which is a much more agreeable 
atmosphere for them." The more extreme southerners, having met in Richmond 
the week before, had decided not to act until the larger convention reconvened 
in Baltimore. They were poised for further disruption. Their delegations, except- 
ing Florida, had been instructed by their state party organizations to reclaim the 
seats they had vacated in Charleston, and most of them were in Baltimore for 
that purpose. The other southern states, with the exception of South Carolina, 
had chosen new delegates in new elections, and a bitter fight over the legitimate 
heirs to those seats would be the first order of business.46 

On the Monday morning of June 18,303 delegates and almost two hundred 
editors and reporters (despite allotted space for only one hundred newspaper- 
men) filed into the Front Street Theater at 10 A.M. to open the convention. Un- 
like those at Charleston, the Baltimore galleries were with Douglas all the way. 
Thorough preparation had preceded the visitors to the theater, which featured "a 
rich and beautiful scenery to relieve the heaviness of the unplastered walls." The 
theater's dress circle had been designated as the gallery for the ladies, who were 
to be admitted free. Reports circulated that free tickets distributed at Barnum's 
Hotel by the chairman, Caleb Gushing, were being scalped for between two and 
five dollars. The delegates got down to business with a speech from Gushing 
reminding them that they were in Baltimore to decide the fate of the seats of 
Democrats who had bolted in Charleston, and, following that, to finalize a plat- 
form and choose a presidential nominee. At the outset tensions seemed to abate, 
as "the prospect of a solution of the difficulties ... appeared last evening to be a 
shade better. The prominent men of both sides were more inclined to talk calmly 
over the prospects of the party, and while the firmness of neither section ap- 
peared to be in the least shaken, there seemed to be a more lively appreciation of 
the madness of disunion on the question of candidates."47 

The credentials committee began sorting out the contested seats in the south- 
ern delegations. At first the Douglas men were willing to embrace all Charleston 
prodigal sons except those from Alabama and Louisiana, whose new delegates 
they insisted be seated, as retribution for the behavior of Yancey and Slidell.48 

Other pressing matters arose. Mr. Salisbury of Delaware addressed the chair on 
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the matter of tickets, the supply of which had apparently been infected by coun- 
terfeits, causing new ones to be issued. "Some of my delegation are outside and 
cannot get into the hall—that they wish tickets; cannot get tickets, and do not 
know who issues tickets to this Convention. I would like the chair to indicate by 
what authority tickets are issued, and how delegates will gain admission to the 
floor of this Convention." After being informed that tickets had been sent to the 
chairman of each delegation, Salisbury was asked to render himself more under- 
standable, because "he is now speaking from the stage of a theatre, and it is im- 
portant that he should face those in the rear, and address them, and not the chair, 
if he desired to be heard." Salisbury replied, "I wish to say to the gentleman . . . 
that I am not a theatre man. I never attended a theatre ten times in my life." 
Came the reply: "Well, you are making your debut then, and we want to hear what 
you say!"49 

Six hours of speeches exhorted the delegates either to restore the seceders to 
their seats or reject their attempts to return. The president complained about the 
noise level from the gallery, and Frederick delegate Bradley Johnson objected to 
the behavior of the spectators: "As a delegate from Maryland I ask that represen- 
tatives of this State may be cleared from the imputation cast upon them by the 
disorder in the gallery. Those joining in the disorder there are not the people of 
Baltimore. I ask of the Chair that the galleries may be cleared." The convention 
loudly shouted him down. Three more hours of oratory greeted those on Monu- 
ment Square that evening, as Douglas and Yancey supporters labored to out- 
speak and outshout one another.50 The following day heavy thunderstorms greeted 
the adjourning delegates, dampening evening speeches and prompting brisk sales 
of pro- and anti-Douglas umbrellas. On the third day, June 20, some complained 
that the police were preventing delegates from entering the theater. 

The political climate seemed favorable enough to Douglas. Signs of support 
for him in the Deep South emerged. The editor of the Aberdeen, Mississippi, 
Conservative had written to Douglas two months before Baltimore: 

It is a source of much regret to your numerous friends in this section of 
Mississippi, that the state will be represented in the Charleston conven- 
tion by gentlemen who, it is honestly believed, do not entertain the politi- 
cal sentiments of the majority of her people. The delegates from this por- 
tion of the state ... are men who reflect the sentiments of that faction in 
this State known as "fire-eaters" of the most rabid description—advocat- 
ing a re-opening of the African Slave Trade, and a protective code for the 
Territories It will be urged in that body by the delegates from this State 
that you will not receive the support of the State or of Alabama in No- 
vember, but... I pledge you the electoral vote of Mississippi at the ballot 
box. I write this letter as the representative of that large and respectable 
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class of gentlemen in this locality known as "Douglasites" by their en- 
emies, but who are certainly in the majority, though they will have no 
voice in the Convention. Mississippi will vote for Douglas in the event of 
his nomination, and I shall repeat it... at Charleston next week, to those 
delegates from this State who in opposing your nomination, do not 
reflect the will of the majority in this State.51 

A schoolteacher-lawyer had written him shortly after Charleston: 

Perhaps you would like to hear a few words from a political friend resid- 
ing in the land of the seceders The breakup of the Charleston conven- 
tion produced no excitement among the masses of the people. There was 
much regret that you were not nominated. It is confessed on all sides that 
you are the only democrat North or South that can beat the Black Repub- 
licans. If the people could express their sentiments the seceders would 
not be sustained and others would be sent to Baltimore in favor of your 
nomination.... It is a common assertion here that you could carry this 
State over Jeff Davis' head by from five to ten thousand majority.52 

There was plenty of excitement away from the theater floor. Prominent 
Baltimorean Reverdy Johnson, the former U.S. senator and attorney general who 
had worked very hard for the Little Giant in Charleston, hosted Douglas's sup- 
porters at his house on Monument Square, which provided a platform for evening 
speeches throughout the week. Just across the square, at Gilmor House, was the 
southern headquarters. Rival speakers, bands, and crowds thronged the square, 
which "packed fuel beneath the already boiling cauldron."53 On the evening of 
June 19, the Douglas men fired rockets from the windows. 

Rule or Ruin 

As the week wore on, the nighttime noise from the large crowds outside Dou- 
glas headquarters was exceeded only by that emanating from the southern head- 
quarters across the square.54 Tempers rose with the temperature of early summer, 
and fisticuffs erupted on the convention floor between two men from the rival 
Arkansas delegations. One slapped his insulter and drew a pistol from his panta- 
loons, "and a duel only avoided after a series of notes were exchanged according 
to the custom of the times." A more serious incident occurred when two rival 
Delaware delegates fought and, at five o'clock the following morning, Congress- 
man Whitely of Delaware attacked Joshua Townsend of Ohio in the hall of their 
hotel, the Maltby House, as the latter sleepily made his way to the washroom.55 

This was the first national political convention with telegraph wire in place 
for instant reporting, and rumors flew across the nation. One held that only 
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some seceders would be invited back, which most knew would bring on another 
walkout. Another claimed that Douglas was poised to withdraw.56 Early on June 
21, the fourth day, as the committees were beginning their reports, "a tremen- 
dous crash was heard in the centre of the building, occupied by the New York 
and Pennsylvania delegations. Delegates rushed in masses to the windows, and 
climbed, nimbly as monkeys, over the chairs of the reporters seeking... to place 
themselves under the protection of the president."57 A section of floor had col- 
lapsed, and though no one was injured and damage was not extensive, it was a 
harbinger of bad tidings. A recess was called so the floor could be repaired, and 
despite the inevitable jokes about the party's weak platform, few dared see sym- 
bolism in the reconstruction. 

The credentials committee presented three reports. The majority, a carefully 
crafted compromise, "called for the seating of new delegations from Alabama 
and Louisiana, for the admission of both the old and new delegations from Ar- 
kansas and Georgia with the dividing of the vote between them, and for the re- 
admission of the bolting delegations from Texas, Mississippi, and Delaware whose 
seats were not contested." Two minority reports were defeated. One invited all the 
bolters to return, and a second, from Gittings of Maryland, concurred with the 
majority report but required that Yancey's Alabama delegation be accepted, too, 
though Gittings withdrew it the next morning, expressing as he did so his infatu- 
ation with Yancey. The seceders still loudly insisted on the slave-code platform 
denied them in Charleston, their credo in Baltimore being "rule or ruin," wrote 
Georgia's Alexander Stephens. They hoped delegates from the upper South would 
join them, and if denied their threat was bolder still—they would bolt for good 
and form a new party.58 

Attitudes were plainly hardening, and the mood soon grew ugly. During an 
argument over tickets on the fourth day, William Montgomery made a disparag- 
ing remark about his colleague and fellow Pennsylvanian, Josiah Randall; follow- 
ing the day's adjournment, Randall's son assaulted Montgomery, and only fast 
action by the crowd averted a more serious incident. On Monument Square that 
night, bands drowned out opposing orators. The pro-Douglas Keystone Club 
band of Philadelphia marched through the center of the square into a hostile 
rally "throwing rockets and bombs to open their way" and were promptly at- 
tacked by an anti-Douglas mob in front of the Gilmor House. "A surging wave of 
humanity swept upon the band, knocking their instruments right and left, and 
blows were struck promiscuously." The police were of little help until the Penn- 
sylvanians retired. The anti-Douglas rally "continued to a late hour."59 

The next day came the tragedy everyone had come to expect and most to 
fear. On Friday, June 22, the Douglas majority report passed by 150 to 100.5. 
During the evening session, Charles W. Russell of Virginia spurned the compro- 
mise offered by the Douglas men to seat only some of the southern delegates and 
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Reverdy Johnson hosted determined supporters of 
Stephen A. Douglas at his house on Monument 
Square in Baltimore. (Maryland Historical Society.) 

announced his state's withdrawal from the theater on Front Street. Ignoring pleas 
from the party chairman about the perils of a split, the Virginians "rose in a 
body, and passing into the aisles, proceeded to leave the theatre, shaking hands 
and bidding personal friends good-by, as they retired." Next went most delegates 
from the Upper South and a few proslavery men from the North.60 Speeches 
predicting dire consequences were issued amid great disorder that reflected the 
gravity of the moment. One hundred and five men walked out, more than a 
third of the total, and they included all the delegates from the Deep South, North 
Carolina, California, Oregon, Kentucky, Missouri, and Arkansas. Nineteen of 
twenty-four from Tennessee and twenty-five of thirty from Virginia left, as did 
half of the Marylanders after Bradley Johnson proclaimed that some delegates 
had authorized him to announce their withdrawal in order that they might cast 
their lot with the South. Saturday brought more bad news. Caleb Cushing and a 
majority of the Massachusetts delegation withdrew. Spokesman Benjamin But- 
ler—with his prizefighter bodyguard from Boston behind him—broke the news. 
"We put our withdrawal before you, upon the simple ground,... that there has 
been a withdrawal, in part, of a majority of the States; and further (and that, 
perhaps, more personal to myself) upon the ground that I will not sit in a con- 
vention where the African slave-trade—which is piracy by the laws of my coun- 
try—is approvingly advocated."61 Butler's view was not uncommon in the North. 
The nation's founders had allowed slave importation to be banned beginning in 
1808, and Congress had kept the trade out of the Northwest Territories. Men like 
Butler held the view that the founders had so acted precisely because they found 
the whole business immoral and wished to prevent its spread. Many believed 
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I Our readers will have obseryed that we haye 
demanded the nomination of Judge Donglasag 
due, not only to him, but to the integrity of the 
democratic party, and also that we have said 
that n© other man named woitild receive our 
support—not because we regard ourselves as 
bound to the fortunes of Mr. Douglas, but only 
because his overthrow would dissolve all ob- 
ligations of honest men to the democratic party, 
when that overthrow was to be effected as a 
punishment for a fearless performance of duty. 
While, however, we shall support the election 
of Stephen A. Douglas, The Press will in no 
respect be a party newspaper. 

On June 26,1860, the Baltimore Sun cautiously endorsed Stephen A. Douglas's nomination for the 
presidency. (Maryland Historical Society.) 

that, whatever its constitutional and legal protections, slavery would wither away 
if righteous men would fight its expansion into free states and territories.62 

The dwindling number of delegates accredited to the original meeting chose 
Ohio Governor David Tod as chairman of the conventions remnants. Tod im- 
mediately recognized the call to vote before more delegates left. This he did in "the 
din of an indescribable confusion. There were partial responses from some... which 
could hardly be heard, and the Convention seemed rapidly becoming a roaring 
mob." Gittings asked if the two-thirds rule was in effect. The question became 
moot before he got an answer, for on the second ballot Douglas received 181.5 
votes, with eighteen going to various others. At last the Little Giant had the prize 
in his grasp, and the vote was then made unanimous for him. 

All decorum evaporated in the commotion that greeted the nomination. An 
unusual statement came from the chair: "Gentlemen, you all know that the Chair 
feels so much disposition to join in these yells that he can't keep order." The 
convention recessed until evening to choose the party's nominee for vice presi- 
dent, an honor awarded to the delegates from the South who had remained with 
the party. They chose Benjamin Fitzpatrick of Alabama on the first ballot, though 
later he would decline in favor of Herschel V. Johnson of Georgia, himself cho- 
sen by the Democratic National Committee. Thomas M. Lanahan of Baltimore 
was chosen for the National Executive Committee.63 On Saturday, June 22, the 
convention adjourned sine die at 9:45 P.M. 

The nine (of sixteen) bolting Maryland delegates had walked from the Front 
Street Theater to Maryland Institute Hall to join their anti-Douglas brethren, who 
called themselves the National Democratic Convention. Institute Hall accommo- 
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dated eight thousand people, and its galleries were full as the seceders' conven- 
tion opened at noon on Saturday, June 23. Marylanders E. S. F. Hardcastle and 
William P. Bowie were chosen as temporary secretary and vice president, respec- 
tively. Tremendous applause greeted the arrival of Caleb Gushing to assume his 
seat as convention chair. William Yancey "glowed with satisfaction. ... Garnett, 
of Virginia, whose countenance is usually grave as Don Quixote's, seemed pleased 
as a schoolboy with new boots." One delegate thanked the Almighty for now 
being able to speak without being hissed and not having to listen to nauseating 
speeches.64 Former Kentucky senator and current vice president John Breckinridge 
was quickly nominated on one ballot for president, and Joseph Lane of Oregon 
for vice president.65 Maryland delegates in their excitement offered to pay the 
expenses of the entire convention. The convention adopted the majority plat- 
form from Charleston—supported by the fifteen slave states, Oregon, and Cali- 
fornia—which protected slavery in the territories. The whole affair, dull in its 
unanimity and its contrast with the northern meeting, was over in a day. Yancey 
addressed his fellow renegades at length about Alabama's position. Two weeks 
later, in Illinois, the Republican candidate wrote to a friend: 

The signs now are that Douglas and Breckinridge will each have a ticket 
in every state. They are driven to this to keep their bombastic claims of 
nationality, and to avoid the charge o{ sectionalism which they have so 
much lavished upon us.... It is an amusing fact, after all Douglas has 
said about nationality, and sectionalism, that I had more votes from the 
Southern section at Chicago, than he had at Baltimore! In fact, there 
was more of the Southern section represented at Chicago, than in the 
Douglas rump concern at Baltimore!66 

John Contee, a Maryland delegate from Buena Vista, published a letter to 
Marylanders on June 25 in which he explained that he had tried faithfully to 
honor his obligation to them as a delegate, and that Cushing's departure for the 
seceders' convention legitimized that gathering as the true National Democratic 
Convention. He urged his fellow citizens to support Breckinridge and Lane.67 On 
June 26 the Baltimore Sun announced its support for Douglas as the legitimate nomi- 
nee of the Democratic party. The fire-eaters had fallen on their swords, and whether 
their wounds were fatal would not be known for certain until November. 
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Portfolio 

Howard Hanford Hopkins, Jr. (1848-1906), an 1869 graduate of the Univer- 
sity of Maryland School of Medicine, practiced in the New Market area of 
Frederick County and filled his leisure hours with photography. Working from 
the mid- 1880s on, this talented amateur recorded the daily events and local per- 
sonalities of New Market, and preserved images of family vacations in Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, and Camden, South Carolina. 

Hopkins's camera captured a certain gentility in the last years of the nine- 
teenth century. Dark woolen bathing suits preserved modesty. Circus parades, 
holiday celebrations—even dancing dogs—attest to the simpler pleasures of a 
bygone era. The Maryland Historical Society owns nine albums of the doctor's 
work and we are pleased to present this sample of his work. 
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Going Out: Deer Hunting in the Adirondacks, painting by Arthur Fitzwilliam Tait, 1862. In the 
1870s and 1880s, wealthy city-dwellers sought spiritual refreshment and adventure in sporting clubs. 
(The Adirondack Museum.) 
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A Sportsman's Paradise: 
The Woodmont Rod and Gun Club 

CYNTHIA OTT 

"If an avid sportsman were to imagine himself in Utopia he might well picture 
that domain of ideal perfection as... the Woodmont Rod and Gun Club." 

—Henry Bridges, secretary and manager1 

The Woodmont Rod and Gun Club was until recently a private hunting and 
fishing preserve on the Potomac River approximately one hundred miles 
northwest ofWashington,D.C., near Hancock, Maryland. From 1881 un- 

til 1995, when the property was sold to the State of Maryland, its credo was "Pro- 
tect and Enjoy," and management strove to insure that members and guests did not 
leave the club disappointed. Visitors came to immerse themselves in "wild" nature. 
When first established, club members hunted and fished the rich countryside sur- 
rounding it, but as local industry and other recreational activities drove off game 
and fish, Woodmont enclosed its grounds to create an isolated haven of natural 
abundance. The club stocked its private grounds, adorned the clubhouse, and of 
course prepared its meals—with wildlife. 

Except for signs of age and neglect, little has changed on the property since the 
fence was erected in the late 1920s. Woodmont therefore provides a rare example 
by which to examine late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century ideas about 
nature. Those ideas had changed markedly since the nation's formative years. No 
longer a place for passive reflection, as envisioned by nineteenth-century Roman- 
tics, nature had become for many Americans a stage to recreate primeval chal- 
lenges pitting "the qualities of manliness and hardiness" against the natural ele- 
ments.2 Woodmont measured its success by the size and numbers of its wild quarry. 
It also prided itself in the prominence of its sportsmen guests. Both game and 
clientele provided memorabilia to be displayed throughout the clubhouse. 

According to Henry Bridges, Woodmont's secretary and manager from 1908 
until his death in 1957, the club originated from a chance meeting between Robert 
Lee Hill, "an unknown mountaineer" from Hancock, Maryland, and Robley Evans, 
"a famous Rear Admiral," on a streetcar in Washington, D.C., sometime about 
1880.3 Evans apparently accepted Hill's invitation to hunt in the vicinity of Hancock 
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the following autumn. When Evans returned from the excursion he hosted a dinner 
at which he served the venison and turkey he had bagged on the trip. That evening 
the entire party decided to buy land near where Evans had hunted, marking the 
inception of theWoodmont Rod and Gun Club. 

The tract of land they purchased is situated in Washington County, which lies 
in a valley between the Allegheny and Blue Ridge mountains.4 It is located near the 
Potomac River approximately five miles west of Hancock and fifteen miles north 
of Berkeley Springs, West Virginia. An abundance of natural springs had attracted 
settlers to the area as early as the 1730s. Later the C&O Canal in the 1820s and the 
B&O Railroad in the 1850s followed the Potomac through the county. Even though 
the region never experienced any large-scale development, these transportation 
projects brought the area some recognition. 

Railroads brought tourism. From 1877 to 1942, the Western Maryland Rail- 
way Company operated Pen-Mar, an elaborate amusement park located atop a 
mountain on the Mason-Dixon line that featured a roller-coaster, a carousel, and 
a dance pavilion among other attractions. More long lasting than the amusement 
park were fruit orchards. Since the mid-nineteenth century, apple and peach grow- 
ing, along with sand-mining plants, have been the largest local businesses. The 
topography is one of steep hillsides, abundant creeks, open fields, localized dense 
forestation, and a temperate climate. 

The original Woodmont purchase consisted of 2,023 acres.5 Existing dwellings 
"that were too far from the river to walk or ride" became club quarters until in 
1882 a new clubhouse was erected just two hundred yards from the river.6 The old 
quarters became hunting lodges and housing for the game wardens. 

The 1870s and 1880s witnessed the growth of hundreds of sporting clubs, but 
Woodmont's clubhouse received special attention for its architectural and orna- 
mental details in the October 1882 issue of American Angler.7 The building was a 
typical Victorian resort-style wooden-frame structure with a wide porch on three 
sides, which the magazine described as an example of "an Italian style of architec- 
ture, painted in fancy but pleasing colors."8 It contained a club room, dining room, 
and ten sleeping chambers that together could accommodate up to forty people. 
A "grand old-fashioned fireplace" warmed the two central first floor rooms, and 
two "six-light kerosene chandeliers" provided illumination. The building was 
"decorated from top to bottom with pictures and engravings of fishing and hunt- 
ing scenes and other works of art, acquired by purchase, and gifts of friends of the 
club."9 Outbuildings included stables, hen-houses, an ice house (that could hold 
eighty tons of ice), and a cistern with a capacity of six hundred gallons. 

Aside from a small basin that was cleared for the mooring of boats and a 
vegetable garden placed near the river, the landscape at Woodmont was not al- 
tered. The early wildlife management program consisted of posting the property 
and prosecuting poachers. The Washington Evening Star mentions that they "ex- 
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perimented" with stocking salmon and trout in the river. The limited numbers of 
hunters permitted on the grounds attracted game from more frequently hunted 
areas in the region so that game was supposedly in healthy supply. Record books, 
indicating the number and size of fish and game taken, were kept for "information 
and entertainment of the club." 

During the late nineteenth century, isolated and underdeveloped regions such 
as Western Maryland attracted urban elites in pursuit of recreation and health. 
The publication of William H. H. Murray's Adventures in the Wilderness in 1869 is 
often credited with transforming eastern forests, especially the Adirondacks, into 
a Mecca for outdoor recreation. In his introduction, Murray, a Congregationalist 
minister from Boston, sought to "encourage manly exercise in the open air, and 
familiarity with Nature in her wildest and grandest aspects... [which will] prove 
a source of pleasure to many who, like myself, were 'born of hunter's breed and 
blood' and who, pent up in narrow studies, weary of the city's din, long for a 
breath of mountain air and the free life by field and flood."10 

Spurred on by his sentiments, those who could afford it sought refuge from 
the "clutter, corruption, and hectic pace of urban life" in America's less developed 
regions. Wilderness was perceived as an antidote to what was termed "neurasthe- 
nia," or nervous exhaustion, a condition characterized by sleeplessness, anxiety, 
despondency, and physical aches and pains. A few weeks of breathing fresh, bal- 
samic air and participating in physical exercise were prescribed to alleviate the 
ailments.11 An article in the November 1883 issue of Outing magazine assured 
readers that "there exists, no doubt, a correlation between the processes by which 
the body and soul are kept healthy and vigorous by draughts on the great reserves 
of Nature. One grows tired of books and cloyed with all manner of art. Then 
comes a hunger and a thirst for nature."12 

While more glamorous resort hotels provided relaxation and family enter- 
tainment, the sporting clubs offered a chance to match one's predatorial skills 
against the wiles of nature "without molestation by the general public."13 George 
Perkins Marsh, the influential author of Man and Nature (1864), stated in an 1857 
report to the Vermont legislature that "the chase is a healthful and invigorating 
recreation, and its effects on the character of the sportsmen, the hardy physical 
habits, the quickness of eye, hand, and general movement, the dexterity in the arts 
of pursuit and destruction, . . . the courage and self-reliance, the half-military 
spirit, in short, which it infuses, are important elements of prosperity and strength 
in the bodily and mental constitution of a people."14 

The idealized wilderness, as described by poets and politicians and as pictured 
in fine arts and popular journals, was a place of plenitude and a paradise of lush 
vegetation. In both Worthington Whittredge's The Crow's Nest, painted in 1842, 
andArthur Fitzwilliam Tait's Going Out: Deer Hunting in the Adirondacks {1862), 
densely forested hillsides and glimmering streams exude a spirit of natural abun- 
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An early masthead of Forest and Stream. 

dance. The vast, untamed landscape, with its dark crevasses hiding the unknown, 
hints at danger and beckons sportsmen in search of adventure. Echoing the robust 
and earthy images of these artists, Forest and Stream's masthead during the 1870s 
portrayed two sporting gentlemen surrounded by mountains, trees, wildlife, and a 
rustic campsite. Sporting journals such as Outing, American Angler, American Sports- 
men, Forest and Stream, and Recreation, among others, testify to the popularity of 
the activities and, at annual subscription rates of $3.00 in 1882, to the relative 
affluence of the participants. 

In the early years of the wilderness craze, from the 1870s through 1900, wealthy 
urbanites were generally the only group with the leisure and riches to afford such 
excursions. As "the assault of rapid industrialization and its accompanying 
Philistinism" began to intrude on public wilderness areas, they began to purchase 
large tracts of land for their private use.15 With the exception of a rare female guest, 
clubs were exclusively a male domain. The first rule of the "Act to Incorporate The 
Woodmont Rod and Gun Club" stated that "no one shall be entertained on the 
premises except members, associate members, and their male guests."16 Women, as 
guardians of Victorian mores, were sometimes blamed for the modern malaise, 
though they too sought rehabilitation in the out-of-doors.17 

In its early years, the club was commonly reached via railroad or canal. "Mem- 
bers may leave Washington by the 10:15 a.m. express, and be on the Club grounds 
by 2 p.m. in time for a good afternoon's gunning or fishing; or, angling or 
hunting all day, they may leave there after 6 p.m. and arrive at home by 9:30, in 
time for a ball or party or a good night's sleep," noted the Evening Star.19 Mem- 
bers either disembarked at Great Capcapon Station across the river in West 
Virginia or at the siding right below the clubhouse. 

Exorbitant membership fees and annual dues precluded all but the very wealthy 
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from organizing such a club. Most of the gentlemen comprising the Woodmont 
membership were, noted the Evening Star, those to whom "the people of Washing- 
ton need no introduction; but for the benefit of strangers it may be said that it 
includes prominent private citizens, members of both Houses of Congress and 
distinguished officers in the military and naval services of the country."19 Each of 
the original members of Woodmont contributed five hundred dollars to purchase 
a share of stock. Each succeeding member (the total number was not to exceed 
thirty-three) paid one hundred dollars in initiation fees. Annual dues were twenty- 
five dollars. 

The club was very strict about opening the facilities to outsiders. Only one guest 
was permitted per member per season, and that guest had to be approved by two 
members of the executive committee and accompanied by the sponsoring member at 
all times. Despite this general policy, Woodmont enthusiastically welcomed some guests, 
particularly presidents of the United States. According to Bridges, James Garfield, 
Chester Arthur, Benjamin Harrison, and Grover Cleveland all visited Woodmont 
between 1881 and 1885. A large boulder in the Potomac a few miles upstream from the 
clubhouse was christened "Cleveland Rock" because it became President Cleveland's 
favorite place to fish. An avid outdoorsman, Cleveland apparently returned to 
Woodmont several times, though the record is unclear. 

Cleveland's rock is one of the few notable pieces of Woodmont that remained 
after a fire in 1903 destroyed the clubhouse. According to Bridges, the fire not 
only consumed the main building and practically all that it contained but nearly 
became the undoing of the organization as well. A controversy erupted during 
discussions of rebuilding, whether the new clubhouse should be an elaborate or a 
simple structure. The divisions could not be resolved, and as a result, the organiza- 
tion disintegrated and the Woodmont property, which after additional purchases 
included five square miles of land, was placed on the market. 

Sixyears later, several "men of means and influence in the world of business and 
high finance" undertook "a prime investment in pleasure" and purchased the de- 
serted property.20 Henry Bridges became the driving force behind the purchase 
and reorganization of Woodmont. Raised by a wealthy family in Hancock, Bridges 
was a successful Baltimore lawyer and co-owner of the Berkeley Glass-Sand Cor- 
poration in Berkeley Springs.21 Most of the other new members were from Mary- 
land and Pennsylvania, with the exception of one of the better known stockhold- 
ers, Eugene DuPont, of Delaware. 

Bridges envisioned the new Woodmont as "a kind of jewel with many facets— 
an excellent place to hunt and fish, a place to raise wildlife for the forests of the 
nation."22 At his direction, workers altered the landscape to create an idealized 
wilderness that provided sport and served as a laboratory for ecological engi- 
neering. These things are not mutually exclusive, but they do involve issues of class 
and show competing attitudes toward nature in the early twentieth century. 
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While America in the 191 Os and 1920s underwent massive urbanization and 
economic development, a simultaneous movement, led for the most part by the 
same men who guided the economic expansion, tried to counter modernity's "forces 
of destruction."23 Preservation and conservation programs attempted to halt the 
loss of natural habitat after the country awoke to the extinction of the passenger 
pigeon and the near eradication of other species such as the bison. Conserva- 
tionists, including Gifford Pinchot, George Bird Grinnell, and Aldo Leopold in his 
early years advocated a "wise-use" policy that stressed the role of human interven- 
tion as a means of saving the wilderness. 

These men were not Romantics. They viewed the ideas of preservationists like 
John Muir, who believed in the spiritual and communal qualities of nature, as 
"sentimental" and poor substitutes for the practical work needed to halt the 
wholesale destruction of America's wildlands. Unlike preservationists, the conser- 
vationists valued nature more for how it benefited humankind more than any 
intrinsic worth it might possess. Aldo Leopold, a leader in the fight for wilderness 
reservations in the national forests was hardly a modern ecologist seeking to "pre- 
serve the integrity of natural ecosystems but a hunter and outdoorsman seeking to 
preserve the public hunting grounds and recreational space he cherished."24 Out- 
door recreation was still widely thought to be a panacea for urban woes. Conserva- 
tionist William T Hornaday remarked in 1910 that "if your nerve wracked Ameri- 
can will but get out into the rough places, and make his body fit to kill while his 
brain and stomach rest, he shall come back to his desk wholly made over as good as 
new."25 

Because their focus was on the benefits man might accrue by venturing into the 
rugged outdoors, many conservationists saw no conflict between hunting and fishing 
and preservation. "Animals are for man's use, and one of these uses is recreation, of 
which hunting is a wholesome form. So long as it does not interfere with the mainte- 
nance of a permanent breeding stock of any species this recreation is legitimate and 
praiseworthy," wrote Grinnell. Large preserves offered the best method for saving 
America's undeveloped regions for future generations. The National Park Service, 
established in 1916, was part of this stewardship creed. As the introduction to Grinnell's 
Hunting and Conservation: The Book of the Boom and Crocket Club explains, "Wild 
things [are] assets which possess a tangible value to the community and so are worth 
preserving; with the further thought that they have been given to us as trustees to hold 
for those who are to come after us."26 

Nature writing that extolled the therapeutic and educational value of trips to 
the wilderness found a willing readership. Ernest Thompson Seton's Animal He- 
roes (1905), John Burroughs Signs and Seasons (1904), and Jack London's Call of 
the Wild (1904) were three of many celebrated works. These novels and short sto- 
ries usually portrayed animals with anthropomorphic qualities or wilderness ex- 
periences that tested their characters' fortitude. Some of those younger readers 
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eagerly joined the new Boy Scouts of America and other "school [s] for manhood."27 

Yet fictional heroes and boys' clubs were not permanent immigrants to the woods 
but citizens who returned to society. The conservationist movement did not intend 
a reversion to primitive barbarism, only a short exercise in the great out-of-doors. 
Clubs, like Woodmont, provided an opportunity for men of means to act out 
wilderness fantasies they had read about then return with relative ease to their lives 
in the city. 

The sporting clubs' scenery was as essential to the idealized wilderness experi- 
ence as it was to a Jack London novel. Woodmont's new executive committee quickly 
erected a fence around a five-thousand-acre portion of the grounds. In 1941 the 
budget for the maintenance of the barrier, wooden posts and wire nine feet high 
and eighteen miles around, was $66,000, a considerable sum.28 The fence was both 
practical and symbolic. It not only kept wildlife in and poachers out, it also signi- 
fied the creation of a place distinct from its surroundings.29 It literally separated 
groups and ecosystems, and it metaphorically represented the differences between 
the social status of the club members and that of the neighboring community. 
Within its confines, the landscape reflected urban and upper-class values. Woodmont 
reshaped itself into a "virgin wilderness" that was ideal for recreation. A site plan of 
1948 shows roads, game fields, and hunting grounds thoughtfully dispersed to create 
and sustain a feeling of vastness and solitude. Even when a hundred members and 
guests were present, the grounds permitted them to be practically unaware of one 
another. Just beyond the fence lay untidy, and to the membership undesirable, reality. 

The only straight, asphalted road in Woodmont was that leading to the club- 
house from the public road. Otherwise, the roads were narrow, dirt by-ways that 
meandered in wide arches through the grounds connecting game fields, lakes, and 
the clubhouse.30 By design, they emphasized the recreational aspect of the 
Woodmont experience. While on the preserve, one was to forget about time and 
simply enjoy the moment. 

Dense forest and distant wooded ridges are nearly all that is visible along 
these roads. Although most of the land was presumably forested at the time of 
purchase, between 1924 and 1931 the club planted at least five hundred trees, in- 
cluding walnut, mulberry, and dogwood.31 Forty game fields, ranging in size from 
one to six acres, mimicked the natural habitats of game animals and provided ease 
of shooting for the hunters. Thick wooden fences were usually placed high on an 
incline, below which the staff cleared a field and planted it with grasses, corn, mil- 
let, buckwheat, and clover to provide habitats for the game animals. No foot trails 
are indicated on the map, but a mile-long airstrip was cut into one of the ridges. 

In the 1920s the club engineered two man-made lakes from a natural spring. 
According to Bridges the lakes "fitted so naturally into the lay of the land that, 
when finished, they seemed to have been glistening forever in that wooded and 
hill-shaded solitude."32 In fact, Woodmont created its own lakes because pollu- 
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lion from local industries had nearly destroyed the fish population in the Potomac 
River and its tributaries. The upper lake, stocked with trout, was about one-quar- 
ter mile long and thirty feet deep. The lower lake, filled with bass, was about three- 
quarters of a mile long and thirty-five feet deep. The limit for either type offish was 
ten per fisherman per day. The club also constructed fifteen small ponds "in strate- 
gic areas" for the wildlife.33 

Bridges described a wilderness Utopia in the opening chapter of The Woodmont 
Story. The club grounds contained "mountains, valleys, lakes, and virgin forest" 
that would "burgeon forth" with enough birds to darken the sky, "the biggest bucks 
ever seen," and "huge aquatic fighters." Animals not abundant when Woodmont 
purchased the property were added in numbers to match the wildest imaginations. 
According to a Maryland ranger, local hunters were anxious to hunt at Woodmont 
because reportedly huge game propagated there. Actually, although the area was 
far from depleted of deer. Bridges wanted to create a larger variety than the indig- 
enous ones. To that end he crossbred local white-tail deer with a breed purchased 
from Michigan and Wisconsin to produce the largest bucks in the vicinity, ranging 
in size from two to three hundred pounds.34 The bag limit was usually one per 
hunter per season but the amount increased some years in an effort to balance the 
population. 

Additionally, Bridges raised pheasants, mallard ducks, and quail. Early in 
life he had conceived a desire to propagate wildlife for entertainment and busi- 
ness, and as a youth he had raised and sold pigeons and sheep. He also opened 
"Bridges' Zoo," an animal park that contained grouse, turkeys, rabbits, deer, bob- 
cats, and other "wild and furred commodity" he trapped or purchased.35 

His most active breeding program was with wild turkeys. (One of his motives 
for purchasing Woodmont was to enlarge the wild turkey farm he owned near 
Hancock.) Hunters prized wild turkeys for their tenacity, their taste, and per- 
haps their symbolic national significance. By the turn of the century, most wild 
turkeys had disappeared, in part because their nocturnal habits made them 
easy targets.36 During daylight hours, turkeys roam the ground and are nearly 
impossible to hit because they run at the slightest motion or noise. At night they 
usually perch in trees and can be shot with ease. 

Furthermore, most wild turkeys had crossbred with domesticated turkeys, 
producing a tame bird that presented no challenge to the hunter. Bridges intended 
to reintroduce a wild turkey without any strain of domestication. He trapped 
adult birds, took eggs from local nests, and imported others. His hobby became 
big business—he paid more than a hundred dollars apiece for some birds and sold 
thousands across the country. Other gentlemen farmers were his colleagues, and 
their correspondence reveals their excitement over the size and quality of their 
birds. Bridges employed two full-time game wardens to manage his turkey breed- 
ing grounds. The birds were kept in enclosed pens until just a few weeks before 
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Henry Bridges (right) posed before a day's catch with Edward E. Jenkins, president of the Wood- 
mont Club, in 1940. (From Henry P. Bridges, The Woodmont Story [New York: A. S. Barnes and 
Company, 1953].) 

they were to be released for a shoot. "Keeping the birds under cover," Bridges stated, 
"in no way lessens their wildness. Indeed, imprisonment seems to increase the bird's 
desire for freedom." 

While Woodmont encouraged the propagation of many animals, others were 
not welcome on the property. "Vermin" was the term used to signify predators that 
intruded on their wilderness playground. "I am in the business of rearing game and 
not feeding predators," Bridges explained. He and the wardens hunted, trapped. 
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and poisoned unwanted creatures by the score on the property, in accordance with 
what was a common policy in the early years of game management. Even Aldo 
Leopold subscribed to it until he recognized the devastation and ecological imbal- 
ances it created. Bridges had no such misgivings about eliminating "those rapa- 
cious killers... the hungry fox, the predatory catamount, the greedy polecat, the 
dreaded horned owl, the mink, and that maniacal killer, the weasel—merciless 
villains all, who delight in killing by the hundreds of thousands the game animals 
and birds."37 

On the other hand, when a guest told Bridges, "I want to kill a big buck today. 
I want to be sure of it," Henry invariably responded with a cordial, "I think I can 
arrange that." Though the club was open seven days a week from May until Janu- 
ary, a trip to Woodmont usually occupied a two-day weekend. From May to 
November members fished in the lakes. In November they began hunting game, 
too. Woodmont generally followed Maryland game laws but as an isolated pre- 
serve that bred its own animals, they were not required to do so.38 

Typically, members hunted or fished in small groups in the morning before 
meeting for a communal lunch at "Camp Cleveland," a large and picturesque log 
cabin located between the lakes. Its log walls were left unplastered on the interior. 
A large stone fireplace decorated with an elk's head covered one gable end, and 
a large cookstove and a bathroom covered the other. A single long table filled 
the interior space.39 Like the clubhouse, the cabin emphasized the out-of-doors. 
Guides prepared meals for the hunters and served themselves in a smaller cabin 
next door. 

All hunting parties were led by guides and usually included no more than 
three or four people. Restrictions on the number of guests eased through the years, 
yet usually no more than twenty-five people hunted at the club at any one time.40 

Hunts were conducted in the woods or the game fields. In either case, it was a 
controlled enterprise. In the woods, guides chased deer and game birds toward the 
hunters so that the animals crossed before them. During the turkey drives, as 
many as six hundred birds were released. No stalking or still hunting, that is, 
remaining in a stationary position and waiting for an animal to "naturally" ap- 
proach, was allowed for safety reasons. Only birds were hunted on the game fields. 
They were taken from the breeding grounds in crates and placed in large tempo- 
rary pens until the shoot. Hunters knelt at the edge of the woods on the other 
side of the field as game wardens tossed the fowl over the fences toward them. 
Bridges claimed to be the only hunter ever injured on the compound.41 

According to William Lawyer, a member during Woodmont's later years, mem- 
bers usually visited the club only three or four times a year. Considering their fees 
and dues, this made each excursion quite expensive. Of course, they were not just 
paying for natural ambiance—they wanted something to carry away from their 
trip. As Bridges noted, "No amount of woodland acres would be worth a hoot to 
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A Woodmont hunter with a day's kill. (From Bridges, The Woodmont Story.j 
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the hunter-fisherman if game and fish were scarce." The bag limit for a two-day 
hunt was one deer, two turkeys, six pheasants, ten quail, and several ducks.42 Hunt- 
ers outside Woodmont's imposing fence might need weeks to take game in such 
numbers. 

In his memoirs. Bridges mentioned a member who wanted to add "the distinc- 
tion of having shot a deer to his accomplishments." Doubtless he was not alone. 
"Accomplishments" were best immortalized by stuffing and preserving heads or the 
entire animal. Bridges instructed novice hunters to aim below the deer's neck so as 
not to ruin a "trophy." The inclination to mount and display the tangible evidence 
of a sporting excursion was strong at Woodmont. As one author explained, "It 
attests that its owner has been somewhere and done something—has exercised skill 
or discrimination in the age-old feat of overcoming, outwitting, or reducing-to- 
possession."43 The stuffed mount represented memories of a challenging and re- 
warding experience and, more to the point, offered proof of the superiority of its 
captor. The beauty, dexterity, and wit of the hunter's game became emblematic of 
his own abilities. As the clubhouse confirms, for many the essence of the Woodmont 
experience was best captured in a mounted carcass. 

Woodmont not only had generous tangible rewards, it also provided a chance 
to mingle with America's aristocracy. Much of the legendary nature of Woodmont 
derives from evenings in the clubhouse where the prominent and affluent cel- 
ebrated their successes on the game fields. In 1929 the club decided that their 
wooden clubhouse was inadequate and constructed a new, more "permanent" 
one. The result was a three-story, 120-foot-long stone building with a gambrel 
roof. A wide stone-arched front porch spans the length of the house with a covered 
balcony above. Two stone hunting dogs stand guard on either side of the entry 
steps. Protruding from the back of the building is a plain flat-roofed extension 
housing the kitchen, the cleaning room, cold storage, and grounds keepers' quar- 
ters. Except for the green tile roof all the construction materials, including the 
sand for the mortar, were extracted from the property. Bridges projected that 
over 600,000 feet of timber was used.44 The exterior resembles E. G. Dietrich's and 
Gustav Stickley's first "Craftsmen House" built in 1903.45 The club's choice of 
Woodmont materials and Craftsmen-style architecture and furnishings were aes- 
thetic and philosophical statements. 

The materials used to build the clubhouse reified Woodmont's identification 
with nature and strong attachment to its five-square-mile preserve. The design 
invoked the convictions of Stickley and his peers in the Arts and Crafts movement 
who rejected the style and materials of modern technology in favor of hand-wrought 
structures made of natural materials. Theirs fit well with Woodmont's Utopian 
vision of a primitive landscape with a lofty social purpose. Stickley's description of 
John Ruskin and William Morris, two of the most important English proponents of 
the Arts and Crafts Movement, as bearers of "those great essentials of honest exist- 
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The Woodmont Rod and Gun Club as it was rebuilt in 1929 in the Arts and Crafts style of archi- 
tecture. (Author's photograph.) 

ence,... courage,... unselfishness, [and]... heroic purpose" must have rung with 
autobiographical truth to Bridges.46 

The wilderness aesthetic carried from the preserve through the front door of 
the clubhouse. Upon entering into the fifteen-foot-wide grand main hall, members 
literally confronted a menagerie of stuffed beasts—mounted on the walls, standing 
on the furniture, and lying on the floor. An enormous turkey and a variety of 
"vermin" occupy the hallway. Two bison heads and a moose stare from above the 
three downstairs fireplaces, and hundreds of cats, deer, birds, and other animals 
large and small are stiffly posed throughout the building. Prints and paintings that 
depict wildlife and hunting scenes, including two engravings and one sketch by 
James Audubon, adorn the walls. Accented by the dark, hewn beams overhead, 
and the wainscoting and wooden floor below, the rooms convey "a feeling of the 
woods themselves."47 

The decor represented not only conquests of nature but social triumphs as 
well. Hanging alongside heads of bison and deer were photographs and memora- 
bilia of presidents, congressmen, European noblemen, famous sports heroes, and 
popular celebrities. Grover Cleveland, Amos 'n' Andy, Gene Tunney, and Babe 
Ruth grace the club, often accompanied by letters expressing their heartfelt appre- 
ciation for a Woodmont weekend. A pipe owned by Sitting Bull, a pen with which 
Franklin Roosevelt signed the guestbook, an Arabian sultan's powder horn, and a 
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The porch at the rebuilt clubhouse stretches the full 125 feet of the building. (Courtesy of Western 
Maryland Room, Washington County Free Library.) 

dinner bell used by George Washington's slaves all added an aura of privilege and 
sanctity to the place. Even the fireplaces were signature pieces. Each contained a 
significant stone in their mantels: in the hall fireplace a stone from nearby Fort 
Frederick of French and Indian War vintage; in the dining room a survey stone 
used by George Washington; and in the club room a stone taken from the fireplace 
of General Braddock's 1754 headquarters on the Potomac River. 

The forty-feet-square grand main rooms on either side of the hallway and the 
smaller lounges contained Mission-style furnishings.48 A. J. Fink, owner of the 
Southern Hotel in Baltimore, was the interior designer, though it is unclear whether 
he purchased the furnishings or they were brought from the previous clubhouse. 
Cast-iron lamps and chandeliers accented heavy, Gothic-inspired mahogany 
tables and chairs. The club room to the right of the entrance contained leather 
sofas and easy chairs, an arm chair constructed of steer horns, and the celebrated 
"President's chair." 

According to Bridges, this "President's chair" was the only surviving piece of 
furniture from the 1903 fire.49 The hickory, cane-seated rocking chair possibly was 
crafted by William Elkins, a Woodmont game warden. Ostensibly for the comfort 
and relaxation of visiting presidents, the chair was also, of course, a revered icon of 
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Entry hall of the rebuilt clubhouse at Woodmont, filled with sportsmen's trophies. (From Bridges, 
The Woodmont Story.j 

the club's distinction. Six metal plates, each inscribed with the name and date of a 
presidential visit, are nailed into the chair's right arm. Herbert Hoover's and 
Franklin Roosevelt's names were added in 1932 and 1935, respectively. 

The dining room, to the left of the entry way, contains two long tables that each 
seat sixteen people. Guests were not only served game for dinner, usually turkey or 
venison shot by Bridges himself, they also ate from Czechoslovakian plates deco- 
rated with a pheasant motif. Carved animal heads embellished two sideboards. 
Similar animal-carved pieces, such as cuckoo clocks and a wall-mounted coat rack, 
hang on walls throughout the building. The form of these wildlife-imbued furnish- 
ings far overshadows their functions.50 The second floor, though inundated by the 
wildlife aesthetic, is more modest than the first. Bedrooms are organized dormi- 
tory-style with up to six beds per room and communal baths. The kitchen, the 
staff's domain, is commodious but unadorned. 

Neither the magic nor the practical operations at Woodmont could have been 
managed without the assistance of employees hired from the local community. 
Three tenant families and other day workers staffed the farm, the game preserve, 
and the lodge, serving as game wardens, cooks, handymen, porters, and, perhaps 
most importantly, as guides. Although club members were long on enthusiasm, 
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most lacked the skills needed to manage independently in the wild. Bridges repeat- 
edly noted incidents of "buck fever" (when a hunter freezes at the sight of a deer) 
and other sporting faux-pas. Sportsmen relied on their guides to locate, carry, and 
clean game, and to generally keep them out of real danger. A guide wormed a 
fishing hook for FDR. 

Nearly one hundred years before Bridges's book, William Murray called guides 
"the most important of all considerations to one about to visit the wilderness... 
like a good wife, [he] is indispensable to one's success, pleasure, and peace," a senti- 
ment that became part of Woodmont's culture. While their backwoods wisdom 
was highly valued and regularly praised, employees were nevertheless portrayed as 
gruff, unsophisticated hillbillies. The contrast in Bridges's memoirs between the 
"homespun" of Robert Hills, Woodmont's first guide, and the "gold braided uni- 
form" of founder Robley Evans, exemplifies the perceived cultural disparity. It is 
also revealed in a photograph of Bridges and the guide Otto Booth, which is strik- 
ingly similar to Frederick Remington's Spring Trout Fishing in theAdirondacks—An 
Odious Comparison of Weights (1890). In both images, the guide crouches in a 
subservient pose. His disheveled appearance and goofy grin contrast sharply with 
the serious gaze of the sportsmen in their tweeded apparel. Bridges described an- 
other guide quite literally in terms of wild nature. "Abraham," he explained, 
"scratched his mop of wild black hair until it shook like a briar patch with crows 
roosting in it."51 

Just as urban elites expressed a great sense of loss for a vanishing primitive 
landscape, so too did they mourn the cultural loss of its inhabitants. The 1920s 
especially witnessed a surge in popularity of backwoods crafts and music. Edu- 
cated, wealthy urbanites sponsored festivals throughout Appalachia in the hope 
of revitalizing dying traditions.52 At Woodmont, a young boys' orchestra, supple- 
mented by some of the guides, regularly gave concerts in the evenings. William 
Elkins's accordion and Harvey Van Gosen's fiddling so impressed President 
Roosevelt that he asked them to perform at the White House in 1935. 

It is difficult to determine what local residents thought of the club and its 
members. Surely Elkins and Van Gosen were thrilled to perform in Washington, 
but the air of sophistication around them may well have been unnerving. Nev- 
ertheless, Woodmont did provide economic opportunity for the men, women 
(who served as cooks), and their children. While some resented the hunting and 
fishing privileges accorded Woodmont's members, the community, by and large 
accepted it within their community.53 Presumably, the workers had their own 
stereotypes and regularly lampooned those they served. 

Operating and maintaining a place like Woodmont entails a tremendous 
amount of money and strong personal dedication. When Bridges died in 1957, the 
club continued on but without the same panache. The fence collapsed in places and 
animals disregarded it. Slowly, without the diligent intervention of an energetic 
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staff, native animals and vegetation reclaimed the land. In the 1990s the annual 
budget was estimated to be $300,000—beyond the reach of the remaining mem- 
bers, many of whom were descendants of earlier ones. As a result, Woodmont was 
placed on the market, where it was purchased by the state. 

Without the finances to maintain the facility, Maryland's Department of Natu- 
ral Resources leased the clubhouse and fifteen hundred acres to a newly formed 
chapter of the Isaac Walton League. The lease includes a caveat that the club must 
open to the general public several times a year. Nevertheless, the Woodmont tradi- 
tion appears to have survived, as a new generation of urbanites searches for rejuve- 
nation, invigoration, and camaraderie in a landscape reshaped to exceed their 
wildest dreams. 
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American Sphinx: The Character of Thomas Jefferson. By Joseph J. Ellis. (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1997. 384 pages. Appendix, notes, index. $26.00.) 

Joseph J. Ellis, Ford Foundation Professor of History at Mount Holyoke Col- 
lege, has been captivated by the legacy of Thomas Jefferson since graduate school. 
He confesses a "youthful infatuation" for his fellow "native Virginian," an infatu- 
ation that cooled after decades of reflection. American Sphinx: The Character of 
Thomas Jefferson is Ellis's mature reckoning with a figure who remains inspira- 
tional—who remains an icon—for millions of Americans. 

American Sphinx is not a full-scale biography: it is rather an interpretive ac- 
count of Jefferson's intellectual and psychological development, presented in a 
series of episodic chapters that seek to portray and evaluate Jefferson in critical 
phases of his life. Ellis makes it clear that he has written American Sphinx for a 
wider audience than fellow academicians. He is writing for his fellow citizens— 
for thoughtful and serious Americans. He is seeking to relate the Jefferson whom 
we use as a political symbol to the legacy of Jefferson the man. While Ellis is 
impatient with mythologies and popularizations, he is also impatient with the 
sorts of historians who tend to make history "an irrelevant, cloistered, indeed 
dead place, populated only by historians." Ellis, in short, wants to know why 
Jefferson matters. He approaches the legacy—the life and work—from the stand- 
point of character analysis. What kind of person, he is asking, was Thomas 
Jefferson? 

Jefferson is the "Great Sphinx of American history," in Ellis's view, not only 
because he is "the enigmatic and elusive touchstone for the most cherished con- 
victions and contested truths in American culture," but also because he played a 
paradoxical role in his own times: he created a legacy of great clarity in some 
respects and bewildering murkiness in others. The "cherished convictions" of 
the Jeffersonian tradition derive from what Ellis regards as the authentic politi- 
cal principles of Jefferson "from the time he first appeared on the national stage 
in 1775 until his exquisitely timed death on July 4,1826." The "contested truths" 
of the Jeffersonian heritage relate to the contradictions and inconsistencies that 
flowed from Jefferson's convictions. In life, Jefferson "combined great depth with 
great shallowness," Ellis contends, "massive learning with extraordinary naivete, 
piercing insights into others with daunting powers of self-deception." 

Ellis argues that one of the keys to Jefferson's character was his penchant for 
idyllic and sentimentalized visions: his belief, for example, in an ancient never- 
land of Anglo-Saxon harmony, an agrarian Arcadia that he hoped to re-create in 
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the American West. In Ellis's opinion, the poetry and magic of Jefferson's social 
vision reveal that he "was not a profound political thinker" at all, but rather a 
brilliant "visionary" whose belief in a "natural" order "requiring no external dis- 
cipline and producing maximum human happiness" is a fantasy in which "real- 
life choices do not have to be made." 

Ellis believes that Jefferson's "entire way of thinking about government was 
different from that of any other prominent American leader of the time," and he 
does not mean this in entirely complimentary terms. Jefferson was the sort of 
visionary who never grew up; both John Adams and James Madison, in Ellis's 
opinion, had better minds because they understood the complexities of balanced 
statecraft that Jefferson was simply too self-indulgent—too childish, in truth— 
to take seriously: 

Both Adams and Madison, in their different ways, were informing Jefferson 
that the outstanding accomplishment of the revolutionary generation had been 
the realistic recognition of the need for limits as well as liberation, that the Ameri- 
can republic had endured because its creators made sensible compromises with 
political power, that the genius of the American Revolution resided in its capac- 
ity to harness, indeed to consolidate, the energies released by the movement for 
independence. 

But Jefferson, it turned out, had not seen it that way at all. He regarded 
himself as the untamed essence of the original revolutionary impulse, 
uncontaminated by any implicit understandings of 1776 (here he parted 
with Adams) or any explicit compromises with political power in 1787- 
88 (here he parted with Madison). 

Jefferson's "alluringly irresponsible" brand of politics, Ellis believes, origi- 
nated in the mind of "a very vulnerable young man accustomed to constructing 
interior worlds of great imaginative appeal that inevitably collided with the more 
mundane realities," which were then dismissed "as the world's problem rather 
than his own." And he never outgrew these habits: "this affinity for idealized or 
idyllic visions, and the parallel capacity to deny evidence that exposed them as 
illusory, proved to be a central feature of Jefferson's mature thought and charac- 
ter," according to Ellis. American Sphinx acknowledges Jefferson's perennial abil- 
ity to overcome these weaknesses, especially under the influence of friends like 
Madison. The book is never heavy-handed in critiquing Jefferson. To the con- 
trary, Ellis writes extremely graceful prose, and he establishes a warmly empathetic 
tone that is never really dissipated even by the most unsparing allegations of 
Jefferson's duplicities. Ellis's "youthful infatuation" lingers, and American Sphinx 
often reads like a series of interesting anecdotes about a deeply neurotic but un- 
deniably lovable member of the family. Paradoxically, however, the empathetic 
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tone of the book makes the force of its critique overpowering. Especially the 
emphasis on Jefferson's patterns of psychological denial and evasion—"his ca- 
pacity to play hide-and-seek within himself"—develops devastating power. By 
the time Ellis delivers his pronouncement that Jefferson "had all along been liv- 
ing a lie" with regard to slavery, we have seen him exposed at his worst in innu- 
merable ways. For all of his intellectual gifts, we have seen him revealed as a case 
of arrested development, as a childishly stubborn naif. For all of his rhetorical 
humanity and altruism, we have seen him exposed as an extravagantly self-cen- 
tered man. For all of his charm, we have seen him portrayed as spoiled—mad- 
deningly spoiled. And for all of his philosophical integrity, we have been shown 
that his consistencies were only maintained at the cost of a deep intellectual dis- 
honesty that brushed aside—or distorted—any facts that might spoil the ideal- 
ized visions with which he was beguiling himself. 

Slowly, relentlessly, the cumulative force of the indictment builds to the cli- 
max of Jefferson's death, when the price of his self-indulgence was paid in full. In 
personal and family terms, it was paid in the form of bankruptcy and the auc- 
tioning of Monticello. In the public sphere, another heavy reckoning occurred: 
Jefferson's final ruminations played into the hands of the defenders of slavery. 

Notwithstanding Ellis's literary skill, is his interpretation convincing? Of equal 
importance, is it fair? Historians will doubtless argue over various details of 
American Sphinx, and there are several issues in the book that could justify some 
minor quarrels. On the whole, however, American Sphinx is both convincing and 
eminently fair. The greatness of the Jeffersonian legacy is indisputable: the say- 
ings of a great many oracles can be put to splendid uses, and Jefferson-the-sym- 
bol will continue to advance the cause of freedom for centuries to come. But as 
Joseph J. Ellis has shown, when the Jeffersonian heritage remains uncorrected by 
the countervailing insights of Founders such as Hamilton, Madison, Washing- 
ton, and Adams, it becomes a source of great weakness as well as great strength in 
our American character. 

RICHARD STRIKER 

Washington College 

The Price of Freedom: Slavery and Manumission in Baltimore and Early National 
Maryland. By T. Stephen Whitman. (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 
1997. 256 pages. Appendix, notes, index. $35.95.) 

In the decades following American independence, Baltimore grew from a 
tiny hamlet on Jones' Falls Creek to become a sprawling metropolis surpassed in 
population only by New York City and Philadelphia. Most of the city's spectacu- 
lar growth was due to slavery; before 1810 city dwellers purchased eight times as 
many slaves from the countryside as they sold to rural buyers. Baltimore masters 
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represented all walks of life, and even residents of modest means relied on unfree 
labor. If prosperous merchants purchased house servants in an ostentatious dis- 
play of luxury and status, white craftsmen commonly invested up to half of their 
taxable property in skilled bondsmen whose labor could aid in the accumula- 
tion of wealth. Despite the obvious importance of black servitude in Baltimore, 
there has been no study of Maryland slavery limited to the early national pe- 
riod—until now. T. Stephen Whitman of Mount Saint Mary's College has pro- 
duced a work of genuine excellence on urban bondage in the decades before 
slavery disappeared in the middle ground. 

Based on a mother lode of documentation, including personal correspon- 
dence, church records, wills, bills of sale, and even jail records, Whitman's study 
demonstrates the protean and robust nature of slavery in Maryland after the 
Revolution, even as a rising tide of private manumissions began to erode its 
moorings. As early as the 1790s, many skilled bondsmen used the implicit threat 
of escape to nearby Philadelphia (or even into Baltimore's back alleys) to negoti- 
ate for freedom by manumission after a final term of service (typically ten years). 
While serving out their time, these term slaves might be sold several times, usu- 
ally at one-half the price of those who were slaves for life. Ironically, while ner- 
vous masters were forced into manumission deals to prevent flight or to moti- 
vate unwaged workers, the creation of inexpensive term slavery initially helped 
spread the peculiar institution throughout the growing city by making it afford- 
able to artisans and shopkeepers of humble circumstances. 

Despite claims made by the University Press of Kentucky, Whitman's mono- 
graph is not, of course, the "first book to study slavery in an urban context." But 
Whitman does qualify or correct arguments advanced in classic studies by Rob- 
ert Starobin and Claudia Goldin. Historians who doubt that unwaged labor was 
compatible with industrialization, for example, tend to compare business en- 
deavors, such as cotton manufacturing, in which the North invariably began in 
the lead. Whitman's insightful investigation of the Maryland Chemical Works, 
however, examines industrial slavery in an enterprise that had barely begun in 
either section of the young republic. By buying or hiring term slaves—who tended 
toward absenteeism less frequently than their white counterparts—Baltimore 
industrialists kept their labor costs to a minimum. Labor control was an alto- 
gether different matter. Because slaves employed by the Chemical Works resided 
in an all-male dormitory called the Negro House, the time-honored method of 
controlling aggressive bondsmen by threatening to sell them away from wives 
and children proved less effective than in the countryside. Whitman ultimately 
sides with Richard Wade, who had few doubts about the profitability of urban 
slavery but expressed grave reservations about its long-term viability. For south- 
ern capitalists, the unexpected need to bargain with their black workers. Whitman 
suggests, exacted a business cost in both time and trouble as well as "a psychic 
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cost that led the owners to limit their commitment to industrial slavery" (36). 
Despite the fact that Maryland was a hotbed of colonization activity. Whitman 

says surprisingly little about how Maryland freemen regarded the daunting pros- 
pect of starting anew in a foreign land. The free black community in Philadel- 
phia, and to a lesser degree, Boston, proved largely hostile to the idea of emigra- 
tion, but Marie Tyler-McGraw has demonstrated that more than a few Rich- 
mond freemen, worn down by southern racism, turned their backs on the United 
States in hopes of finding a better life in Liberia. More seriously. Whitman pays 
little attention to the rise of black churches in Baltimore or community forma- 
tion in the aftermath of servitude. 

These minor flaws notwithstanding, Whitman's study has enormous merit. 
Such a detailed investigation of unfree labor in early Baltimore was long over- 
due. The Price of Freedom deserves a place on every shelf alongside similar stud- 
ies by Gary Nash, Shane White, and Graham Hodges. 

DOUGLAS R. EGERTON 

Le Moyne College 

The Battle for Baltimore, 1814. By Joseph A. Whitehorne. (Baltimore: Nautical & 
Aviation Publishing Company of America, 1997. 288 pages. Illustrations, maps, 
appendices, index. $29.95.) 

In The Battle for Baltimore, 1814, Joseph A. Whitehorne delivers a well-bal- 
anced narrative which thoroughly details the Chesapeake Bay campaign of 1814 
and the often disjointed American efforts to counter the combined, and almost 
equally disordered, assaults of Britain's land and maritime forces. The efforts of 
Maryland and, particularly, the city of Baltimore are central to Mr. Whitehorne's 
account. It was, after all, the Old Line State that "supplied the ships, the men, and 
the money that sustained the resilience of the region and enabled it to fight its 
greatest battle" (x-xi). In telling the story, Whitehorne also recognizes the roles 
and contributions of the smaller towns along the Chesapeake Bay. Additionally, 
the writer skillfully describes the various American and British units, their sol- 
diers, their functions, and their organization. 

According to the author, "American military success was in an inverse ratio 
to the scale of the federal government's involvement" (x). The picture of national 
political and military leadership that emerges in this history of the campaign is 
largely one of strategic and operational myopia exacerbated by ignorance and 
the willful hindrance by the War Department of local defensive efforts. Republi- 
can leadership, by focusing intensely upon the northern theater, seems to have 
ignored purposefully the vulnerability of the Chesapeake Bay's political, com- 
mercial, and agricultural centers. It is a wonder that Republican support in af- 
fected areas continued despite the party's lack of capable national leadership. 
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Responding to this dire want of direction, state and local leaders, commu- 
nity organizations, and a handful of regular officers quickly filled the void left by 
the federal government. Indeed, energetic leaders like Governors Levin Winder 
of Maryland and James Barbour of Virginia, General Samuel Smith of the Mary- 
land militia, Commodore Joshua Barney of the Navy, and Major George 
Armistead of the Army served as antidotes to federal lethargy and ineptitude. 
Organizations like Baltimore's Committee of Vigilance and Safety marshaled 
the funds, equipment, manpower, and popular support that built and manned 
the area's defenses. 

By blockading and mounting a series of raids throughout the Chesapeake 
region, Britain hoped to divert American attention from Canada and to foment 
American resistance against the federal government and the prosecution of the 
war. English operations, however, soon took on the added dimension of per- 
sonal retribution. Punishing the American people and their leaders seems to have 
become the order of the day. Angered by the Bay populace's rabid anti-English 
sentiment, the great harm Baltimore privateers had caused the empire's mer- 
chant marine, and egged on by their home press, British forces waged a destruc- 
tive and seemingly wanton campaign against American shipping and property. 
Inflamed by enemy depredations, regional leaders and military forces responded 
creatively and energetically against the raiders. United States victories were, there- 
fore, due in no small part to the intensity of reaction aroused by the British 
destruction of property and their vigorous foraging. 

Despite its strengths. The Battle for Baltimore evinces some analytical and 
editorial problems that detract from the general quality of the work. In his de- 
scription of the British decision to attack Baltimore, Whitehorne ventures into 
conjecture. The author states that General Robert Ross "must have been in agree- 
ment with [Rear Admiral George] Cockburn as he got [Vice Admiral Alexander 
F. I.] Cochrane to change his plans and approve an attack" on the city (161). This 
may very well have been the case, but by hazarding such an assumption the his- 
torian casts doubt upon his analysis, thereby weakening the efficacy of his argu- 
ments. Given the significance of Cochrane's decision, it is that much more im- 
portant to rely upon the certitude of the sources. The most vexing issue, how- 
ever, is the footnote style. By citing only the last name and the page number in 
even the first instance, the author forces the reader into a time-consuming bib- 
liographic search to determine the provenance of the quote. Issues such as these, 
while seemingly minor details, have a great impact. They may cause the reader to 
question seriously the author's research and conclusions. 

Notwithstanding some shortcomings within this book, the overriding quali- 
ties of narration and description make it a valuable addition to studies of mili- 
tary and naval operations in the Chesapeake Bay region. The research is compre- 
hensive and reflects the author's obvious passion for his work. The Battle for 
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Baltimore is a convenient reference and will no doubt please readers interested in 
the military history of the War of 1812. Whitehorne's work is more than an ac- 
count of a single engagement, it is the compact history of an entire campaign. 

RICARDO A. HERRERA 

Marquette University 

Maryland Lighthouses of the Chesapeake Bay. By F. Ross Holland. (Crownsville, 
Md.: The Maryland Historical Trust Press, and Colton's Point, Md.: The Friends 
of St. Clement's Island Museum, Inc., 1997. 208 pages. Notes, index. $32.95.) 
Lighting the Bay: Tales of Chesapeake Lighthouses. By Pat Vojtech. (Centreville, 
Md.: Tidewater Publishers, 1996.208 pages. Appendix, sources list, index. $34.95.) 

For many years only one book surveyed the lighthouses of the Chesapeake 
Bay, Robert de Cast's The Lighthouses of the Chesapeake (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1973). Now there are no fewer than four books sur- 
veying the region's lighthouses and relating their histories, including these two 
excellent contributions by F. Ross Holland and Pat Vojtech. 

Maryland Lighthouses of the Chesapeake Bay traces the construction and ad- 
ministration of lighthouses on the Potomac River and upper Chesapeake Bay in 
four chronological chapters, with a fifth chapter dedicated to the construction of 
the area's distinctive, low, screwpile lighthouses. Holland describes efforts to com- 
bat erosion that threatened or destroyed a number of Maryland light stations, as 
well as the development of buoy depots at Lazaretto Point in Baltimore and Point 
Lookout at the mouth of the Potomac. The final two chapters review the chang- 
ing responsibilities of light keepers and the impact of automation, demolition, 
and preservation on these prominent aspects of Maryland's maritime built envi- 
ronment. 

The story of Maryland lighthouses begins in 1819 with a congressional ap- 
propriation for a lighthouse at Bodkin Island, marking the mouth of the Patapsco 
River, first lighted in 1822. Early Maryland lighthouses were short, conical ma- 
sonry towers with an adjacent keeper's dwelling, or, a less expensive alternative, a 
lantern mounted on the house's roof. The early Maryland lighthouses were con- 
tracted by Stephen Pleasonton, fifth auditor of the Treasury, who receives much 
of the blame for the inadequacies of early lighthouses. Pleasonton never accepted 
expensive Fresnel lenses, preferring the inferior parabolic reflectors. The Light- 
house Board, which took over the administration of lighthouses from Pleasonton 
in 1852, introduced important new technology, including Fresnel lenses, bell 
buoys, and screwpile construction. 

The author of Maryland Lighthouses provides some national context for the 
area's lighthouses, covering the federal administration of lighthouses under 
Pleasonton, the Lighthouse Board, the Bureau of Lighthouses, and finally the 
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Coast Guard. He notes the unique character of lighthouses in the Chesapeake 
Bay; outside of the sounds of North Carolina and the Chesapeake, few low 
screwpile lighthouses were built. These distinctive structures were typically square 
or hexagonal wooden dwellings with a light on top and stood on iron pilings in 
shoal waters, such as Thomas Point Shoal light just south of Annapolis. In 1873 
the first caisson lighthouse in the United States was built in Maryland as a range 
light to guide vessels through the Craighill Channel, an important approach to 
the Patapsco River and Baltimore. Several more caisson lighthouses were built in 
these waters and examples survive from the Maine coast to the Chesapeake. These 
cylindrical iron foundations were sunk into submerged muds and surmounted 
by a brick, iron, or in one case, wooden dwelling and lantern. 

This attractive book is enriched with a wealth of archival photographs, ar- 
chitectural drawings, and prints. Details of an 1873 Maryland atlas are included 
to help locate a number of the earlier lighthouses. A full map of Maryland's 
Chesapeake Bay waters with all of the light stations mentioned is very helpful, 
although the relocated Hooper Strait lighthouse and its predecessor light vessel 
and lighthouse are placed in St. Michaels instead of their original location. Quotes 
from interviews with descendants of keepers enhance the chapter on keepers. 

The text is well documented, relying heavily on government records and publi- 
cations. The shortcomings of this work lie chiefly in the lack of a human face in the 
story. Aside from John Donahoo, who built twelve of Maryland's first seventeen 
lights, lighthouse builders and keepers receive little more than a name, if they are 
mentioned at all. Admittedly, the official records do not lend very well to this sort of 
depth, and the author uses them as advantageously as possible, noting the early 
appointments of women, particularly widows of deceased keepers, to Chesapeake 
light stations. This book will stand as an authority on Maryland's lighthouses and 
fog stations and the administration of aids to navigation on the Chesapeake. 

Lighting the Bay: Tales of Chesapeake Lighthouses does an especially good job 
of adding a human touch to the history of Chesapeake lighthouses. This well 
designed, readable book is beautifully illustrated with contemporary color pho- 
tographs by the author. As the title implies, this is more a collection of well-told 
stories than a history. A chronological list of lighthouses, light vessels, and light- 
house tenders in the appendix is generally accurate, but the information is less 
complete than can be found in other sources, including Holland's. 

Pat Vojtech conducted several interviews with relatives of lighthouse keepers 
and quotes them in her stories. There is considerable crossover between her list 
of contacts and those interviewed by the Maryland Historical Trust, who are 
quoted in Maryland Lighthouses. Like Holland, Vojtech relied on government 
records for much of her data, but also treated her first-person interviews and a 
long list of newspaper articles as sources. She provides vignettes on life in light- 
houses, storms, wrecks, and even the mysterious death of a light keeper, who 
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may have been murdered by rumrunners. To appeal to the general reader, Vojtech 
dispenses with endnotes, making her work less useful to historians. 

The lighthouse aficionado will want to turn to Holland's more detailed and 
documented text, fabulous architectural drawings, and archival photographs. 
The general reader will find Vojtech's book richer in human stories and more 
accessible. Those deeply interested in this aspect of Maryland's maritime heri- 
tage should read both. 

PETE LESHER 

Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum 

Black Jacks: African-American Seamen in the Age of Sail. By W. Jeffrey Bolster. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997. 320 pages. Tables, notes, index. 
$27.00.) 

How can the landlubber comprehend the sea—its power to attract and over- 
whelm? Jeffrey Bolster's survey may provide the best answers so far this side of 
fiction. With crisp writing and thorough knowledge of the subject, his fine book 
gives the reader a deep awareness for the hard, dangerous life of men under sail 
as the immense forces of nature are set against the products of the most skilled 
of artisans, the builders of wooden ships in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu- 
ries. He presents the drama of the lowest of the downtrodden, the angriest and 
most discouraged of mankind—victims of slavery—set upon the pitching decks 
of ships, who, once there, gained a measure of dignity and respect as their cour- 
age and skill often determined the outcome of the battle between ship and sea. 

Through the lives of black sailors, mostly slaves, some free. Bolster chronicles 
the breaking of chains as skill and practical knowledge gained at sea allowed 
African Americans to taste equality, even though its aftertaste was often death. 
Such was the attraction of sailing, and through the experiences of the men who 
appear in this book, the landlubber learns why men, regardless of color, returned 
to this life of danger and discomfort, to be controlled by captains with absolute 
authority. But that is the point; once at sea the master was denied the complete 
power of a tobacco planter, as all aboard were dependent on one another, a rec- 
ognition that transported the slave once inside this special life. 

No matter how risky, life at sea or on inland waterways during the adventur- 
ous eighteenth and nineteenth centuries provided slaves with leaders, commu- 
nicators, and passage out of the grinding, life-shortening work on southern and 
island plantations. Through a broad selection of African-American mariners who 
kept journals or made news across these centuries, we understand the nature of 
their lives, but more important, we discover the effect of these mariners on slaves 
in black communities in the United States, the Caribbean, and in Africa. The 
unique freedom enjoyed by slave mariners heightened their impact on less for- 
tunate blacks, both free and slave. 
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Touching on important situations in history affecting African-American 
mariners, Bolster creates a clear picture of how the slave rebellion in Haiti in 
1792 had a broad and long-lasting effect on American political life. Fear of up- 
risings or merely fear of black power produced one of the great contradictions in 
modern history. Once free of slavery, African Americans faced an increasing num- 
ber of laws and social restrictions as white America tightened its political grip on 
economic opportunity. After the Civil War it became increasingly difficult for 
black mariners to obtain berths on American ships. Does our close attention to 
Haiti even today grow from a lingering fear of retribution? 

The story of Richard Crafus—King Dick—and the life of captive American 
sailors, white and black, at Dartmoor Prison during the War of 1812 is an impor- 
tant part of this book and a subject that deserves deeper coverage. It portrays, 
with an emphasis on the cultural traditions Africans carried with them into sla- 
very and preserved through generations, the nature of the government blacks 
imposed upon themselves to create order in their segregated prison society. 

One surprising bit of information concerning Chesapeake Bay mariners is 
that more than 50 percent of captains sailing out of Annapolis in 1783 owned 
slaves but not land, clearly demonstrating how common were crews, at least par- 
tially slave, in Maryland. Slave captains, piloting or hauling cargo on the bay, 
occasionally kept journals, and these inland water sailors had significant influ- 
ence on less fortunate brethren who worked continually under the eyes of over- 
seers. In the decades preceding the Civil War, African American mariners came 
under greater scrutiny, as laws in Maryland and Virginia banned black captains, 
free or slave. 

Black Jacks is not a perfect book; it covers too much and over too long a 
period. The index is inadequate, and occasionally editorial logic is obscure, prob- 
lems attributable to the publisher. This should not reflect on the author's accom- 
plishments; he won this reviewer's admiration with his graceful writing which, com- 
bined with a broad intellectual range firmly grounded in his own long experience at 
sea, produced a wonderful combination of serious and pleasurable reading. 

GEOFFREY M. FOOTNER 

Baltimore 

Launching the "Extended Republic": The Federalist Era. Edited by Ronald Hoffman 
and Peter J. Albert. Perspectives on the American Revolution. (Charlottesville: 
University Press of Virginia for the United States Capitol Historical Society, 1996. 
416 pages. Notes, appendix, index. $37.50 cloth.) 

In the opening essay of this superb compilation, Gordon Wood argues that 
the "decade of the 1790s" was the "most awkward in American history," for at 
no other time in our nation's past did so large a gap exist between "leaders' pre- 
tensions of control and the dynamic reality of the [popular and commercial] 
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forces they were attempting to deal with." In Wood's judgment, "the entire Fed- 
eralist project was a monumental act of will in the face of contrary circumstances," 
and thus the early national period is best understood as an era "of unfulfilled 
expectations, of high hopes smashed, of dreams gone awry" (2-4). Perhaps noth- 
ing more clearly exemplifies the "mistaken optimism" and "grandiose aims of 
the Federalist leaders" than George Washington's futile attempts to "bind" the 
nation together and avert the "impending evils" of "fractious interests and local 
jealousies" by "opening a Potomac route to the West" (13,21,226,247). As John 
Larson concludes, neither the first president's plan for a canal system nor any of 
his subsequent efforts "to impose design and close the window of revolution ... 
could... stop the transformation of a culture that would always revere his name, 
his deeds, his very words, even while it destroyed the meaning of his vision, and 
perverted his designs for national integration, wise legislation, and improved 
inland navigation" (248). 

The shear number of Federalist-era schemes that were "built on illusions" 
and resulted in "uncontrollable" and "unanticipated" consequences goes a long 
way toward explaining modern scholars' sometimes obsessive desire to recover 
the Founders' "original intentions." Such a quest not only helps mitigate the 
"awkwardness" of a seemingly indecipherable decade but also, as Larson ob- 
serves, reassures worried Americans that their country's central values remain 
"self-evident" (223). Yet, for the nine distinguished historians who have contrib- 
uted to this collection, the stated goals of the Federalists and the results of their 
programs are less important than the elusive and oft-contested middle ground 
between intentions and reality, where the fundamental notions of American de- 
mocracy were shaped and continue to be transformed. Only through a broadly 
conceived understanding of Anglo-American culture, contends John Brooke in 
his pathbreaking, eighty-six-page study of voluntary associations in the Early 
Republic, will historians at last be able to resist their collective impulse to label 
and dichotomize and assume the far more challenging task of tracing the nu- 
merous ways that "unity and hegemony in the public sphere gave way to fracture 
and challenge" (280). 

In discussing the doctrine of judicial review, Maeva Marcus insists that even 
when one can accurately determine the intentions of the Constitution's Framers, 
the central issue remains "why and how that generation came to think that way 
when there seems to have been so little in the previous history of America that 
would have prepared people to accept an unelected judiciary, tenured for life, as 
an integral part of the democratic process" (25,52). Though Marcus quotes ex- 
tensively from the legal opinions of Supreme Court justices such as Samuel Chase 
of Maryland in order to demonstrate the "wide acceptance of... federal judges' 
power to overturn a congressional statute," ultimately her analysis highlights 
the critical historical moment when, faced with the passage of the Alien and 
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Sedition Acts in 1798, Republicans first began arguing that "the Constitution 
did not contemplate the exercise" of so dangerous a power (46-48). 

As Thomas Slaughter suggests in his careful survey of early American trea- 
son laws, the search for original understandings is not only extremely difficult; it 
is a task characteristically enmeshed in the struggles of politicians, judges, and 
historians to control existing structures of power. Throughout the 1790s, asserts 
Slaughter, Federalist partisans repeatedly sought to elide the concepts of inten- 
tionality and reality as a means of containing the wildness of American democ- 
racy. In the aftermath of the so-called "Fries's Rebellion," though "no shots were 
fired" and "no one was injured," federal judges readily concluded that the mere 
"intention of subverting law even in the absence of overt violence" was sufficient 
grounds "to sustain a treason charge under the Constitution" (96, 103). During 
John Fries's second trial, Justice Chase went so far as to present his written opin- 
ion before the defense attorneys had an opportunity to make any arguments on 
behalf of their client—an impulsive act that led to Chase's own trial before the 
Senate in 1804 for "high crimes and misdemeanors" (106, 107). 

According to Andrew Cayton, Senator William Blount of Tennessee scarcely 
fared better than Fries when, in 1797, the Congressman was charged with con- 
spiracy against the United States government and then ruthlessly caricatured in 
both the press and private correspondence as a profit-mad "Judas." Cayton re- 
veals that, like the 1790s politicians themselves, "historians have concentrated so 
much on what was wrong personally with Blount... that they have neglected to 
stress what was exceedingly problematic about the political environment in which 
. . . [he] operated." Blount may have been a "reprehensible person" but he was 
"not lacking in principles or a coherent vision of the future," and consequently, 
his motivations and failed endeavors deserve thorough consideration (158). 

In an era of sweeping transformations in notions of status and self, judging 
individuals by their presumed or stated designs and not necessarily by the out- 
comes of their actions helped reassure paranoid Federalist leaders that they were 
in command of a political landscape where "good" and "evil" were easily differ- 
entiated. Moreover, by insisting that an individual's "intentions" were all that 
really mattered, such statesmen could assuage their guilt about the need for radi- 
cal social change. In his thoughtful analysis of an important early national manu- 
mission case, James Kettner recovers the process by which more than two hun- 
dred African Americans "were obliged to complete a term of servitude ranging 
from a few months to thirty years" even though "the repertory of legal doctrines 
available to... [the Virginia court] would have made it possible to free all of the 
slaves born after 1782" (154, 155). This tragic "compromise" favoring gradual 
over immediate emancipation was nonetheless better than the distressing pros- 
pects awaiting most blacks and, for that matter, many Native Americans. As Ber- 
nard Sheehan describes in his essay on the "Indian Problem" in the Old North- 
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west, "satisfying the expansive intentions of the frontier population while main- 
taining a modicum of decency toward the tribes ... was a difficult line to walk" 
(212). Often, the "philanthropic" ideals of many Federalist leaders did little to 
temper the racist assumptions and deep-seated animosities of white Americans. 

Amidst the historical and historiographical emphasis on leaders' intentions, 
it is essential not to overlook the hopes and aspirations of middle- and lower- 
class Americans. In his strikingly revisionist essay on artisans' political behavior 
in New England, Gary Kornblith argues that many mechanics from places such 
as Boston, Providence, and Salem remained ardent Federalists even as their coun- 
terparts in the mid-Atlantic and southern states "defected in droves to Republi- 
can party ranks" (254). These workers, insists Kornblith, should not be regarded 
"as poor deluded victims of paternalistic manipulation or some other hegemonic 
device." Rather, one should realize that they "had their own ideas about what 
sort of political economy would advance their prosperity and promote the rise 
of a strong and stable republic," and as a result, "they acted rationally and delib- 
erately on the basis of their beliefs" (269). 

All of the contributors to this impressive new volume in the ongoing series 
of the U. S. Capitol Historical Society posit complex notions of the 1790s public 
sphere that challenge contemporary Americans' top-down, often homogenized 
understandings of the Founding generation. Only by appreciating the diverse 
and contested nature of politics, society, and culture during this critical transi- 
tional period will we begin to grasp the truly "extended" bounds of the early 
American republic. 

ERIC ROBERT PAPENFUSE 

Yale University 

John Franklin Jameson and the Development of Humanistic Scholarship in America, 
Volume Two. Edited by Morey Rothberg. (Athens: The University of Georgia 
Press, 1996.432 pages. Notes, index. $55 cloth.) 

Students of American historiography are well aware that this nation's his- 
torical profession drew its first academic breath in 1876 at the Johns Hopkins 
University. Herbert Baxter Adams and Daniel Coit Gilman directed the develop- 
ment of historical study away from literature and into a demanding, almost sci- 
entific discipline. As one of the first students of the new history, John Franklin 
Jameson (1859-1937) did more to shape the historical profession into what it is 
today than any other student to pass through those ranks. He left Hopkins as a 
co-founder of the American Historical Association and later became the first 
editor of the American Historical Review. From these key positions at the top of 
the new order, Jameson imposed the strict standards of scholarship that still 
guide modern historians. 

This collection of diary entries and letters is presented by the editor as "cru- 
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cial to an understanding of Jameson's career." They provide a window to Jameson's 
personal and professional development. They also offer a fascinating look at the 
early years of academic history and how ideas still at the core of historical schol- 
arship took shape in the mind of a scholar at once bright, dedicated, tempera- 
mental, and intolerant. 

At first glance, Jameson seems an unlikely candidate to have made such an 
impact on the new profession. He came to Hopkins as a young graduate student, 
equipped with the knowledge and endowed with the intellectual capability to 
secure his degree. His mercurial nature made his early years difficult, and his 
writings are laced with depression, frustration, and criticism exacerbated by 
chronic financial worries and a long distance romance with Annie Welch. The 
primary target of his complaints was his mentor, Herbert Baxter Adams. 

Jameson recorded his growing bitterness and resentment toward Adams for 
what he saw as shallow scholarship, flimsy historical theory, and poor leadership. 
During his second year in Baltimore he summed up his discontent with one 
stroke of the pen. "Adams has a lot of half-educated young fellows, or not edu- 
cated at all, sets them to work ambitiously at high-sounding subjects neither 
they nor he are half fit to treat, and then, when the crude performance is done, it 
is to be printed and published with a lot of others, and the seminary is to resolve 
itself into a mutual admiration society over 'our series' and 'our scientific work'" 
(64). Jameson demanded deeper scholarship, meticulous research, and critical 
analysis of historical methods and writings. As Jameson progressed through his 
graduate studies and into the position of teacher, his caustic tone did not change, 
but what developed in those critical and reactionary lines became the tenets of 
the new history. Following his blistering indictment of Adams he wrote: "All of 
my influence shall go to sober the tone of the work, and make it both more solid 
and more modest" (65). 

In eight years at Hopkins, John Franklin Jameson distinguished what he 
wanted history to be from what it then was not, and once he left Hopkins and 
Adams he rose quickly in the field. In 1888 he secured a position as chairman of 
the history department at Brown University. With the move from Baltimore he 
freed himself of financial concerns and began building a graduate school in his 
own image. The political savvy that allowed him to survive his unhappy and 
difficult years at Hopkins blossomed, and he used it to juggle funds and favors 
on behalf of his department. In his first year at Brown he wrote to President 
Gilman, "I am quite amused at the transformation I am operating upon myself, 
emerging from the cloister, where I always supposed I belonged, and imposing 
myself upon the general populace as a genuine 'hustler"'( 165). This from a young 
man who ridiculed the Hopkins president's annual address as the "annual apol- 
ogy" (122). 

The last section of this work covers Jameson's years after his move to the 
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University of Chicago in 1900. His successful tenure as editor of the American 
Historical Review forced historical writing into the confines of scientific report- 
ing, and his position in the AHA guaranteed that only like-minded new academ- 
ics would fill its offices and set the guidelines. 

Rothberg succeeds in presenting Jameson's development as a scholar and a 
leader, nicely balancing his personal side in the diaries with his public side in the 
letters. The volume is meticulously documented, and the annotations clarify the 
entries. The editor has also included a document calendar of eight hundred items, 
and several photographs. This work will be a welcome companion to Elizabeth 
Donnan and Leo Stock's An Historian's World: Selections from the Correspon- 
dence of John Franklin Jameson (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 
1956), which is basically a tribute, and Marvin E. Gettleman's The Johns Hopkins 
University Seminary of History and Politics, the Records of an American Educa- 
tional Institution (New York: Garland Publishing Co., 1987) in which Jameson's 
harsh voice calls for change. 

In a broader sense, this account of Jameson's legacy offers an understanding 
of the origins of American academic history and illuminates the divisions that 
still plague the craft. Can narrative history be true history? Can non-academics 
accurately interpret the past? Was Jameson right in believing history belongs to 
the academics, or was Adams right in believing history is big enough for every- 
one? The answers are not in this volume, but an understanding of the questions 
can be gleaned from the pen of an unhappy graduate student, from letters writ- 
ten in a boarding house near Baltimore's Mount Vernon Square more than a 
hundred years ago. 

PATRICIA DOCKMAN ANDERSON 

Baltimore 
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Books in Brief 
The American Civil War not only generated domestic turmoil, but also raised 

difficult international issues that could not be readily resolved. In diplomatic 
affairs, the Union's main objective was to prevent Britain's formal recognition of 
the South and secession. Throughout the war, England did not intervene, seek- 
ing neutrality instead, so that it might continue trade with both the North and 
the South. Howard Jones's carefully argued Union in Peril: The Crisis over British 
Intervention in the Civil War presents both sides of the issue in a well-researched 
and documented text. 

University of Nebraska Press, $15.95 paper 

William H. Turner's Chesapeake Boyhood: Memoirs of a Farm Boy, evokes the 
rhythms of small-town America during the Depression. Born in Northampton 
County, Virginia, Turner recounts his youthful adventures duck-hunting, crabbing, 
and mischief-making on the lower Eastern Shore.He also describes his lifelong in- 
terest in Chesapeake wildlife, a primary subject in his drawings and sculpture. 

Johns Hopkins University Press, $14.95 

Originally begun in 1972 as a survey by the Maryland Historical Trust and 
the Frederick County Landmarks Foundation, Pre-1800 Houses of Frederick 
County: Volume One, Ballenger to Frederick, by Ann Lebherz and Mary Margrabe, 
catalogs eighteenth-century homes of the Frederick County election districts. 
The book is a commendably straightforward directory of homes. The narrative 
balances history and architectural detailing, and the writing style is direct and 
informative. Each estate section is headed with black-and-white photograph of 
the house; when available, historical background of the original owner's family 
is provided. The inclusion of a glossary and index make the book a ready refer- 
ence for visitors touring the area. 

Frederick County Landmarks Foundation, $15.00 

Tidewater Publishers has announced the publication of the third edition of 
A Guide to Baltimore Architecture, by John Dorsey and James D. Dilts. Com- 
pletely revised and expanded from the earlier edition, the guide features fifteen 
walking and driving tours through Baltimore's neighborhoods. This useful pocket 
reference includes commentary on more than two hundred buildings, and in- 
corporates new photographs, maps, and tours. The book also includes an evalu- 
ation of twentieth-century design by architectural historian Phoebe Stanton. 

Tidewater Publishers, $24.95 
D.B.S. 
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Notices 

12th Annual Maryland Historical Magazine Prize 

Each year the Publications Committee of the Maryland Historical Society 
offers a prize of $350 for the most distinguished article to appear in the Mary- 
land Historical Magazine during the previous year. The prize for 1996 (Volume 
91) has been awarded to John R. Wennersten for "Soil Miners Redux: The Chesa- 
peake Environment, 1680-1810," which appeared in the summer issue. 

September Events at the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum 

On Saturday, September 13, the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum hosts its 
Third Annual Traditional Boat Festival, from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. The festival fea- 
tures a sailing competition among thirty sail-powered vessels in two, two-hour 
races. Visitors can observe maritime craftsmen, try their hands at knot-tying 
and boat-building, or for $25, work as a crew member aboard one of the Bay's 
last remaining wooden sailing vessels. Those not wishing to crew can sail on one 
of four, one-hour excursions aboard the Mister Jim. An interpreter will also be 
onboard to call the race and offer a history of the vessels. A daily pass to the 
museum and festival is $7.50 for adults, $6.50 for senior citizens, and $3.00 for 
children. More information about the festival can be obtained by calling 410- 
745-2916. 

Civil War Institute 

From June 29-July 5, Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania will host its fif- 
teenth Civil War Institute. The theme of this year's gathering is Jefferson Davis 
and his generals. Scheduled speakers include scholars, authors, and lecturers. In 
addition, tours will be offered of the First Manassas and Gettysburg battlefields. 
Further information is available by calling 717-337-6590. 

Joint Virginia-Maryland Exhibition Features 17th-Century Capitals 

The Jamestown Settlement and Historic St. Mary's City are sponsoring an 
exhibition comparing the evolution and growth of the capitals of colonial Vir- 
ginia and Maryland. The exhibit opened on May 10 and will run until January 
1988, when it will move to St. Mary's City. The exhibit seeks to assess the impact 
of political, economic, and social forces of the day on the two towns, and fea- 
tures seventy archaeological artifacts, including original type from Maryland's 
first printing press and the lead coffin of Philip Calvert, who died in 1682. For 
more information, call 757-253-4838. 
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Photo and Essay Contests Announced by the U.S. Naval Institute 

The U.S. Naval Institute has announced the opening of its annual Interna- 
tional Navies Photo Contest. All images must feature naval or maritime subjects 
from countries other than the United States. Anyone may enter; there is a limit 
of five entries per person. The winner of the top entry will receive $200. Entries 
must be postmarked no later than August 1,1997. For submission requirements, 
write to: U.S. Naval Institute, 118 Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, MD, 21402- 
5035. 

The Institute has also announced the opening of competition for its tenth 
annual International Navies Essay Contest. Submitted essays should cover "stra- 
tegic, geographic, and cultural influences on individual navies, their commit- 
ments and capabilities, and relationships with other navies." Winners of the top 
three essays will receive cash prizes of $1,000, $750, and $500. Submissions should 
be sent to the U.S. Naval Institute, 118 Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, Md, 21402- 
5035. 

Baltimore Civil War Show 

The fourteenth annual Baltimore Civil War Show will be held at the Boumi 
Temple, 4900 North Charles Street, Baltimore, on Saturday, August 9 and Sun- 
day, August 10,1997. Civil War museums, genealogical organizations, and orga- 
nizations dedicated to the preservation of Civil War battlefields will be on hand, 
as will authors Daniel Carroll Toomey {The Civil War in Maryland) and Tho- 
mas Lowery {The Story the Soldiers Wouldn't Tell: Sex in the Civil War). Hours 
are Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sunday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Admission for adults is 
$5.00, and children under twelve accompanied by an adult are admitted free. 
For more information, call 410-465-6827. 

D.B.S. 
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Maryland Picture Puzzle 

Test your knowledge of Maryland history by identifying the location and 
date of this Anne Arundel County photograph. 

The Spring 1997 Picture Puzzle, a photograph taken about 1875, depicts the 
front entrance to Alexandroffsky, the grand Italian revival mansion of Thomas 
De Kay Winans, engineer and contractor of the first Russian railroad between 
Moscow and St. Petersburg. In 1848 Winans purchased the original house, built 
for James McHenry and located between Baltimore and Hollins Streets in West 
Baltimore. Renowned architects Niernsee & Neilson updated the structure, which 
Winans then named in honor of his Russian venture. In 1928 it was demolished 
after the city declined to buy it from his heirs. Winans's summer home, Crimea, 
still stands in Leakin Park. 

Our congratulations to Mr. Stephen Bilicki, Mr. Ted Chandlee, Mr. Ernest H. 
Hinrich, Mr. William Hollifield, Mr. Percy Martin, Mr. Raymond Martin, and 
Dr. J. Raymond Moore, Jr., who correctly identified the Winter 1997 Picture Puzzle. 
Please send your answers to: Picture Puzzle, Maryland Historical Society, 201 
West Monument Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201-4674. 

1 
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Maryland History Bibliography, 1996: 
A Selected List 

ANNE S. K. TURKOS and JEFF KORMAN, Compilers 

Since 1975, the Maryland Historical Magazine has published regular compi- 

lations of books, articles, and doctoral dissertations relating to Maryland 
history. The following list comprises materials published during 1996, as 

well as some earlier works that have been brought to our attention. For recent 
publications in genealogy and family history, see the Maryland Genealogical So- 

ciety Bulletin. 

Bibliographers must live with the fact that their work is never finished. Please 
notify us of any significant omissions so that they may be included in the next 
list. Send information and titles to: Anne S. K. Turkos, Archives and Manuscripts 
Department, McKeldin Library, University of Maryland, College Park, Mary- 
land 20742. 

General 

"First Things First." Maryland, 28 (January 1996): 25,27. 

Shute, Nancy. "Where Do We Grow From Here?" Preservation, 48 (November/Decem- 
ber 1996): 16-17. 

Wlazlowski, Tiffany. "Putting on the Glitz." Maryland, 28 (November/December 1996): 
22-25. 

African-American 

Adams, Marseta. "H. Rap Brown: 'Fight for your Rights.'" Calvert Historian, 11 (Fall 
1996): 53-67. 

Aidt-Guy, Anita Louise. "Persistent Maryland: Antislavery Activity between 1850 and 
1864." Ph.D. diss., Georgetown University, 1994. 

Anderson-Free, Corine F. "The Baltimore Colored Orchestra and the City Colored Cho- 
rus." Ph.D. diss., University of Alabama, 1994. 

Boxill, Bernard R. "Fear and Shame as Forms of Moral Suasion in the Thought of Frederick 
Douglass." Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society, 31 (Fall 1995): 713-44. 

Callcott, Margaret Law. "Slaves and Slave Families at Riversdale." Riversdale Letter, 13 
(Fall 1996): 2-5. 

Diggs, Louis S. It All Started on Winters Lane: A History of the Black Community in 
Catonsville, Maryland, n.p.: Louis S. Diggs, 1995. 

Foeman, Anita K. "Gloria Richardson: Breaking the Mold." Journal of Black Studies, 26 
(1996): 604-15. 
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George, Christopher T. "Mirage of Freedom: African Americans in the War of 1812." 
Maryland Historical Magazine, 91 (Winter 1996): 426-50. 

Lampe, Gregory Paul. "Frederick Douglass: Freedom's Voice, 1818-1845." Ph.D. diss.. 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1995. 

Meier, August. A White Scholar and the Black Community, 1945-1965: Essays and Reflec- 
tions. Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1992. 

Millner, S. Y. "Recasting Civil Rights Leadership: Gloria Richardson and the Cambridge 
Movement."/owrna/ of Black Studies, 26 (1996): 668-87. 

Morrow, Diane Batts. "The Oblate Sisters of Providence: Issues of Black and Female 
Agency in their Antebellum Experience, 1828-1860." Ph.D. diss.. University of Geor- 
gia, 1996. 

Mosley, Glenda Louise. "A Study of Maryland's Historically Black Colleges and Univer- 
sities Desegregation/Enhancement Policy, 1983-1993." Ph.D. diss., Howard Univer- 
sity, 1996. 

Mullins, Paul R. "An Archeology of Race and Consumption: African-American Bottled 
Good Consumption in Annapolis, Maryland, 1850-1930." Maryland Archeology, 32 
(March 1996): 1-10. 

Phillips, Christopher. "The Roots of Quasi-Freedom: Manumission and Term Slavery in 
Early National Baltimore." Southern Studies, 4 (Spring 1993): 39-66. 

Reasons to Be Proud: The Major Accomplishments of Kurt L. Schmoke as Mayor of Balti- 
more City. Baltimore: Kurt L. Schmoke Committee, 1995. 

Scalia, Rosalia. "Maryland's Freedom-Fighters: The Mitchell Family" Maryland, 28 (Feb- 
ruary 1996): 34-36. 

Seidel, Jeff."Unique Dominique: Maryland's Own Olympian"Maryland, 28 (February 
1996): 36-37. 

Thompson, Bruce A. "The Civil Rights Vanguard: The NAACP and the Black Commu- 
nity in Baltimore, 1931-1942." Ph.D. diss.. University of Maryland at College Park, 
1996. 

Trivelli, Marifrances. '"1 Knew a Ship from Stem to Stern': The Maritime World of 
Frederick Douglass." Log of Mystic Seaport, 46 (1995): 98-108. 

Wlazlowski, Tiffany. "Harriet Tubman: Moses of her People." Maryland, 28 (February 
1996): 32-34. 

Yentsch, A. "Hot, Nourishing, and Culturally Potent: The Transfer of West African Cook- 
ing Traditions to the Chesapeake." Sage, 9 (1995): 15-29. 

Archaeology 

Archibald, Lauren Carey. "Below-Ground Planning in Local Communities: Case Stud- 
ies of Five United States Archaeological Preservation Programs." Ph.D. diss.. Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania, 1995. 

Callcott, Margaret Law. "First Stages of Riversdale Archaeology Completed: 1853 Plan- 
tation Map Aids Diggers." Riversdale Letter, 13 (Spring 1996): 2-4. 
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Gibb, James G. "Archaeological Clues to Life in Colonial Calvert County: The William 
Stephens Land Site, c. 1660-1680." Calvert Historian, 11 (Spring 1996): 7-16. 

King, Julie A. '"The Transient Nature of All Things Sublunary': Romanticism, History, 
and Ruins in Nineteenth-Century Southern Maryland." In Landscape Archaeology: 
Reading and Interpreting the American Historical landscape. Knoxville, Tenn.: Uni- 
versity of Tennessee Press, 1996. 

Little, Barbara J. "A Chronological Overview for Middle Atlantic Archeology and Some 
Thoughts on Issues!' Maryland Archeology, 32 (March 1996): 11—29. 

Miller, Henry M. "Archaeology of the Seventeenth-Century British Immigrant Experi- 
ence in the Middle Atlantic Region." In The Archaeology of Sixteenth- and Seven- 
teenth-Century British Colonization in the Caribbean, United States, and Canada. Ann 
Arbor, Mich.: Society for Historical Archaeology, 1996. 

Shomette, Donald G. Ghost Fleet of Mallows Bay: And Other Tales of the Lost Chesapeake. 
Centreville, Md.: Tidewater Publishers, 1996. 

Yentsch, Anne Elizabeth. A Chesapeake Family and Their Slaves: A Study in Historical 
Archaeology. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1994. 

Architecture and Historic Preservation 

Adams, Eric. "Discord in Charm City." Historic Preservation, 48 (March/April 1996): 
22-23. 

Blizzard, Dennis E "The Joseph Arnold House, 1993." Carroll County History Journal, 47 
(June 1996): 2. 

Davis, Clayton. "A Civil War Mansion." AnneArundel County History Notes, 27 (January 
1996): II. 

Day, Donna Goldsmith. Inns and Colonial Homes of Maryland. Gambrills, Md.: Eastwind 
Publishing, 1995. 

"Dorsey Chapel Rededication." Frtewds o/Preservariott News/etter, 14 (Fall 1996): 1-2. 

Frost, Susan K. "Restoring 19th Century Living" Maryland, 28 (February 1996): 44—47. 

Grosvenor, Sara. "Eastern Shore Elegance." Maryland, 28 (May/June 1996): 50-51, 53. 

Lane, Mills. Architecture of the Old South: Maryland. Savannah, Ga.: Beehive Founda- 
tion, 1996. 

Lieberman, Kathy. "Cherry Grove: New Life for a Grand Old Home." Legacy, 15 (Sum- 
mer 1995): 1,5. 

McGrain, John. "German-Influenced Architecture." History Trails, 30 (Autumn-Winter 
1995-1996): 6-8. 

Meade, Vicki. "Roaming the Commandant's House." Annapolis Quarterly (Summer 
1996): 22-31. 

Miller, Fred S. "Rooms with a Story" Annapolis Quarterly (Fall 1996): 72-81. 

"Miss Mary Jenkins." Pewinsw/fl Pacemaker, 26 (November 1996): 10. 

Stoll, John M."SnowHill Farm^'AHneArMnde/CownfyHistoryAroto, 27 (January 1996): 
14-15. 
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"University Park Historic District Listed in the National Register." Friends of Preserva- 
tion Newsletter, 14 (Winter 1996-97): 1-2. 

Weeks, Christopher. An Architectural History of Harford County, Maryland. Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996. 

Witty, Merrill. "Making Merry." Mid-Atlantic Country, 17 (July/August 1996): 44—45, 
120. 

WoUon, James T., Jr. "Harford County Architectural Notes: The Land of Promise." Harford 
Historical Bulletin, 70 (Fall 1996): 132-38. 

Biography, Autobiography, and Reminiscences 

Ackinclose, Timothy R. Sabres & Pistols: The Civil War Career of Col. Harry Gilmor, 
CSA. Gettysburg, Pa.: Stan Clark Military Books, 1996. 

"The Art of Football." Mary/and, 28 (September/October 1996): 16-19, 38-39. 

Battle, Leroy A. Easier Said: The Autobiography of Leroy A. Battle. Annapolis: Annapolis 
Publishing Company, 1995. 

Bowes, David B. "So Proudly He Hailed." Mid-Atlantic Country, 17 (July/August 1996): 
34-37,118. 

Chase, Henry V. "The Scott-Key Connection." Maryland Medical Journal, 45 (October 
1996): 859-60. 

Cordts, Jeanne M. "Douglas Love and the Molly Maguires." Journal oftheAlleghenies, 32 
(1996): 97-105. 

Crook, Mary Charlotte. "The Two Avenel Farms and the Rapley Family." Montgomery 
County Story, 39 (May 1996): 381-91. 

Crowder, Ralph Leroy. "John Edward Bruce and the Value of Knowing the Past: Politi- 
cian, Journalist, and Self-Trained Historian of the African Diaspora, 1856-1924." Ph.D. 
diss.. University of Kansas, 1994. 

Daniel, W. Harrison. Jimmie Foxx: The Life and Times of a Baseball Hall ofFamer, 1907- 
1967. Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland 8c Co., 1996. 

Dean, David M. "Meshach Browning: Bear Hunter of Allegany County, 1781-1859." 
Maryland Historical Magazine, 91 (Spring 1996): 73—83. 

Eckman, Charley and Fred Neil. It's a Very Simple Game: The Life & Times of Charley 
Eckman. Baltimore: Borderlands Press, 1995. 

"Federico Luciano Barreda." Culvert Historian, 11 (Spring 1996): 71-77. 

"General Crook's Funeral." Calvert Historian, 8 (June 1996): 68-72. 

Grant, John. "Houses and Memories." Calvert Historian, 8 (June 1996): 60-62. 

Greaver, Earl R. "Idaho Reds." History Trails, 30 (Spring 1996): 9-11. 

Holland, Faith M. "What a Difference a Year Made: John Work Garrett Finds a Diplo- 
matic CaTter" Maryland Historical Magazine, 91 (Fall 1996): 276-97. 

"Jockey's Fame Revived." Mid-Atlantic Thoroughbred (March/April 1996): 20. 

Krug, Andrew. "General James Wilkinson." Cfl/verfHi'storan, 11 (Fall 1996): 47-52. 
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Lanham, Paul. "General Rezin Beall." News and Notes from the Prince George's County 
Historical Society, 24 (February 1996): 3^. 

Lankford, Nelson D. The Last Aristocrat: The Biography of Ambassador David K. E. Bruce. 
New York: Little, Brown & Co., 1996. 

McLaughlin, R. M. "Memories of The Anne Arundel Years." Anne Arundel County His- 
tory Notes, 27 (July 1996): 11. 

Miller, Richard E. "Thomas Boyne and Company." News and Notes from the Prince George's 
County Historical Society, 24 (February 1996): 2-3. 

Murphy, Camay C. Can a Coal Scuttle Fly? Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society, 1996. 
[Children.] 

Noll, Linda. "J. Edmund Bull: Founder of Steppingstone Museum (1904-1976)."Harford 
Historical Bulletin, 70 (Fall 1996): 139-44. 

 ."William Lorenzo Foard (1885-1981) and the Foard Blacksmith Shop."Hflr/ord 
Historical Bulletin, 70 (Fall 1996): 148-52. 

Rothberg, Morey. "Historic Beginnings."/o/i«s Hopkins Magazine, 48 (June 1996): 53- 
60. 

Schaefer, William Donald."America in Miniature"Maryland, 28 (January 1996): 112. 

Sherwood, Jack. '"Big Buddy' Harrison." Chesapeake Bay Magazine, 26 (July 1996): 62- 
67,92. 

 . "Vertigo: Spiderman above the Bay." Chesapeake Bay Magazine, 25 (January 
1996): 44-47, 74-75. 

Simpson, William E. "Alexius Lancaster 1794-1856." The Record, 73 (October 1996): 1-7. 

Thompson, Chuck. Ain't the Beer Cold! South Bend, Ind.: Diamond Communications 
Inc., 1996. 

Wineapple, Brenda. Sister Brother: Gertrude and Leo Stein. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1996. 

County and Local History 

Althoff, Susanne. "Destination Fells Point." Chesapeake Bay Magazine, 26 (July 1996): 
70-78,80-81. 

Blachly, Linda, comp. Bibliographical Resource Guide to Prince George's County, Mary- 
land, Historical Literature. Riverdale, Md.: Prince George's County Historical Society, 
1995. 

Blumgart, Pamela James, ed. At the Head of the Bay: A Cultural and Architectural History 
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The early history of a quintessential mid-Atlantic Community. . . 

MIDDLING PLANTERS OF 
RUXTON, MARYLAND 
1694-1850 

By Joseph M. Coale 

For two centuries the area known 
today as Ruxton, Maryland, was 
identified by tract names such as 
Samuel's Hope, Hector's Hop- 
yard, Bosley's Adventure, Young 
Man's Adventure, Hooker's Pros- 
perity, and Beale's Discovery. Its 
early settlers were largely "mid- 
dling" planters, economically situ- 
ated between tenant farmers and 
the landed gentry of Maryland's 
Eastern Shore. By focusing on rep- 
resentative families, their tracts, 
and their descendants, Joseph M. 
Coale traces the history of this re- 
markable area from the colonial 
period through the Revolution to 
the early Industrial Revolution. 

Ruxton, recognized its 300th an- 
niversary in 1994. The story of this 
community just north of Baltimore City represents a microcosm of America's 
transformation from wilderness to settlement, from agricultural to industrial 
pursuits, and from rural to urban character. 

6x9; 100 pages; illustrated with maps, prints, and photographs; 
Cloth binding with four-color jacket; ISBN: 0-938420-56-9 
$24.95 
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A superb biography of an American religious and cultural leader and patriot 

JOHN GOTTLIEB MORRIS: 
Man of God, Man of Science 

By Michael J. Kurtz 

Writer, lecturer, educator, churchman, 
scientist—John Gottlieb Morris's long, 
productive, and extraordinarily pro- 
ductive life mirrors the volatility and 
vitality of American culture from the 
early national period to the end of the 
19th century. Morris played a key role 
in the development and direction of the 
American Lutheran Church and led the 
movement from German-language lit- 
urgy to English. He created the librar- 
ies of the Peabody Institute and the 
Maryland Historical Society, founded 
the Lutherville Female Seiminary (and 
the town of Lutherville), and was a ma- 
jor figure at Gettysburg College. Mor- 
ris pioneered natural science in America 
and contributed significantly to the de- 
velopment of outstanding natural his- 
tory    collections,    including    the 
Smithsonian Institution's, and as an historian sustained for decades the Lutheran 
Historical Society and the Society for the History of the Germans in Maryland. 

Michael J. Kurtz is assistant archivist of the National Archives and a resident 
of Annapolis. 

6x9, 216 pages, paper. Illustrations 
ISBN 0-938420-58-5 
^20.00 
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Baltimore During the Civil War 
SCOTT SUMTER SHEADS AND DANIEL CARROLL TOOMEY 

Scott S. Sheads (Fort McHenry) and Daniel Carroll Toomey (The Civil War in 
Maryland, Marylanders at Gettysburg), combine their talents in the first book-length 
account of Baltimore during the Civil War. From the election of 1860 to Lincoln's 
funeral and the demobilization of the armies, Sheads and Toomey describe politi- 
cal developments, military events, and life for civilians in this, the first occupied 
Southern city. Separate chapters cover Fort McHenry, the defenses of Baltimore, 
and long-neglected pro-Union sentiment and activities. The book includes a valu- 

able survey of Civil War sites—the history and location of 125 forts, bridges, hospi- 
tals, and public and private buildings—plus 75 illustrations, many never before 
published, and 3 maps. 

224 pages, cloth, full color dust jacket. Notes, illustrations, index. $24.95 
ISBN: 0-9612670-7-0 

Books may be ordered from Toomey's Bookshop, P.O. Box 122, Linthicum, MD 
21090. Call or fax (410) 850-0831. Add $3.00 s+h per order. Maryland residents 
add 5% sales tax. All orders prepaid. 

SETTLERS 2^ 
MARYLAND 

Peter Wilson Goldham 
These five volumes contain an alphabetical listing of all Maryland 
Land Grants issued between 1679 and 1783. Based on land records 
at the Hall of Records in Annapolis, entries are arranged by fam- 
ily name, county, name of tract granted, acreage, date and refer- 
ence to original sources. 

Volume 1,1679-1700: 228 pp., indexed, cloth. $25.00 
Volume 2,1701-1730: 216 pp., indexed, cloth. $25.00 
Volume 3,1731-1750: 306 pp., indexed, cloth. $30.00 
Volume 4,1751-1765: 367 pp., indexed, cloth. $32.50 
Volume 5,1766-1783: 204 pp., indexed, cloth. $25.00 

Postage & handling: one book $3.50; each additional book $1.25. 
Maryland residents add 5% sales tax; Michigan residents add 6% sales tax. 

VISA & MasterCard orders: 
phone toll free 1-800-296-6687 or FAX 1-410-752-8492 

GENEALOGICAL PUBLISHING CO., INC. 
1001 N. Culvert St./Baltimore, Md. 21202 
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